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Rock Solid . Heart Touching

t

)(pt"e~~ yout"~elf with the
pet"fect colle~e notebook.
Campus life requires a notebook that will get you
through the toughest assignments and provide you
with lots of extracurricular enjoyment. ASUS '
attractive M51 Sn delivers the high end graphics
performance you need for silky smooth multi
media and games, along with lots of extra
features you're sure to need.
Equipped with the BEST complimentary
warranty in the industry, your M51 Sn will
be the perfect college notebook.

ASUS recommends Windows Vista® Home Premium

Get Ready f of' ISack to School
. / The 1.3 Megapixel webcam keeps
you in face to face communication
with loved ones (and is great for
posting to MySpace.com) .
./ The numeric keypad is great for
numerical data for science, math and
accounting .
./ ASUS Smartlogon with face
recognition technology means secure
and convenient logon .
./ Splendid Video Enhancement
Technology ensures vivid images with
better contrast, brightness, and color
saturation.
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PRINT FROM ANY ROE>Mr OR AGE, IN THE HOUSE.
Live wirel'essly. Print wirelessly.
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You just bought aflat screen Tv...
now protect it with APC.
•

APCAv··
C N GINC[;RCO l=>OWEM SOLUTIONS

How many paychecks have gone into your state-of-the-art
AV setup? Two? Three? Don't want to think about it? You've
spent time and money, and you need to protect your investment
The truth is. power fluctuations are a leading cause of AV
equipment malfunction.
Unfortunately, the demands on the antiquated power grid increase daily
and the threat of damage from bad power is just getting worse. Here's
your solution: APC AV Power Solutions. By filtering out noise and regulating
voltage, APC AV Power Solutions takes out bad power as a source of

"/cannot recommend APC enough. ..
.. .they live up to their promises."

AV signal degradation. Some advanced models even offer battery
backup power so you can stay in the game. regardless of grid malfunctions.
Turbo-charge your home theater experience with our unbeatable
engineering expertise while protecting it from the dangers of bad power.
Over 30 million customers already trust us to protect their PCs from
power problems. You can trust us to protect your home theater.
Go to www.apc.com for more information.

APC AV products are available at:

'\fan1'15.
Audio. Videc:I. A AOO~l'IO

~~~JU

Robert Archer CE Pro magazine
Engineered for high-performance AV systems by
APC power experts, APC AV Power Solutions will :
•Protect your equipment and presets from
harmful power fluctuations
•Eliminate bad power as a source of signal
degradation or equipment failure
• Prevent missed DVR recordings and corrupted
multimedia server data
•Allow equipment to perform to maximum capabilities
•Prevent damage to costly projector and display lightbulbs
CUSTOM

Available exclusively online:

0.

AV Power Conditioners
with Batteiy Backup
{1000VA-1500VA)
Premium surge protection.
J Type
isolated noise filtering, automatic
voltage regulation. and battery backup
for high performance home theater systems.

HEC tROMC

APC AV products are available in black or silver

Auo10Houcs

OESIG'I &
n lS IAU.AllON
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HOVE THEATER STORE

AV Power Conditioners
(1000VA -1500VA)
Premium surge protection.
isolated noise filtering, and
automatic voltage regulation
for high performance home
theater systems.

HType

AV Power Filters
(2. 10, or 12 outlets with
or without a COAX splitter)
Premium surge protection
and isolated noise filtering
for high performance home
theater systems.

CType

Enter to WIN aC2 Power Conditioner - valued at $99.99 ERP.

A?C.

Call 888-289-APCC x8027 Visit www.apc.com/promo Enter Key Code d653w

Legendary Reliability•

~2 008 A11erican Power Conycrs1on C0tporat10fl All rights reserved All registeied marks and trademarks a1e propertr of Amencan POY1er Conversion Corporat1on.
e-mail: ewpport@apccom • 132 Fairgrounds Road. Wes! KmgstOll. RI 02892 USA 998-0841

THEY TRY
TO STEAL
YOUR IDENTITY.
WE STEAL
THEIR
LIVELIHOOD.
Right now, identity thieves are waiting to fool you with spam and fake sites, drain your bank account, and wreak havoc on your life.
Their days are officially numbered thanks to McAfee. More than just anti-virus protection, McAfee offers continuous protection from identity
thieves, hackers, spammers, and a host of other digital threats. Learn about our complete range of total protection solutions at McAfee.com

A4cAfee~
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www.pcworld.
com/pcwsurvey
Tell PC World about your expe
riences with PCs, cameras,
printers, TVs, and other elec
tronic devices, and we'll auto
matically enter your name in
the drawing for a $2000 Ama
zon.com shopping spree. Our
Web site explains the officia l
rules and specifies how to par
ticipate in the drawing if you
choose not to take the survey.
You qualify by submitting a
single entry, and you can enter
through September 1, 2008.

ONLINE RESEARCHER Kristina Saar

SURVEY DETAILS: No partic ular answer will
affect your chances of winnin g. We will not
sell your personal data or share It with any
third parties. Th e prize drawing is open to all
legal U.S. and Canadian residents (except
those in Quebec and Puerto Rico). age l B or
older. No purchase or survey participation Is
require<l to enter or win. Products shown are
for illustrative purposes only; actual prize is
an Amazon.ccm gift card. Amazon.com is a
registere<l trademarl< of Amazon.com, Inc.
Lumlx is a trademark o f Matsushita Electric
Corporation of America. Amazon.com and
Matsushita are not sponsors of or participants
in this contest
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order to PC World Products, P.O. Box
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800/967·2083 (U.S and Canada) or
515/243·3273 (all other loca tions):
or e·mall mwlprod@cdsfulfillment.com .
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Help! Internet TV Is Ruining My Marriage
MY WIFE HAS become infatuated with
another man. Only two facts keep our
marriage together:
1. The object of my wife's affection,
Jim Rockford, is fictional.
2. James Garner, who played him in
Tire Rockford Fries, is 80 years old and
happily married.
I don' t blame my wife for her fascina
tion with a 1970s TV detective. I blame
Internet video. As Melissa Perenson
details in "The Best TV on the Web" on
page 105, the Net now offers so many
great options for seeing new and vin
tage video that it's understandable how
anyone could get sucked in, even a
technophobe like my wife.
The whole affair started soon after
Netflix introduced its Instant Watching
capability. That feature allows my wife
to watch the hunky PI punch guys out,
squeal tires, and solve crimes in full
screen, surprisingly crisp video anytime
she wants . And I have to admit that
hers isn 't the only Internet video obses
sion in the household.

How can a guy compete when his w ife can see her hero in crisp,
f ull-screen video anytime she wants-and commercial-free?

L

Hulu lets me indulge my own fixation
with the hilarious comedy An-csudDe{)c/
opmem, which I discovered late in its
all-too-short life on TV. Thanks to Hulu,
I can see the episodes I missed.
This summer's Olympic Games show
what' s possible with streaming even
live sports on the Web. NBC's Web cov
erage will be unprecedented, with more
than 2200 hours of live video (see find.
pcworld.com/61283 for more details).
What makes the wealth of TV-like
content on the Web surprising is that
the form clearly is still in its infancy.
Networks are experimenting with the
best ways to present their shows on the
Web and figuring out how much video
sharing they'll allow. Despite the grow
ing pains, though, I find that my PC
remains a more reliable source of video
I really want to watch than my TV.
That's because the dynamics of TV on
the Web are so completely different.

WIN A TECH SHOPPER'S DREAM

WANT TO GO on a shopping
spree? On us?
We'd love to send you. And
for your shot at it, all you need
Amazon.com Shopping Spree ·
to do is help us improve the
buying advice we offer you in
the pages of PC World.
Enter Here to Win: www.pcworld.com/pcwsurvey
We want to hear about your
experiences with the hard
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including desktop PCs, lap
ENTER AT WWW.PCWORLD.COM/PCWSURVEY.
tops, printers, and HDTVs. And
we'd li ke to know what hap
pens when you ask for service on those devices. Our survey, at www.pcworld.com/
pcwsurvey, takes only about 15 minu tes to complete. In appreciation, we'll enter you in
a drawing for a $2000 gift certificate for a shopping spree at Amazon.com.
All legal residents of the United States and Canada (excluding Puerto Rico and Que
bec) age 18 or older are eligible. Go to the survey site for complete rules.

Win a $2000
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Even with hundreds of cable chan
nels, I'm still at the mercy of whatever
the programmers have decided to air
when I happen to tune in. My DVR
helps, but only if I take the time to study
program listings and figure out what's
coming up that's worth recording.
TV on the Web really is on demand .
If I want to go on a binge of The Bob
Newhan Show, I can, whenever I wish.
And I don 't have to be in my living
room. Anywhere that I have broadband
and a PC can be my temporary theater.
I think there 's little question that
Internet delivery of video will eventual
ly replace distribution over cable and
satellite systems . But before that hap
pens, two big things must change.
1. We need true broadband: In the United
States, only a select few have fiber broad
band con nections-with their 30-to
100-megabits-per-second speeds
available . Kajsa Linnarsson writes on
PCWorld.com about a filmmaker in
rural Northern Sweden, up where the
reindeer roam , with a 10-gigabirs-per
second connection (for Kajsa 's series
on broadband, go to find.pcworld.com/
61284). Such connections everywhere
will allow Net TV to be truly high-def.
2. We need to pay: I love the fact that
most Internet video currently is free,
and I think some video always will be.
However, I also believe that we need to
be willing in the future to pay for a sub
scription , as we do for cable or satellite.
But unlike with a cable subscription, we
shouldn 't accept any deals that don ' t
let us pick the video we want. That way
I can uncheck The RockfordFiles on my
monthly bill and save my marriage.•
Editor Edward N. Albro oversees PC World's
features. news, and how-to content.
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kingston flash products

Life happens in a Flash .
Capture it with Kingston.
Keeping up with th e pace of today's dig ital world isn't such a challenge w hen you rely on
Kingston" Flash products ror your digi tal still or video ca mera, mobi le phone, PDA. portable
med ia player or notebook.
Ou r Secure Digi tal and Com pactFlash" ca rd s feature fast read and w rite speeds fo r fas ter
file transfe rs or downloads, and our Da taTraveler" USB Flash d rives come in a ra nge of
Kings ton microSDHC Class 4, SD HC Class 4,
Compac tFlash Ultimate cards and DataTraveler 101

cool desig ns th at offer something for everyone. For peace of mind, our Flash products are
backed by 24/7 tech support and legendary Kingston reliabilit y.
Remember, life happens in a Flash. Get th e memory to make it las t at kings ton .com/flash.

COMMITTED

TO

MEMOR Y"

PCWForum
Our story on third-party
replacement printer ink
struck a chord with
readers on both sides of
the argument. Many
readers report problems
with such inks, while others say the inks
are fine and save money. See our findings
at find .pcworld .com/61294 and click on
'Comment' to tell us your experience.
~~~~~~~~~~_/
Cheap Ink: Will It Cost You?
l bought third-party ink for an HP 690C
once. Just once. The ink ran all over the
inside of the printer, and afterward ink
from the replacement HP cartridge mi
grated from tank to tank. Pure yellow
came out orange; blue came out green.
It neve r printed right again.
Pge1rys,from rlu PCWfonims
Testing Lexmark for quality is like test
ing Windows for quality. You can't ,
because they both suck. I' m sick of
people giving refillers a bad name.
Nicesim,from rhc PCWforums
l have been using third-party ink in
both my Canon printers and my HP
Photosmart for yea rs, and guess what?
No problems. I overfilled one Canon
cartridge once, it leaked , I cleaned up,
and other than ink stains on my fingers,
all was well. Photogra phs and letters
that I've printed with the third-party
inks are just as bright, sharp, and color
ful , and they haven' t fa ded.
A1rysia,jiTJ111 rlu PCWfornms
I have bee n using an HP Photosmart
2610 All-In-One for almost three years
now, and it's still running flaw lessly.
Never have I bought third-party or

"secondhand" ink cartridges, and I
don ' t plan to do so anytime soon.
]olmT,ji"0111 tire PCWforums
I have personal ex perience with some
of these so-called cheap cartridges for
both inkjet and laser printers. Their
quality in no way matches the printer
manufacturer's ink quality. These chea p
cartridges also fail , and th ey can ruin
your printer. I know that the printer
manufacturers charge high prices ; but
until a reliable so urce comes along,
that's what we' re stuck with.
Dwai11c,fro111 rlre PCWforums

Fact Check: Linux Is Immune

and I've been advocating for it for years.
but the two malware experts I spoke with
both agree-as have all of the system
security experts I've spoken with over the
yea rs-that while Linu x is indeed a tough
OS to crack, it isn't impervious to threats.

Returned Products Work Fine
Here's my take on why products are
returned [ConsumerWatclt, July] , most
after only 20 minutes of use: Today's
manufacturers try to do too much with
a single product. In other words, far
too many options! It lea ves the average
consumer bewildered and unable or un
willing to cope. I'm a fed erally licensed
broadcast engineer with over 40 years
of experience, and this is my rule: If I
can't ge t a piece of hardware or soft
ware going in 30 minutes, it goes back,
period! And yes, I've returned count
less products and computer programs
for that reaso n. My advi ce to vendors
is, if you want to save the $13 .8 billion
lost in returns, keep it simple, stupid!
Gil Allrn, Redford, Michiga11

The PlayStation 3 is versatile, yes.
but the noise it generates makes it
a poor choice for enjoying movies.

Joy Lockenour. Philadelphia
5 Reasons to Ditch Your
Cable Box or Satellite Dish

I am really dismayed at Facr Clrcck
[Herc's How, July]! You need to do a lit
tle research on your own, not just
believe everything you are to ld . If you
do, yo u will find th at the Linux file/
user structu res and privileges inhere nt
ly make it difficult for someone to get
anyt hing harmful into a ' nix system.
This seems li ke yet anot her article
geared to give bad press to Linux .
Jolr11 E. Cane, Pirrsbu rgh

I totally agree with Dan Tynan's art icle
[find.pcworld.com/61293). Not only can you
use the services he recommends, but
you can go to the cable netwo rks' Web
sites an d order HD pay-per-view and a
whole plethora of services . Thankfully, I
can now tell Comcast to come retrieve its
clunky, gray, latency-ridden cable box.
Brecz,from rlre PCWfonum

Senior Editor Robert Strohmeyer responds:
I stand by the column as written. I've been

No thanks. I will stick with HD ca ble on
my 48-inch wide-screen HDlV with
Dolby Digital surround sound , and of
course the comfort of the couch. I
»

a Linux user fo r more than a decade now.
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Optimize & Speed Up your PC
with NetDuster in just Minutes!
Is your PC crawling nowadays? With NetDuster, it's like having a live -in geek dedicated to
helping you ach ieve a faster, efficient and more robust PC experience. NetDuster's simple one
click solutions, are all set to automatically, scan, clean and optimize PC performance in just
Minutes! From system settings, internet usage, and disk clutter, let NetDuster keep your system
running at optimal performance.

Clean Your System and Boost Performance
Boost system performance by cleaning out all missing, unwanted, obsolete and
corrupt registry entries automatically with our Registry Cleaner.

Repair Your PC and Keep It Tuned
Dramatically improve your desktop experience by repairing all registry problems
and minimizing application seizures and crashes.

Works with

I-

~

1

CCl'T!RlD FO •

""

Windows
VistaN

Come visit us and try out the demo version at trynetduster.com

2008 NetDus1er.com. /Ill Rights Reserved. Net Duster, the Nl'tDuster logo are rt'gist red trarlernarks of
NetDusrer inc. M1crosof1 dnd Windows arc registered trademarks of Micro;oft Corpor.111 011. /Ill ull1er
trademarks are t he p rope rty of their res pec tive owners.

netduster ®

PCWForum
would have to spend a lot of money to
assem ble a PC system t hat comes close
to the performance of my home theater.
Fru2spcak,.from tire PCWforolns

(Hello. I can surround you
with your equipment. And still
give you breathing room.)

No, I don't think I'll ever get rid of
ca ble . I'm addicted to the high-speed
Internet it brings me; the digital-1V
services are just a plu s for me. I have a
very fast and efficient desktop, but I
have no desire to watch 1V shows on
my 22-inch wide-screen dis play.
Mjd42011ooa,.from tire PCWforums
l connected my PC to my 42-inch 1V
long ago, and l watch less cable content
all the time. The article s author is
right: There's a lot more content out
there than the limited choices that the
local cable monopoly offers. Not only
that, but video games look and sound
awesome using the television and a set
of surround-sound speakers.
Ogma11,.fro111 rite PCWforums
PC World welcomes your feedback. We re

The keyboard shelf easily raises,
lowers and tilts so you can work
in comfort, sitting or sta nding.

serve the right to edit for length and clarity.
Share yaur thoughts in the Comments area
under each story on our Web site, or visit our
Forums (find .pcworld.com/55165). Send
e- mail to letters@pcwarld.com. •

Are you on friendly terms with

list of accessories, customi ze your

your current workstat ion? If not,

Console to your heart's content.

maybe it's time for a change.
Contact our knowledgeable folks at
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Our Fit System Console is one of

800.325.3841 or through our chat

our be st-se lling workstatio ns for
a reaso n: its curved shape keeps

feat ure located on
anthro.com/ pcw

everythi ng within ea sy reach. Lo ad

- we'd love to

up all the shelves with your heaviest

say "Hello"

*
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equ ipment, and then, with our long

to you, too.

Technology Furniture•

Grovv your
vvith a 1&1
Get FREE Domain Names
with every hosting plan

Design your website
with easy-to-use tools

Use the 1&1 E-mail Marketihg Tool
to contact your visitors

Drive traffic to your web ite
with our easy-to-use Marketing Center
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Spcdol Offers

Welcome to Bennet's Realty Agents

• Chttk out you r Credit

Bennet's Realty Agents have been finding
properties for people In Sunnlngham fOr the
last 22 years. We are a family run business who
emphasize clear and honest communication with
a duty to provide an equitable service to all.

business
vvebsite!
Best Value:
Compare for yourself.
Included Domains
(.com, .net, .org, .info or .biz)

Go Daddy

Hostway

PREMIUM

STANDARD

$1.99/year
300 GB

150 GB

Monthly Transfer Volume

3,000 GB

Unlimited

Mailbox Size

1,000 MB

75 MB

Additional $8.09/month

./

Web Space

Website Builder
Marketing Center

./

Premium Software Suite
Search Engine Submission

Extra Charge Applies

90-0ay Money Back Guarantee
24/7 Phone,
E-mail

Support

$1424 $1995

Price Per Month

C 2008 1&1 Internet. Inc

24n Toll-free Phone,
E-mail

rights r"5ef'Je<I.

Vi~ t

land 1.com for details. Prices based on comparable Linux Wtb hosting packages, effective 612712008. • Oller valid for 8usin ess Package only, 12 month minimum conuact
term required. Bu" ness Package specia l expires 813112008. • ' Pnce valid for first year of .us domain registration. Alter ti-. first year. regular prkes will apply. Special offer expires
8/3 lnoos. Product and program specifi carions, ava ilability, and pricing subject ro change without notice. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

For a limited time, America 's internet address is on sale.
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15 Ways Microsoft Can Reinvent Itself
BY HARRY McCRACKEN
A COMPUTER ON every
desk and in every home,
running Microsoft soft
ware. That, Bill Gates has
often said, is the vision
on which he and Paul
Allen founded their soft
ware company in 1975.
While there's debate over
when the mantra was
first articulated-the ear
liest known instances go
back only to the mid
1980s-this much is
undeniable: Microsoft
indeed made that auda
cious goal a reality.

its cofounder has retired. and its Latest biggest prod
uct has been Lambasted . What does Microsoft do to
remain relevant? Here are 15 suggestions.

l

A Second Act?
Now that Gates has
stepped down from day
to-day management of
the company, another
fact is clear: The modern
Microsoft remains a
company in search of a
second act. True, it's still
one of the world's most
profitable enterprises,
raking in more dough in
its 2007 fiscal year than
Adobe, Apple, Google, Ora
cle, and Yahoo , combined.
But the cracks in the Micro
soft hegemony aren't just
showing, they're growing.

gutsy upstarts such as
Mozilla are making mean
ingful inroads on Micro
softian monopolies. And
outside of Redmond,
almost everybody seems
to regard Windows Vista
as a disappointment.
Here's some unsolicit
ed advice for Microsoft
15 steps that could help
the company thrive in the
years ahead. Several of
these ideas are clearly
part of its game plan al
ready; others, it would
likely reject out of hand.
And hey, certain points
conflict with others. But
unlike Steve Ballmer and
his crew, I have the luxu
ry of pondering Micro
soft's future without
having to devise a strate
gy to make it happen.

Th e Big Picture
Stop trying to be every
thing to everybody.
Microsoft makes soft
ware and services for
everyone from humon
gous companies to little
kids . It provides applica
tions for PCs , servers, indus
trial devices, phones, GPS
units, and cars. It's trying to
be a major force in online

1

On the Web, it's Google,
not Microsoft, that inspires
the blend of awe and fear
Gates and company com
manded in the 1990s-and
Microsoft's answer, namely
its ongoing attempts to ac-

quire Yahoo, has fizzled, at
least as of mid-July. The soft
ware giant's efforts to extend
Windows and Office to the
Web have been lackluster
and confusing. Old adver
saries such as Apple and

While Bill Gates has finally stepped down from most of his Microsoft
duties, his employment prospects aren't totally dim. Check out '10
Potential Second Careers for Bill Gates' at find .pcworld.com/61227.
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advertisi ng. It manufactures
gaming consoles and audio
players and mice and key
boards and touch-sensitive
tables. It even owns part of a
cable news channel. No com
pany on the planet could do
all these things we ll , and
Microsoft doesn't even do
many of them profitably.
Rather than jumping on
every imaginable bandwag
on, it would be smart to
focus on core businesses
such as operating systems,
productivity applications
and services, and program
ming tools. Possible role
model: IBM, which is so dis
ciplined about the opportu
nities it pursues, it d ecided
to exit the PC business that
it had itself created.

2

Upgrade continuously, not

onceeveryfewyears. Win
dows Vista is a tad stale in
part because it feel s like its
fe atures were determined
years ago , in an earlier era of
computing- which in fact
they were. That staleness is a
by-product of Microsoft's
decades-old app roach to
software d evelopment and
distribution. Google, by
contrast, can push out fresh
new features onto the Web
almost as quickly as it can
think of them. And even if
Microsoft's bread-and
butter products remain
d esktop applications rather
than Web-based serv ices,
they need to move to a
model of ongoing evolution
rather than once-in-awhile
revo lutio ns. Couldn't Micro
soft Update, for example,
evolve from a tedious patc h
ing system to a cool way to
make Windows, Office, and
other applications better on
a day-by-day bas is?

3

Be innovative-no, serious
ly. The marketing mes

sage from Redmond wou ld
have you believe that Micro
soft and innovation are prac
tically synonymous. In fact,
the company is more mimic
than innovator: When Apple
put a tiny "Designed in Cali
fornia" on the hack of every
iPod, it was inevitable that
the Zune would sport an
equally microscopic "Hello
from Seattle." It might do
wonders for Microsoft's
reputation if the company
appointed a Chief Innova
tion Officer whose duties
wo uld include ruthlessly kill
ing everything that smacks
of pointless imitation.

4

Gates told Newsweek about
an appealing, "user-centric"
scenario in which Windows
syncs all of a user's fi les, set
tings, fonts, and other data
ac ro ss the Web, so they're
access ible on any computer
at hand. (Live Mesh, current
ly out as a preview, seems
to be an early incarnation of
this promising vision; see
page 94 for more details.)
RebootWindows.ln 2000,
Apple replaced the
creaky operating system
known as OS 9 with the all
new, thoroughly modern
OS X. The d aring gam bit
saved the Mac OS . Though
Windows isn't as archaic as

6

Treat customers like kings,

not peons. Microsoft rolls
out copy-protection technol
ogies that cause headaches
for paying customers , then
tells those customers it's
doing so for their own good.
It insists on doing away with
Windows XP when legions
of us ers still want XP. Eve n
its corporate motto-"Your
Potential. Our Passion"-is
patronizing. The company
that utterly dominated the
computing world could get
away with that attitud e; the
one that faces real competi
tion on all fronts must treat
customers and potential cus
tomers with more respect.

OS 9 was, it's hard to imag
ine Windows staying vi able
for another decade without
a new found at ion. "Min
Win," a stripped-down ver
sion of the Windows kernel,
might be that fre sh start
but scuttlebutt says that it
will not be a part of Win
dows 7, Vista's successor.

7

SplitWindowsintwo.

Long-term, the world
needs a fundamentally new
version of Windows . But the
uproar over Microsoft's
plans to kill off Windows XP
shows that lots of folks just
want a version of the OS
that 's familiar and compati
ble. The company already »

PLUGGED IN
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AOL INCREASES DIAL-UP CHARGES:
Subscription fees for dial-up Inter
net rise by 20 percent. Hey, that's
like Microsoft charging more for Windows 3.1!

. . . . . . VERIZON OFFERS RHAPSODY: The
I I
mu sic subscription service comes

sa ns ORM. Now you can get sweet,
sweet mu sic on your dull, dull phone.

-

~
~

HANDS-FREE DEVICES FOR CALLS:
Now mandatory, per California law.
Still waiting for hands-free ways to

wolf Big Macs, shave, apply mascara.

911""""1111• FACEBOOK GENDER REQUIREMENT:
Users must say whether they're male
or female. Because don't you hate it

Windows : How It
Should Evolve

5

when your new BFF turns out to be a dude?

Make Windows aseamless

637,000 LAPTOPS: The number

desktop-Web experience.

lost at airports last year, a Dell

Desktop software has its
advantages, and so do Web
based services . Future ver
sions of Windows would be
most powerful if they were a
bit of both. Maybe they will
be: In February 2007, Bill

commi ssioned study says. Maybe
Customs is still rifling through the contents.
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Forward
sells almost 20 versions of
the operating system-so
why not make both groups
of people happy by offering
both a legacy edition and a
Windows that's new from
the ground up?
Make Windows more bor
ing.MS-DOS was a sim
ple, unglamorous piece of
software that focused on
being a solid platform for
applications from Microsoft
and other companies . As
Windows added tools for
digital photography, enter
tainment, and communica
tions, it became more com
plex and less satisfying. I'd
love to think Microsoft
might go back to basics in
future versions of Windows,
but one of the first public
demos of Windows 7 in
volved a new version of Win
dows Paint. That's not a
great sign. Microsoft should
concentrate on making the
OS more reliable and se
cure, and easier to use, rath
er than adding features to a
paint program.
Make Windows Mobile the
flagship. It's obvious
that tomorrow's PC will be
the descendant of today's
smart phones. That's why
Apple reinvented OS X as a
mobile operating system for
the iPhone. And if Windows
can't adapt to that world,
it'll die. But Windows Vista
is too bloated to run well on
cheap laptops, let alone
phones, and Windows Mo
bile 6.1 has nothing cutting
edge about it. Rumors sug
gest that the first edition of
Windows Mobile rewritten
from scratch will be version
8, which supposedly won't
show up for years . Wouldn 't
sooner be better?

8

9
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Applications:
Office and Beyond
LeapfrogGoogleDocs.
Once upon a time,
Microsoft productivity apps
such as Word, Excel, and
PowerPoint were also-rans
compared with blockbusters
like WordPerfect, 1-2-3, and
Harvard Graphics. Then
Microsoft earned much of
its dominance of the office

10

Word, Excel, and Power
Point are among Microsoft's
most valuable properties
even the Office 2007 ones
that the company has pub
lis hed as open standards.
They would be an even more
powerful asset if they were
as widely used on the Web
as Adobe's omnipresent
PDF. How about releasing a
unified Office file viewer-

There may have been a time
when IE was a strategic
asset for Microsoft, but
today it's more of an alba 
tross. So why not dump it for
a Leaner, meaner 'Internet
Explorer' that's really the
supremely customizable
Firefox under the skin?
market the old-fashioned
way: by building better soft
ware. Today, it shouldn't be
all that hard to construct an
online suite that trumps
Google Docs-and nobody
is in a better position than
Microsoft to try.
BundleOfficewithan
online suite. Microsoft
has ap proached the online
productivity arena so cau
tiously in part because it's
worried about murdering
one of its cash cows: The
same people who pay hun
dreds of dollars for a copy of
Office think that online
suites should be free. Why
not gi ve those paying cus
tomers a great Web version
of Office as part of the deal?
Doing so might help show
the world that essential
Internet-based tools are
indeed worth real money.
MaketheOfficefilefor
mats indispensable on
the Web. The file formats for

11
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ideally with some basic edit
ing features-that would be
a cinch to find , install, and
use? (Office Live Workspace
serves that purpose, sort of,
but it's too complicated to
become pervasive.) This
would sure make more sense
than XPS , Microsoft's half
baked response to PDF.
Takeastudioapproach
to software. Microsoft
Game Studios, the compa
ny's game-title arm, works
as a loose federation of de
velopers, some that Micro
soft started, some that it
acquired , and some indepen
dent. Examples include Bun
gie (Halo), Ensemble (Age of
Empires), Lionhead (Black
and White), and Rare (Viva
Pinata). The end result: The
average Microsoft-published
game is arguably more inter
esting than the average
Microsoft-published pro
ductivity applicatio n. If the
company applied the same

13

system to productivity soft
ware, it might unleash an
explosion of creativity.
Build Internet Explorer
on top of Firefox. Okay,
I've suggested th is before. I
understand that it remains
an idiosyncratic and unlikely
proposition. But it still
seems like a good idea to
me. There may have been a
time when IE was a strategic
asset for Microsoft, but
today it's more of an alba
tross . So why not dump it
for a leaner, meaner "Inter
net Explorer" t hat's really
the supremely customizable
Firefox under the skin?
BealeadingiPhone
developer. "To create
a new standard takes some
thing that's not just a little
bit different... It takes some
th ing that's really new and
captures people 's imagina
tions, " Bill Gates declared
in 1984. He wasn't ta lking
up a Microsoft product-he
was raving about the then
new Apple MaCintosh. And
despite the fact that the Mac
competed head-on with PCs
running DOS (and later with
Windows), Microsoft was
smart enough to establish
itself as a major Mac devel
oper. (It even introduced
Excel on that platform first.)
If Steve Ballmer were to
em brace the iPhone with the
same enthusiasm, Microsoft
would make money-and
the company's developers
would learn things that
could make Windows
Mobile more formidable.
Microsoft may well man
age to remain the world's
largest software company
for years to come, but it's
going to need all the good
ideas it can get.

14
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Toshiba recommends
Windows Vista®Business
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with
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thin

The laptop expert
cut down on size, not features.
Sure, there are companies out there yelling "thin thi s" and
uportable that:' But what good is a lightweight laptop if it
doesn't do what you want? Th at 's why the feath erlight
Portege• RSOO is the world 's first laptop with a ?mm DVD
SuperMulti drive. So you can still watch movies, play music
and prepare for presentations. Plus its transreflective
screen uses natural light to help you see better outdoors.
Discover all of the innovative wo rld's fir sts ins id e th e
Portege RSOO at Explore.Toshiba .co m/ PCWorld .
Pon~ lsa ~ln,red uademark of ToYliba America Informat ion Systems, Inc.. and/or Toshiba Corpor •.ulon, Windows
ViSQ ila registered tradema'k or Microsoft Corpor.Jtlon in 1hie Unit'd States and/or oth'r countries. While Toshiba has
mitdtevtrytffon at thti tlmc of publication to ensure the accu"cyof 1he lnfonNtlon provided hercln, product sp«if..::.i tloni.
conriQutatloru. Pfkes. synrov'component/optlom avallablhtyar' an subject to change wf1hout notice. FOf 1~ most up·to-date
p(Oduc:Nnformatlon ahout your computer, or to stay current with 1he various computer softw~ re or h.11dwa1e options. visit

T~'J Web sh~a\pcsupport.tosh lba.com. 0 2008 Toshiba America 1nformn11on Systems, Inc. All rlghU reserved.

TOSHIBA
Leading Innovation
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Microsoft's
New Offer:
Subscribe
to Office
MICROSOFT HAS chosen
the name "Equipt" for a pack
age of products that includes
its Office suite, Internet secur
ity software, and other ser
vices, which it will sell for a
$70 annual subscription fee .
Equipt components include
Office Home and Student
2007, Windows Live One
Care, Office Live Workspac
es, Windows Live Mail, Live
Messenger, and Live Photo .
Bryson Gordon, a group
product manager for Micro
soft Office,
plays down
suggestions
that Equipt
is an effort
to rival Google Docs and
other free office suites, such
as IBM Symphony. Equipt,
he says, targets people who
are looking for a PC security
suite-such as Windows Live
OneCare-and who might
forgo buying Office as well
in favor of using an older
copy that they might already
have or might pirate. Micro
soft is selling Equipt first
through Circuit City stores .
In determining the $70
subscription rate, Gordon
says, Microsoft took into ac
count the pricing for both
Windows Live OneCare ($50
per year) and Office Home
and Student 2007 ($150 for
a one-time license) .
Customers can load Equipt
on up to three PCs for the
yearly subscription fee .
-Elizabeth Momalbano
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How TVs Will Get Much, Much Flatter
PLASMA IS DEAD. Front and rear projection?

This year. the flat-panel indu stry woke up

Fuggeddaboutit. LCD has a few good years left.

and smelled the diodes. Samsung SDI- the

and then it's sayonara, baby. TV technology's

world's largest maker of OLEDs for cell phones

future lies in tiny phosphorescent molecules.
Organic light-emitting diodes- OLEDs

and portable media players- is pumping half a
billion dollars into new manufacturing plants.

employ a thin layer of organic material that

Epso n. LG. Toshiba. and other major manufac

emits light when electricity passes through it.

turers of OLEDs are following suit.

OLEO displays need no backlight. so they're
ultrathin and flexi
ble. They are also
brighter, cheaper to
manufacture. and
more environmen 
tally friendly than

I

Janice Mahone. vice president of technology
commercialization

A paper-thin HDTV that covers a
whole wall? Believe it. OLE Os are
coming - not qu ickly, but when th ey
do, LCD and plasma are doomed.

for Universal Dis
play. says that con
sumers should
start to see OLEO
panels in the 20

plasma displays or

to-30-inch range in

LCDs. Over the

2009. But it's likely

next few years.

to be two years or

OLEO will be com

more before OLEDs

ing to a boob tube

can compete with

near you, and later

LCDs on price.

maybe to the walls
of your house, or

A Flat Future

even the wind

OLEO isn't the only

shield of your car.

promising new TV
technology. Micro

Thin and Rich

electro-mechanical

When Sony showed

systems (MEMS)

off its 27-inch

LED-powered dis

active-matrix OLEO

plays that employ

flat panel at last January's Consumer Elec

millions of microscopic shutters to control light

tronics Show in Las Vegas. you could hear jaws

passing through them-use less power than

dropping. A contrast ratio of a million to one.

OLEDs. but they trail OLEDs in development.

with pure blacks. blinding whites. and brilliant

Mahone admits that LCD s have lots of life

colors; no problems with viewing angles or am

left. and manufacturers-who are loath to can

bient light; faster response times than LCDs;

nibalize their LCD sales- will likely try to keep

and low energy consumption- all on a pane of

OLEO prices high for several years. In the long

glass thinner than a Bic pen.

run. though. OLEO sets will become cheaper to

"OLEDs ...reproduce th e exact colors a movie
maker intended," says Barry Young. OLEO

produce, thanks to having less electronics.
"You could have a paper-thin , wall-size OLEO

expert for DisplaySearch. "LCDs [and plasmas]

that displays video. shows photographs. or

can't produce 100 percent of the grayscales in

provides ambient light with a flick of a switch,"

the original image ...; OLEDs can."
Right now, only one model is available: Sony's

says Mahone. Transparent OLEO technology
could provide the same instant control for the

XEL-1. which measures 11 inches diagonally.

windows in your room or for a heads-up dis

costs $2500, and has a short useful -life span.

play on the windshield of your car.

But the XEL-1 is mostly a proof-of-concept
item. says Young. OLEDs using newer materials

If you're planning on buying a big -screen TV
set this year. it won't be an OLEO. But your

are proving more robust. and eventually they'll

next TV after that one very well could be- if it

long outlast plasma and LCD sets. he ad ds.

isn't built into the walls of your next house.
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I've got the cutting-edge
technology that will
make your laptop zip.

)

NEW INTEL• CENTRINO• 2 PROCESSOR TECHNOLOGY.
With up to 50% faster performance when multitasking, it's our best-performing
notebook technology ever. Find out more at intel.com/go/centrino

THE WORLD'S BEST NOTEBOOKS HAVE INTEL• CENTRINO• 2 INSIDE.
As nieaSUo'ed ~ PhQ!oshop' Llghuoom' comparing larest-generatioo Intel' Centrlno' 2 processor technOlogy-based notebooks with comparable frequency first generation dual-core Intel Cenu Ina procesSOI tectnology
based notebooks. Actual peiformance tref ~. See hrtP'l/wwwJnte1.com/go/consume1benchmalks for impoftant additional Information. For more information on wtrt Intel" Centrlno' 2processor tecmology coallleS the
best notebool<$ visit htutl/www.intelrom/performanceJ C2008 Intel Coiporation All rights reseM!d Intel the Intel logo. Centrino. and Centrino Inside Ml Jraden'lalks of Intel Colporation In the us and other' C001Uies
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Load Up Your 3G iPhone With These Free Apps
AFfER DROPPING all kinds
of dough on a new iPhone
and a 3G service plan, you'll
undoubtedly want to save
cash by loading great free
programs on your new toy.
Here are some suggestions.
(Note : I tested all of these
apps on a first-generation
iPhone with the new 2.0 soft
ware installed, meaning that
I could upload and down
load only at EDGE speeds .)

I We looked at new applications for the iPhone
that can help you choose restaurants. follow
sports scores, upload digital photos. and more.

Truly Useful
AirMe: This utility enables
you to upload digital photos
directly from your iPhone to
your Flickr account. Snap a
pie with your iPhone cam
era, and AirMe geotags it (if
you want it to) and posts it
on your Flickr page within a
minute . The process is much
easier than e-mailing iPhone
pies to yourself and then up
loading them manually.
AOL Radio: Want to listen
to tunes when your flight is
delayed in Phoenix? AOL
Radio scratches that itch, to
the tune of more than 350
radio stations from across
the United States. It's an
audio-streaming app that
7:11PM

Q
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STREAM A VARIETY of stations
to your phone using AOL Radio.
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MAKE CHOOSING where to eat
out fun, via Urbanspoon.

works staggeringly well even
at the slower EDGE speeds.
Evernote: Save notes, pho
tos, and voice recordings to
a Web storage platform that
you can access anywhere,
with Evernote. If you're plan
ning on using your iPhone
to take a lot of notes or to
snap a bunch of pictures
while you're out and about,
this app is a must-have.
Google Mobile App: Think of
it as Firefox 3's "Awesome
Bar" for the iPhone. This
search-bar-on-steroids not
only suggests popular query
matches for you once you
type in a few letters, but also
searches your phone for any
contact names that start with
the same letters. Tapping a
search result launches it in
a browser window, and tap
ping a contact name lets you
message or call that person.
Urbanspoon: This innova
tive application puts a new
spin on restaurant recom
mendations. You can elect
to have the iPhone use your

S E PTE MBE R 2008

current location, or you can
input a city manually. Either
physically shake the phone
or tap the ' Shake' button on
the touch screen, an.cl the
slot-machine-like interface
spins wheels bearing the
names of neighborhoods,
food types , and price ranges.
When the wheels stop spin
ning, Urbanspoon's app rec
ommends restaurants based
on the variables that come
up ('Mission [District]/ Sea
food/$$ ', for example). If
random results aren't your
thing, you can lock in pre
ferred parameters to receive
recommendations .

Pandora: Thanks to the
iPhone version of the free
music site, you may never
need to use the iTunes Music
Store again-as long as you
like your music to play ran
domly. Just enter an artist's
name, press the Create but
ton, and listen as your se
lected artist and similar acts
play in no particular order.
Remote: Use this app to
control and play music stored
A. ATIT 0

MLB

1:5T PU
C

SportB()tep

Just for Fun
Eventful: Configuring your
alerts is a bit of a chore; but
once this app is up and run
ning, Eventful will let you
know who's coming to town
and what's going on in your
neck of the woods-whether
it be concerts, book signings,
live sports, theater, public
speakers, you name it.

PLAN YOUR social calendar by
using Eventful to track events.

MOST TEAMS' SCORES are at
your fingertips with SportsTap.

on your PC or Apple 1V di
rectly with your iPhone via a
Wi-Fi connection. Once con
nected, select your iPhone in
iTunes' ' Devices ' list, enter a
four-digit passcode on your
iPhone's screen, and use it
as a touch-screen clicker to
play, pause, shuffie, and se
lect songs. Remote worked
well in my tests with iTunes.
SportsTap: If your sports
obsession creates the need
to receive MLB, NBA, NCAA,
NFL, NHL, PGA, and other
game results instantly, Sports
Tap is for you. The utility's
interface is clean and intui
tive, and scores load quickly,
even at EDGE speeds.
-Trm Mqy11ilra11
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Misconfigured Work Laptop Wrecks User's Life
MICHAEL FIOLA vividly
remembers the sense of
shoe~ and paralysis he
felt when his supervisor
dismissed him on that
March morning last year.
"You are being fired for
a violation of the com
puter usage policy," the
supervisor said. "You have
pornography on your com
puter. You 're fired. Clean
out your desk. Let's go."
A few months later, Fiola,
an inspector with the Massa
chusetts Department of In
dustrial Accidents , faced
child pornography charges ,
stemming from illegal imag
es on his state-issued laptop.
The charges , however, were
droppedinJune,alteranin

vestigation by the Massachu
setts Attorney General's of
fice concluded that the state
couldn't prove Fiola had
downloaded the images. Tami
Loehrs, the forensic investi
gator Fiola hired, had found
that the laptop was miscon
figured, riddled with mali
cious apps, and not getting

critical soltware updates.
She also believes that his
antivirus soltware was
either misconfigured or
not working properly.
"He was handed a tick
ing time bomb," Loehrs
says of Fiola's laptop.
Fiola isn' t the first per
son to face jail time over
computer problems. Last
year, Julie Amero, a sub
stitute teacher in Norwich,
Connecticut, was convicted
of felony child endanger
ment alter a computer in her
classroom popped up por
nographic ads. Amero faced
the prospect of 40 years in
prison until security profes
sionals analyzed her com
puter and found that it was

infested with spyware. Fol
lowing this discovery, a
judge set aside the verdict.
Like Amero, Fiola doesn't
know much about PCs. He
says that he had no idea
there was anything wrong
with his laptop until he was
called in and fired.
Though Fiola's name has
been cleared, he lost his job
and his health insurance.
1he case shows how easily
an employee may be accused
of criminal PC activity that
the person knows nothing
about, says Fiola's attorney,
Timothy Brad!. "This type of
thing could have happened
to anyone with a work
issued laptop, " Brad! adds.

-Rohm McMillan

Webon: DIV Web Sites, No Ads
While everyone was busily establishing accounts on Facebook or

--·3··
_,_ ·1

MySpace, the field of simple Web-site creation tools was pretty
dormant. Lately, they've been making a comeback, as some people
decide they want more of an Internet presence than a profile page
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can provide. Webon , a division of Lycos, makes the whole process
~ t~

brain-dead easy, and even with a free account you can build a site

i.1

-

without ads. Premium accounts start at $9 and allow you to use
your own domain and store unlimited numbers of photos. Webon
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officials say they'll have widgets to tie into popular social networks,
too, but few were available when I tried the service. webon.com
PAGEONCE GIVES YOU a quick overview of your onllne accounts,

Pageonce: Super-Aggregator

Including financial services, social networks, e-mail, and more.

Combine the financial information that you can view through Mint.
com , the social network updates that services like Friendfeed pro

WhereIStand: Digital Debate Club

vide, and even access to your Web mail account. and you have

If you still regret that your high school had no debate team,

Pageonce. Give the site your log-on information for financial sites,

WhereIStand.com is the place for you. As a member, you can state

frequent flyer accounts, and subscription sites Like Netflix, and

your position on such issues as, "It is acceptable for celebrities to

you'll see highlights of each of those accounts in a tabbed set of

sell photos of their children to magazines." Members of the free

pages. I think that the free service tries to cram a Little too much

site can-and definitely will- agree or disagree, and say why. They

into those pages (why anyone would want to use Gmail through

can also add the opinions of public figures. The ensuing dialogue

the Pageonce interface is beyond me), but it's still a useful way to

ain 't the Lincoln-Douglas debates, but it's more sincere and high

get an overview of your online state of affairs. pageonce.com

minded than a lot of conversation on the Web. whereistand .com
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Google Lively
Takes On
Second Life
GOOGLE'S NEW TOOL,
Lively, creates 3D social
spaces on Web sites. The
platform lets users create
and personalize avatars and
their own virtual rooms.
That's nothing new: Sec
ond Life does as much. But
Lively users can embed rooms
in their Web sites, biogs, or
Facebook or MySpace pages.
Users can show YouTube
videos on virtual TVs and
display images in picture
frames, too. To run the Live
ly beta (www.lively.com), your
computer must run Win
dows and either Internet Ex
plorer or Firefox. You must
be 13 years of age or older.
Immediately after the
launch, some users com
plained because the platform
supports only Windows .
Some say that the interface
is clunky, or crashes Firefox.
But some give the cartoon
style graphics a thumbs-up.
"If anyone can make money
[on this], it's Google, " says
Gartner's Steve Prentice.
-Mikael Ricknds
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TOM MAINELLI

Better Music From Your PC, for Free

the aural advantages of lossl ess audio codecs

l

(like FLAG), discrete sound cards, and specialty

using it to achieve better audio from their PCs.

HIGH-QUALITY PC AUDIO is important to me,
as I spend a lot of time listening to music on my
desktop. In previous columns I've discussed

music player software. Alas, even with all of
those tools installed and properly configured , it

Easy-to-use tool helps ensure
that your high-quality music
so unds the way it shoul d.

To use ASI04ALL, you 'll need a compatible
media player, such as foobar2000 or WinAmp

is possible to suffer less-than-optimal sound on

(Windows Media Player and iTunes don't sup

a Windows XP-based PC, as the operating sys

port it). I recommend installing foobar2000

tem has a tendency to muck with music without

(available at www.foo1Jar2000.org ). You also

your consent. Happily, a free, easy-to-use pro

need to download the foobar2000 ASIO DLL

gram, called ASI04ALL (www.asio4all.com),

(click on the Optional Components link on the

addresses this annoying Windows habit. (I'm

above site); the DLL file should go into foobar

told that the app can improve sound on Vista

2000's Components folder on your hard drive.

PCs, too, but I have not tested that claim.)
So how does XP interfere with your music?
Simply put, the OS hands off audio chores to a

Next, download and install ASI04ALL itself.
Launch it by clicking on its Off-line Settings
option in the Start menu. You should see your

piece of software
called the Kernel
Audio Mixer, or

6 - \llWW.J!.ro.iallcom - (eedback•!Pa
Srgm.-tl cl High Dc fcn1hon Audio CODEC

Kmixer. which
JjuseH..-cBl.lfesiD""'"".....,,.wa<kl

automatically

Kernel Bt.lfm: 4

resamples audio

I

/>07 TIOUbleshootr.g
0 AJwoo>oR.....,ic44.1kHz<-> 48KHz

files-oftentimes
rather poorly

OF<>ccwt>M D""" To 16 B<
ASIC 8t.lfC1Size•20485

creating output
that differs from

!Vendor. SigMTel(STHDA)

the original

ASI0 4ALL: A PDF manual explains advanced tweaks, but you can also try these

recording. The

settings (first prescribed by a sage audiophile on the enthusiast site Head-fi.org).

effect is typically
pretty subtle. and if you are listening to low

computer's audio device highlighted; if you have

bit-rate MP3s you probably won't notice it.

more than one, select the one you intend to use.

However, if you're like me and you listen to

Now launch foobar2000. Navigate to File ·

lossless audio because you prefer to hear

Preferences, and choose Output. In the result

music the way the artist recorded it, you can

ing dialog box, select Output (under Playback),

use ASI04ALL to do an end run around Kmix

and then ASIO Virtual Devices. before clicking

er, sending an unadulterated version of the

the Add New button. A new dialog box should

audio right to your sound card. Musicians who

appear with your audio device and various map

record using PC hardware have long used ASIO,

ping coordinates {left, right, and so on) listed.

which stands for Audio Stream Input Output.

Select one, then click OK, Save All, and Close.

Mid- to pro-level hardware may include drivers

Return to your music collection, fire up your

with ASIO support, but lower-end hardware

favorite reference (highest quality or original

such as integrated motherboard audio chips

recording) tunes, and start listening. You should

and some basic sound cards-tend not to. So

hear a noticeable improvement in audio quality

an enterprising gentleman named Michael Tip 

with even the default (Simple) settings.

pach created ASI04ALL. He says the original

· ~
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I'm confident you'll get better audio through

goal was to address the latency issues that

ASI04ALL. And remember: It doesn't change

CREATE YOUR OWN characters,

Kmixer introduced into the audio recording pro

anything in your drivers, so if you're not happy

and dress them as you like.

cess. It was only later that audiophiles started

with the results, you can simply stop using it.
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Spore: An Innovative Game With a God Complex
FROM THE MIND behind The Sims and the SimCity series
comes Spore (www.spore.com), a groundbreaking evolution
simulation where you foster life, from its single-celled origins
to its spread as a space-faring civilization. Spore's social
networking features set it apart from other games : Share

your creations (be they life-forms, vehicles, or buildings) with
the world via the game, on YouTube, or bye-mail-and add
metatags so people can search the global Sporepedia to down
load them. What image will you make your creatures in? You
can bring them to life in early September. -Darrm Gladstone

IN THE BEGINNING, you're living under a microscope. At least
the rules are simple here: Eat anything smaller than you and run
from anything bigger. Evolve. Stockpile genetic upgrades. Repeat.

MY CREATURE, the Flerp. Spore determines its movement and be
havior based on my designs. From there, it's up to me to be aggres
sive (or not), multiply, and become the dominant life-form .

AFTER I'VE DECIDED I'm happy with how my creature evolved, it
grows a brain and enters the tribal stage. (The Flerps are stuck
with arms sprouting from their posteriors- don't ask how they
shake hands.) From here, Spore shifts into strategy. I build out my
tribe by either befriending or beating down neighboring species.

HOW I DEALT with other tribes dictates how I'll advance as a civi
lization: through religion, economics, or brute force (or maybe a
combination of the three if I want to be creative). After taking time
to craft buildings and design vehicles, I'm ready to spread my
influence over the planet of PC World.

SPACE, THE FINAL frontier. Time to extend my authority over the
stars and begin taking missions based on my species' past. I may

want to fill an interstellar-zoo world with my discoveries, or- more
likely-wipe out worlds that displease me. The choice is mine.
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~ Webroot"AntiVirus
~

with

AntiSpyware & Firewall

The best protection against viruses. spyware,
data theft and hackers

Clearly, experts like our technology.
We designed Webroot AntiVirus with
An t iSpyware & Firewall with what our
customers want - nothing but
award-winn ing techno logy. So each
piece is designed to protect you from
intruders, without getting in the way.
And it all works together to deliver
better security and better protection.

To top it off, you get free US -based
telephone support, just in case you need
it. So, if you want better security, better
support, and better peace of mind, call
Webroot at 1.866.865.3302 or visit
www.webroot.com/wav today.
Webroot security products are also
available at leading retail ers nationwide.

Web root
SOFTWARE

Th e Best Security
in a n Unsecured World '"

© 2007 Webroot Software Inc. Wcbroot is a registered trademark of Webroat Software Inc. All other names and trademarks ore the rights of their respective holders.
'Tim S. is an actual Webroot employee, not an actor or model. PC Magazine Editors' Choice Award Logo is o regis tered trademark of Zif( Davis Publishing Holdings Inc. Used under license.
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New AMO CPUs: Midrange Speed, Low Power Draw
AMD'S LATEST PHENOM
CPUs are fast, but not the
fastest chips around . That
distinction falls to Intel's
Core series of CPUs, which
are 5 to 10 percent speedier,
clock cycle for clock cycle.
Still, the new units-the
Phenom X4 9950 Black Edi
tion, the Phenom X4 9350e,
and the Phenom X4 9150e
processors-cost less than
Intel's most recent chips.
The high-end Phenom X4
9950 Black Edition (CPU
only) compares well, price
wise, with Intel 's quad
cores, especially the newer
45-nanometer-process
Q9550, Q9450, and Q9300.
For example, the Q9550
costs about $550, whereas
the Phenom X4 9950, which
uses a 65-nanometer pro
cess, costs about $235.
Performance-wise, though,
it's more comparable to
Intel's 65-nm Core 2 Quad
Q6600 and Core 2 Quad
Q6700. The 65-nm Phenom
X4 9950 provides a 4 percent
speed increase (2.6 GHz, up
from 2:5 GHz) over the pre
vious flagship product, the
9850. The Black Edition
CPUs, like Intel's Extreme
models, allow you to in
crease the clock multiplier.
Most CPUs are locked at a
fixed multiple of the front
side bus-for instance, 12X
with a 200-MHz bus , or 2.4
GHz. The Phenom X4 9850
will now be available only in
a cheaper, locked version .
All three new AMO chips
use what the company refers
to as B3 silicon, with a slight
revision of AMD 's original
Opteron/Phenom design
that elim inates a potential
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AMD's new Phenom X4 CPUs cost and perform
about the same as Intel's older quad-cores
and they trail Intel's best chips by a big margin.

problem that reportedly
could lock the CPU under a
heavy virtualization load.
AMO claims there were no
reports of the problem ever
occurring in a desktop PC;
but as soon as the problem
was reported, motherboard
vendors implemented an
optional BIOS fix at AMD's
behest. (See find.pcworld.com/
61281 for additional informa
tion on the bug.)

A Green CPU ?
AMO may have found a nice
space for itself in the main
stream with its new low
power-consumption, 65
watt TOP (Thermal Design
Power) quad-core Phenom
X4 9350e and Phenom X4
9150e. The 9150e is slightly
slower and cheaper than the
9350e- 1.8 GHz to 2.0 GHz,
and $175 to $195 .
Intel's Core 2 Duo CPUs
are also rated at 65 watts
TOP, but its quad-cores are
rated at 95 watts and 105
watts. However, Intel's quad
core processors also run at
clock speeds significantly
higher than AMD's 9350e

S EPTE MB E ll 20 0 8

and 9150e do, so the differ
ence in performance per
watt probably isn't as signif
icant as it might seem.
We put the Phenom X4
9950 and 9350e through
the ir paces with a recently
completed beta version of
WorldBench 6 that tests
power consumption as well
as real-world performance.
On a test bed with 2GB of
1066-MHz DDR2 memory,
an nVidia 8800GTS graphics
board, an Asus M3A32-MVP
Deluxe motherboard, and
two 250GB Western Digital
WD2500AAJS hard drives in
a striped RAID 0 configura
tion, the Phenom X4 9950
turned in a score of 104.
That compares well with the
mark of 108 for Gateway's
GM5632E and the score of
97 for Commodore Gam
ing's CGX , both of which
used Intel's 2.4-GHz Q6600.
On the other hand, it fell
well short of the average of
118.5 scored by the six PCs
we've tested that use the
2.66-GHz Intel Q6700. The
test PC with the 9950 also
ran more slowly than the

Dell XPS 420 we tested with
a 2.83-GHz Intel Core 2 Quad
Q9550; that system earned a
WorldBench 6 score of122.
For the low-power 9350e
test bed, we used 2GB of
800-MHz DDR2 memory
and the same striped array,
with a much less expensive
Gigabyte GA-MA78GM-S2H
motherboard. 1hough the
Gigabyte board features in
tegrated ATI HD3200 graph
ics, it also has a PCI Express
x16 slot, so we used the
same nVidia 8800GTS dis
crete graphics board for a
better comparison between
the two AMO CPUs. For a
2-GHz system, the Phenom
X4 9350e's World Bench 6
score of 87 was quite good.
The Phenom CPUs' power
numbers fell large ly as ex
pected. The 9950 setup drew
227 watts under load over a
5-minute span, 3 watts while
off, 7 watts in sleep mode,
and 209 watts when fully
awake but idle. Meanwhile,
the 9350e setup drew only
162 watts under load, 1.6
watts when off, 3 watts
asleep, and 147 watts at idle.
We used a rather beefy,
750-watt Corsair TX750W
power supply for both set
ups, which exceeded the
9350e's requirements by a
large margin. You should
see lower power numbers
for that setup with a lower
wattage power supply.
If you use programs that
take advantage of multiple
processor cores, or if you
often run many apps at once,
you can buy four cores and
gulp less juice with AMD's
new e-series Phenoms .
-f011 L. Jacobi •

For the name of a reseller near you or further information,
please call Acer or visit our Web site:

Acer® TravelMate® 4720

The we bcam shown In t his Image Is not Includ ed on the
advertised m'odel.

/

800-571-2237 -

acer.Com US

• Intel®Centrino®processor technology
• Genuine Windows Vista®Business
•CD with Genuine W indows®XP Professiona l3
• Microsoft® Office Ready (60-day trial)4
• 1GB DDR2 667 SDRAM
• 120GB 1 hard drive
• Integrated Super-Multi drive
(DVD+R, DVD-R, DVD-RAM)
• 5-in-1 card reader
• 14.1" WXGA (1280 x 800) TFT display
• Intel®Graphics Media Accelerator X3100
• 802.11 a/b/g WLAN, gigabit LAN,
V.92 modem
• Fingerprint reader
• One-year limited warranty2

Acer TravelMate 4720-6220

$799
Intel'" Core™
2 Duo Processor 17300
(4MB U cache, 2GHz, 800MHz FSB)
Genuine Windows Vista'" Business
(LX.TKJOZ.015)

Prices show n are esti mated street price5 and do not Includ e ta x or shi ppi ng. Retaile r or reseller prices may vary.

Acer® TravelMate® 5720
The w ebta m show n

in th is lm.,g c is not included
on th e advertised model.

Acer SignalUp
This technology strategically positions two PIFA
antennas on the notebook's top panel to
generate an omni-directional signal sphere for
superior wireless reception.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intel• Centrino• processor technology
Genuine Windows Vista®Business
CD with Genuine Windows® XP ProfessionaP
Microsotte Office Professional 2007 (60-day trial) 4
1GB DDR2 667 SDRAM
120GB 1 hard drive
Integrated Super-Multi drive
(DVD+R, DVD-R, DVD-RAM)
5-in-1 card reader
15.4" WXGA (1280 x 800) TFT display
Intel• Graphics Media Accelerator X3100
802.11a/b/g WLAN, gigabit LAN, V.92 modem
Fingerprint reader
One-year limited warranty2

Acer TravelMate 5720-6758

$899
Intel'" Core'"2 Duo Processor T7500
(4MB L2 cache, 2.20GHz, 800MHz FSB)
Genuine Windows Vista• Business
(LX.TKEOZ.008)

Acer GridVista
Easy-to-use software designed to automatically
split the screen in up to four separate windows
and make the most of available screen space.
A<i.erDASP
·· Disk Anti-Shock Protection is a technology that
safeguarCls the hard disk against knocl<s and
provides an unmatched level of protection.

'1Mi11JF"'

Acer QuickCharge
Found on select models, Acer QuickCharge
technology enables the notebook's battery to
be 80 percent fully charged in just one hour.
Acer CrystalEye
Enjoy all the potential of video conferencing
with the integrated Acer CrystalEye, simple to
use and compatible with internet-based video
and voice communication services.
Acer Bio-Protection
Gain an extra layer of security while eliminating
the need to remember passwords and PINs with
the Acer Bio-Protection fingerprint reader.

For the name of a r~s~ller near y~u or further information,
please call Acer or VISlt our Web site:

S00-571-2237 _ aCef". COm/US
•

Acer® TravelMate® 6292
•
•
•
•
•

Intel®Centrino®processor technology
Genuine W indows®XP Professional
2GB DDR2 667 SDRAM
120GB 1 hard drive
Modular Super-Multi drive
(DVD+R, DVD-R, DVD-RAM)
• 5-in-1 card reader
• 12.1 " WXGA (1280 x 800) TFT display
•Intel®Graphics Media Accelerator X3100
• 802.11 a/g/n WLAN, Bluetooth®, gigabit LAN,
V.92 modem, webcam
• Fingerpri nt reader
• Three-year limited warranty2

Acer TravelMate 6292-6856

$1,049
Intel" Core'"2 Duo Processor T7500
(4M B L2 cache, 2.20GHz, 800MHz FSB)
Genuine Windows" XP Professi onal
(LX.TG 606.082)

~

mpowering technology

Prices shown are estimated st~ t prices and do not include tax or sh ipping. Retailer or resell er prices may vary.

Acer® TravelMate® 4720

Acer Empowering Technology

•Intel®Centrino®processor technology
• Genuine Windows Vista®Business
•CD with Genuine Window~ XP Professiona13
• Microsoft® Office Ready (60-day trial) 4
• 2GB DDR2 667 SDRAM
• 160GB 1 hard drive
• Integrated Super-Multi drive
(DVD+R, DVD-R, DVD-RAM)
• 5-in-1 card reader
• 14.1" WXGA (1280 x 800) TFT display
• Intel®Graphics Media Accelerator X3100
• 802.11 a/gin WLAN, Bluetooth®, gigabit LAN,
V.92 modem, webcam
• Fingerprint reader
• Three-year limited warranty 2

Acer ePower Management

Acer ePower Management adjusts current
power usage settings, shows remaining battery
power; and also allows for customized profiles
for optimized battery life.

Acer .ePresentation Management
Simply c:onnect to a projector and select the

resolution (XGA or normal) you wish to use.
Acer ePresentation Management will take care
of the rest.

Acer eNet Management
Acer TravelMate 4720-6218

$1,099
Intel" Core'"2 Duo Processor T7500
(4MB L2 cache, 2.20GHz, 800MHz FSB)
Genuine Windows Vista" Business
(LX.TKSOZ.042)

No matter how far you travel, Acer eNet
Management will help to keep you online using
intelligent location-based profiles.

For the name of a r~s~ller near y~u or further information,
please call Acer or v1s1t our Web site:

Acer® Veriton® M460

800-571-2237 _

acer:• COm/US

Display so ld sepa rate ly.

• Intel®Core™2 Duo Processor or
- Intel® Pentium® Dual-Core Processor
•Genuine Windows Vista!P) Business
•CD with Genuine Windows®XP Professional3
• Microsoft® Office Professional 2007
(60-day trial) 4
• 1GB DDR2 SDRAM
• Intel®Graphics Media Accelerator 3100
• Gigabit LAN
• One-year limited warranty2
with limited on-site service5

Acer Veriton M460

Acer Veriton M460

$469

$449

Intel" Core'"2 Duo Processor E4500
(2MB L2 cache, 2.20GHz, 800MHz FSB)
Genuine Windows Vista" Business
(VM460-UD4500C)
80GB ' SATA hard drive and DVD-ROM drive

Intel" Pentium" Dual-Core Processor E2180
(1 MB L2 cache, 2GHz, 800MHz FSB)
Genuine Windows Vista" Business
(VM460-UD2180C)
160GB' SATA hard drive and DVD-Dual drive (DVD+/-RW)

Veriton Service Upgrades
Prices shown a re estimated stree t prices and do not include tax or shipping.
Retai ler o r reselle r prices may vary.

Next-business-day limited on-site service' for
years 2 & 3 ofVeriton L460 or M460 ownership
(146.AB769.003)

$173
Mail-in/carry-in depot repair coverage for
years 2 & 3 ofVeriton L460 or M460 ownership
(146.AB769.004)

$68

Acer® Veriton® L460
Display sold separately.

Acer Empowering Technology
Acer elock Management
Acer elock Management locks and unlocks

storage media with password protection for
additional security.

• Intel~ Core™2 Duo Processor
• Genuine Windows Vista®Business
• CD with Genuine Windows®XP ProfessionaP
• Microsoft® Office Professional 2007 (60-day trial) 4
• 1GB DDR2 667 SDRAM
• 160GB 1 hard drive
•Super-Multi drive (DVD+R, DVD-R, DVD-RAM)
•Intel®Graphics Media Accelerator 3100
• Gigabit LAN
• One-year limited warranty 2
with limited on-site service 5
Acer Veriton L460

$579
Intel"' Core'"2 Duo Processor E4500
(2MB L2 cache, 2.20GHz, 800MHz FSB)
Genuine Windows Vista• Business
(VL460-UD4500C)

Acer ePerformance Management
Acer·eP,erformance Management optimizes
~,...;;.....,a performance to make the most of your

'-•liiliP

c:ornputer's power.
-Acer: eRecovery Management

Acer eRecovery Management is an
e.asy-to-use utility to create backups or
restore from your archives.
Acer eS~ttings Management
Acer eSettings Management provides easy
access to boot options, security or general

system information.
Acer eDataSecurity Management

Conveniently integrated into the Windows•
environment, Acer eDataSecurity

fiiliiiii• Maa·agement provides one-click encryption
and dec:ryption of your files.

Acer® TravelMate® 5720
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intel®Centrino® processor technology
Genuine Windows®XP Professional
2GB DDR2 667 SDRAM
120GB 1 hard drive
Integrated Super-Multi drive
(DVD+R, DVD-R, DVD-RAM)
5-in-1 card reader
15.4" WXGA (1280 x 800) TFT display
Intel®Graphics Media Accelerator X3100
802.11a/g/n WLAN, gigabit LAN,
V.92 modem
Fingerprint reader
Three-year limited warranty 2

The webcam shown in this image is not

incl ud ed on the advertised model.

Acer TravelMate 5720-6635

$999
Intel" Core'"2 Duo Processor T8300
(3M B L2 cache, 2.40GHz, 800MHz FSB)
Genuine Windows" XP Professional
(LX.TKE06.01 O)
Prices shown a re estimated street prices a nd do not incl ud e tax o r shi pping. Re tailer o r reseller prices may va ry.

Protect Your Investment with an Acer Notebook Service Upgrade
Quality is built into every notebook PC Acer makes, an d each comes with a one-year or three-year standard limited warranty.' It includes hardware technical support via toll -free phone plus a concurrent

Internat ional Traveler's Warranty for travel outside the U.S. and Canada.
For extra protection - and peace of mind - consider a warranty extension or, even better, the Total Protection Upgra d e . This p lan covers the cost o f a replacement unit if, as determined by Ac er. you r
covered notebook cannot be repaired.
2-Year Extension of Limi ted Wa rran ty (146. A8820.EX2)
for Notebooks with 1-Year Limited Wa rran ty

599
2-Year Extens ion of Limited Warranty+ 3-Year Total Protecti on Upgrade (146.AD 077.002)
fo r Notebooks wi th 1-Year Limited Warranty
(Total Protecion Upgrade runs concuriently with hm1ted warran ty and l11nited wanon ty ex tension)

5199
3-Yea r Total Pro tecti on Upgrade (146.AD339.004)
for Notebooks with 3-Yea r Limited Warrant y
(To tal Protection Upg rade runs concurren:ly with limited warranty)

599
Each of

the~e

upgrc1des prepc1 ys lri'.'1ght from the AcN repair clepol and exd urle; ex.tension al 1he
ln1erna11onal Traveler's Wa rr.inly

' When referring t o storage capacity, GB stands for o ne bi llion bytes and MB st.ands for o ne m ill ion bytes. Some uti lities may indicate varying storag e capaci ties. Total user-accessible
capacity may vary depending on operating environments.
For a free copy of the standard limited warranty end-users should see a reseller where Acer produ cts are sold or write to Ace r America Corporation, Warra nty Department,
P.O. Box 6137, Temple, TX 76503 .
i Genu ine Windows" XP Professional can be insta lled in place of, not in addition t o, Genuine W indows Vist a" Bu si ness.
' The 60-day tria l o f Microsoft• Office Ready is available with Genuine Windows Vista" Business only, not with Gen uine Windows• XP Professional.
~ For next-business-day response customer call must be received by 4:00 p.m. Centra l Time. Next-business-day response does not apply to service ca lls mi sse d for reasons outside t he
contro l of Ace r, such as airport closures or parts shortages. Next-business-day respo nse and o n-site service applies to th e continental U.S. and Canada only and may not be available
in all locations. In those areas w here on-site service is provided, a tech nician wi ll be dispatched, if necessary, fo llowing effo rts to resolve the probl em by telephone support.
i

© 2008 Acer Amer ica Corporation. Information and prices are subject to change w ithout no tice. Pricing is effective from August 1, 2008 through September 30, 2008. Product
images are representations of some of the models available and may vary from the model you purcha se. Acer, Aspire. Travel Mate and Veriton are regist ered trademarks
of Acer Inc. Celeron, Celeron Inside, Centrino, Centrino Inside, Centrino Logo, Core Inside, Intel, Intel Logo, lntel Core, Intel Inside, Intel Inside Logo, Intel Viiv, Intel vPro,
ltanium, ltanium Inside, Pent ium, Pentium Inside, Vi iv Inside, vPro Inside, Xeon, and Xeon Inside are trad emarks of Intel Corporati on in the U.S. and other coun
t ries. Microsoft. Windows, th e Wi ndows logo, and Windows Vist a are either registered trademarks ortrademarks of Microso ft Corp ora tion in the United Sta
tes and/or other cou ntries. Dolby and the double-D symbol are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories. Blu-ray Disc is a trademark of Blu-ray Disc Associat ion.
Other names. and brands may be claimed as t he property of others.

Consumer Watch
ISP Bandwidth Limits Make a Comeback
BYJEFFBERTOLUCCI

(P-to-P) applications such as BitTorrent. Critics accused Com
cast of violat ing the Federal Communications Commission
BANDWIDTH HOGS , BEWARE: Cable operators are target
endorsed principle of Net neutrality, which prohibits ISPs
from slowing down data transfers of specific applications.
ing power users who transfer massive media (and other) files.
Even consumer advocates have reacted favorably- though
Comcast is testing a technique that slows traffic to and
warily-to Comcast's tests.
from heavy users during peak
periods. Time Warner Cable is
Ben Scott, policy director of
Major cable operato rs are cracking down on
trying out a usage-based (or
media watchdog group Free
bandwidth hogs by t hrot t ling speed or adding
tiered) pricing system in
Press, calls bandwidth throt
surcha rges; OSL providers may fo llow su it.
Beaumont, Texas; and Bend
tling "legal and appropriate."
BitTorrent chief technical
Broadband of Bend, Oregon,
officer Eric Klinker is upbeat,
now charges customers a
too: "It's certainly a good
usage penalty if they exceed a
step from where they were,
monthly data-transfer quota.
because it's a more neutral
Even some noncable ISPs,
approach, and it allows users
such as DSL giant AT&T, are
to decide what's important to
mulling usage-based pricing.
them, rather than the net
Why the crackdown? "The
work deciding."
cable companies are feeling
the pain the most from heavy
bandwidth users, " says IDC
Pay per Bit
In its Beaumont test, Time
analyst Amy Harris Lind.
Warner Cable offers subscrib
That's because all cable
ers four tiers of service based
broadband subscribers in a
on transfer speed and on
neighborhood share a single
usage caps that range from
pipe to their ISP; each DSL
5GB to 40GB . For $30 per
user has a dedicated link.
month, for instance, Time
Comcast says that less than
Warner promises users a down
1 percent of its broadband
load speed of 768 kbps and
customers use "excessive"
imposes a 5GB monthly cap;
bandwidth; examples of ex
$55 fetches downstream transfers at 1.5 mbps with a 40GB
cess include sending 20,000 high-resolution photos, download
cap. Customers who exceed the usage limit must pay $1 per
ing 50,000 songs, or viewing 8000 movie trailers in a month.
additional gigabyte. BendBroadband is far more generous: All
tiers- ranging from $37 to $65 per month-have a 100GB
Download Slowdow ns
allowance, after which users must pay $1.50 per gigabyte.
Initially, Comcast is testing bandwidth throttling in Chambers
Will U.S. customers balk, given that usage-based consumer
burg, Pennsylvania; Colorado Springs, Colorado; and Warren
broadband
faded away back in 1996, when America Online
ton, Virginia. By going after heavy bandwidth users, Comcast
switched
to
all-you-can-eat pricing? Justin Moravetz, a Bend
has thus far avoided the controversy it encountered earlier
Broadband
subscriber
in Bend, Oregon, believes that
»
this year when it throttled the speeds of users of peer-to-peer

r

Should the government encourage more-widespread and -robust
broadband deployment? Some observers say private industry isn't
doing enough to meet coming demand (find.pcworld.com/ 61279 ).
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tiered pricing will ultim ately translate
into higher Internet fees for all users.

VARDENAARAR

ti .

ISPs "really like those people who pay
full price, and all they do is surf news
or check their e-mail, " says Moravetz, a

Make Banks Compete for Your Deposits

Sony computer animator who writes

among the Web's greatest

the protest blog Fix Bend Broadband
(fixbbb.com). " But with video and stream
ing content becoming more prevalent,
even those individuals are going to start
consuming a lot more bandwidth. "
"I really don't see usage-based pricing
working for broadband, and particularly
for TI me Warner, " says IDC's Lind, not

wonders. Want to know
deposit
something's va lue? For tan
gible goods, there's no better barometer
of current worth than eBay. Now a new
site, MoneyAisle (www.moneyaisle.com ),
promises similar benefits to people look
ing for the best interest rates for their
long- or short-term savings.

ing that Beaumont residents can obtain

Of course, you can easily
run a sea rch on Bank

AT&T DSL, with 768-kbps downstream
and no cap, for $25 a month.

AUCTION SITES ARE

creators at the
online auction tech
nology company Neo
Saej say that the site's

non-PC bandwidth consumption (by
smart phones and consumer electronics,
for example), but a $50 Family Pack lets
you install it on five computers.
An even simpler tool is ShaPlus's free
Bandwidth Meter 1.1 (find.pcwo rld.co m/
61277). Click its system tray icon, and a
pop-up window displays your daily and
monthly bandwidth totals. I was unable
to get two other free monitors, Watch
WAN and Net-Regulator, to work on
my Windows Vista PC.
It' s unclear whether bandwidth throt
tling and tiered pricing represent the
future of home broadband. After all, as
Web video becomes ubiquitous , all
users may become bandwidth hogs by
current standards. Or as BitTorrent' s
Klinker puts it: "Assessing a video tax
by charging power users will increas
ingly snare your average user. "
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banks bid up rates on certificates of
and savings accou nts.

rate.com, or check out

users monitor their gigabyte totals.
And Comcast telephones its "excessive
users " to warn them that they are ex

width consumption but your ISP offers
no help, check out Hagel Technologies'
$25 DU Meter 4.0 (www.dumeter.com),
which allows you to establish usage lim
its and notifies you if you're on a pace
to exceed them. DU Meter doesn't track

in MoneyAisle's rea l-t ime auctions.

mortgage offers on

Usage-based pricing forces power
users to track their monthly activity
more closely. Both Time Warner Cable
and BendBroadband offer tools to help

ceeding their bandwidth limits.
If you'd like to monitor your band
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SKEPTICAL SHOPPER

Lending Tree.com.
But MoneyAisle's

innovative technology and
ad-independent business model
help consumers find the best rates on
money-market savings accounts or certif
icates of deposit. while also helping banks
find depositors more cost-effectively.
Here's how it works: Say I'm looking to
invest $10,000 in a one-year CD. I provide
this information, along with my state of

You don't have to accept a winning bid;
but if you do, you shou ld be able to set up
your account electronically, NeoSaej CEO
Mukes h Chatter says. Banks pay Money
Aisle only when they book loans. (The site
expects to add mortgages. cred it
cards. and other financial
products eventually.)
Chatter says that this
approach attracts
small and midsize
institutions that.
despite being FDIC
insured. are hurting
for depositors be
cause they can't afford
the expensive technology
that larger banks have used effec
tively to attract customers online.
And beca use banks pay only for trans
actions, Chatter explains, they can offer
higher interest rates than they could if
they had to factor in the cost of click
through ads that produced no business .

residence, to MoneyAisle in a simple Web
form. Immediately the site tells me how

Trial Auction, No Registration

many of its partner banks want to bid (83
in my test-drive auction), based on input

auction. In mine. I found that MoneyAisle
didn't always produce the highest rate for
money-market savings accounts, but the
CD rates were generally good.
Edward Woods of the financial consult
ing firm Celent says that Money Aisle will
appeal to an investor who "wants to mini
mize their research effort."
Money Aisle, he adds. "screens out some
of t he noise" that people face when doing
financial research-for example, see ing a
good rate and then finding that they can't
get it because their deposit is too small.
Banks that bid for your business on Money
Aisle already know your particulars.
Lending Tree's ad campaign says that
when banks compete, you win . Money
Aisle lets you watch them duke it out.

from the banks' end of the auction engine.
Banks create their own bidding algorithms;
a bank may be willing to pay a higher rate
on a particular day, or even time of day, if
it needs cash to meet obligations.
Bidding proceeds in rounds; banks drop
out as the highest bid exceeds the cap
their bidding algorithms allow. The site
shows how many banks are still bidding
in each round until all but one drops out.
In my example, aher about 15 rounds of
bidding (which took under a minute), the
top offer was a 4 percent a nnual percent
age yie ld -significantly more than the
3.85 percent high I found on BankRate
when I checked a few moments later.

You don't have to register to run a test

Consumer Watch

Are
you
ready
to

connect?

ON YOUR SIDE

AMBER BOUMAN

.

'
'

WHEN MY ALIENWARE laptop computer failed after just three years of
scant use, I took it in to Best Buy's Geek Squad. They diagnosed a video
card failure but said they lacked the part to make the repair. However,
when I asked Alienware for a replacement board, reps told me, "Alienware
no longer sells spare parts ...you could purchase the part from a third
party vendor"-but they did not provide any vendor names or contact info.
Ala11 Wei11berge1; Resro11, Virginia
OVS Responds: Our contact at Alien 
ware described Weinberger's treatment
as "a fluke." and said that the company
will sell parts for out-of-warran ty sys
tems (such as Weinberger's) as long as it
has sufficient stock to take care of its
warranty repairs. If Alienware doesn't
have sufficient stock, our contact said, it
will provide customers with an estimate
of when the part will be available, and
also will point them to several third-party
vendors listed on its Web site.

You're a technology
expert, and you have
the valuable insight
that we're looking for
about a wide variety of
personal and business
technology topics. We
want to hear what you
have to say. Please join
us on the PC World
Connect Member Panel.
You'll partake in exclu
sive member surveys
and receive access to
special offers, contests,
and events.
Learn more at www.
pcworldconnect.com

PCWorld Connect.com

After we spoke with the co mpany, a
representative contacted Weinberger an d

Shop.com representative. When we

arranged to have his video card replaced

called a phone number we found on the

(for a fee that Weinberger agreed to).

TangShop.com site. a recorded message

Alienware says that customers who

stated that no one was available. and as

are not satisfied with a tech support rep 's

of early July we had received no response

initial response should ask to have their

to repeated e-mail inquiries.

issue escalated to a supervisor.

DYS recommends asking for the name
of any customer service or tech support

Because TangShop.com uses Yahoo's
shopping-cart software, we checked with
Yahoo, which is also investigatin g.

st affer you ta l k with, and trying alterna

TangShop.com has been the subject of

tive support avenues (such as live chat or

complaints on several consumer sites,

a knowledge base) if your initial effort

and as of early July the Better Bu siness

doesn't yield satisfactory results.

Bureau's Web site reported that the firm

Missing in Action

of unanswered complaints.

has an unsatisfactory record as a result
Reader Dominic Ma of Walnut Creek. Cal
ifornia, ordered three car power adapters

Polycom Recall

from TangShop.com; but the package he

Polycom has recalled about 5800 Sound

received a few weeks later conta ined

Station2W Wireless Conference Phones

only one adapter, even though the com

with lithium ion batteries due to over

pany had charged him for all three.
After he e-mailed TangShop.com to

heati ng problems that have resulted in
one report of minor property damage but

comp lain, he received a reply stating that

no injuries. The affected SKU numbers are

the additional units would be forthcom

2200-07800-001 and 2200-07880- 001.

ing. Nine days later, however, no new

If you own one of these units, Polycom

adapters had arrived- and TangShop.com

recommends that you immediately re

had failed to respond at all to three sub

move the battery (you can still use the

sequent e-mail messages.

phone on AC power) and contact Poly

Ma asked us to investigate, but we had
no better luck in gettin g hold of a Tang
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com for a free replacement battery at
find .pcworld.com/61225 or 800/ 963-7627.
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Wi-Fi Alliance
to Certify Gear
for VoIP Use
THE WI-Fl ALLIANCE-the trade group
that certifies the interoperability of Wi
Fi products from different vendors- has
begun a certification program for Voice
over-IP telephony on Wi-Fi devices.
A product (whether an access point, a
router, a handset, or a PC) with a Wi-Fi
Certified Voice-Personal sticker on its
packaging is certified to be capable of
making or handling good-quality VoIP
calls (using a service such as Skype or
Vonage) in a home or a small office.
Most of the Wi-Fi Alliance's 802.1 lx
certification programs focus on inter
operability between products offered
by different vendors . But the Vo IP cer
tification program consists of
/•iiliiliP...~ performance testing only: To
qualify, products must deliver
content with a packet loss rate
of less than 1 percent, with no
burst losses , and with latency and maxi
mum jitter of less th an 50 milliseconds,
the Wi-Fi Alliance says . Packet loss,
burst loss, high latency, and jitter are all
problems that can break up or other
wise degrade the audio qu ality of
phone calls made usin g VoIP.
Observers say that the Wi-Fi Alliance
launched its VoIP certification program
to strengthen Wi-Fi 's competitive posi
tion as newer wireless techno logies
such as femtoce lls (see " New Ways to
Solve Your Cell Phone Dead Spots,"
find.pcworld.com/61267) and the upcom
ing next-generation mobile broadband
nerworks based on WiMax and Long
Term Evolution (LTE)-begin to appear.
Only vendors can submit Wi-Fi prod
ucts for certification, but consumers can
check a special products database (find.
pcworld.com/61268) to see whether a par
ticu la r product has passed the testing.
The \Vi-Fi Alliance plans to introduce a
VoIP certification program for larger
businesses sometime early next year.

Aegis Secure Drives
Not a week goes by without headlines of sen sitive data being stolen or lost in pu
compromising both companies and individuals.
The Aeg is li ne of portable drives provides solutions and peace of mind for ail levels of users.
Your data is safe with Aegi s. With your choice of rea l-time AES 128-bit hardware or software
encryption. biometric ringerprint or password access, you can ensure that only the RIGHT
eyes get to see your sensitive data.

Aegis Mini

Aegis Portable

Aegis Bio

Aegis Vault

1.8" Hard Drive

2.5" Hard Drive

Up to I 60GB capacity

Up to 320GB capacity

Encrypted Hard Drive
with Biometric Access

Encrypted .Hard Drive
with Password Protection

-Mikael Rick11as •
Goto
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Business Center
Business Desktops: What to Look For
GLENN FLEISHMAN

BUYING DESKTOPS for your business
might seem to be a straightforward
process, but choosing an ideal configu
ration involves making some important
decisions. To help you decide which op
tions are must-haves, and which you can
bypass , we've put together a checklist.
OS: XP FOR NOW Because so many indi
viduals and businesses have had seri
ous trouble ge tting Windows Vista to
operate consistently, reliably, and
quickly, you may find the option for
an XP downgrade on new PCs wel
come, if a little odd . Since
most busines ses have not
standardi zed on Vista, you
are unlikely to have compat
ibility problems with co
workers or other companies
you work with if you stick
with XP. When you opt for a
computer with an XP down
grade, you are essentially
purchas ing Vista but ge tting
XP for free, and obtaining a
Vista disc to use if and when
you decide to upgrade later.
If you buy Vista Business,
PC vendors who offer mod
els that support this option
will impose no additional
charge; if you buy a cheaper
Vista version, you may have
to pay a fee, or an XP down
grade may not be available.
Our verdict: Buy a Vista
Business computer that

( Many newer features are increasingly affordable and increasingly
I necessary, while others are things you can definitely wait on.
comes with Windows XP preinstalled
and with Vista on a disc, so that you
can install it when you are ready to.
LARGER LCD DISPLAYS You can purchase
large, 30-inch LCD displays from any of
several PC makers; usually, the dual-link
DVl connection that's needed to support
one of these big boys is included in the
system's cost. In fact, more often than
not, you can manage two monitors-at
least one of them a 30-inch display-with
either the included card or a very cheap

upgrade ($15 for one Lenovo model,
for instance). If you need to plug two
or more of the large monitors into your
machine, however, you may have to pay
extra for a video card upgrade, which
typically starts at around $400 and can
reach into the thousands of dollars for
the highest-performance cards.
Our verdict: If your work requires you
to run two or more 30-inch LCDs,
make sure that the video card you buy
has the horsepower to handle them .
HARD DRIVES AND RAID With
disk drives now going for an
astoundingly low price per
megabyte, RAID (redundant
array of independent disks)
offers a superb way to im
prove both speed and reli
ability in a desktop PC that
has at least two hard-drive
bays. To settle on a flavor of
RAID, pick two targets-one
being some combination of
redundancy, speed, and reli
ability, and the other being
the total pool of storage that
you want to have available.
RAID 1 mirrors all data,
writing the same data to each
of two drives simultaneously.
RAID 0 stripes data, inter
leaving blocks to accelerate
the hard-drive data-transfer
system's performance. Yet
another option, RAID 5, »

For complete info on choosing the right Laptops, desktops, and pe
ripherals for your business, check out the Office Hardware section
of PC World's online Business Center at find.pcworld.com/60669.
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stripes data and error-correction infor
mation across three or more drives ; if
any one of those drives fails or di es, the
others can reconstruct the missing de
tail s, and you lose much less storage
than you would with sim ple mirroring.
Ourverdict: You could combine RAID
0 and RAID 1 as 0+1, which gives you

both p erform ance and backup; but
mos t ex perts consider RAID S a superi
or, though more expensive, alternative.
WARRANTIES Warranties are complicat

ed beasts, and you can spend several
hundred doll ars extra for "24-hour
business d ay" service, so know what
you ' re actually getting. Such service
may not guarantee that you 'll be back
up and running within 24 hours of a
breakdown. If you have a problem
beyond the local contract technician ' s
ability to re pair on t he spot (because
of a lack of spare p arts , say), you m ay
still be out of commission for a day or
two, or over a weekend.

Get Your Site Ready for New Search Tech
SEARCH ENGINES CAN
drive a lot of visitors

Yahoo's free SearchMonkey can enhance
your search-engine performance by tak
ing advantage of new t ools such as tags.

l

(read: potential buyers)
to an e-commerce site.
But if you are relying on optimi zing only
your text to achieve a high search-engin e
ranking , you haven't take n a close look at
search-e ngin e results lately.

a video in order to estab lis h a good pres

Search engines now seek out and inte
grate feeds from news. picture. and vi deo

e nce in universal search results. But Jill
Whalen. chief executive officer of the
search engine optimization firm High

s ites into many query results. You can
use this prac tice, known
as universal or blended
sea rch , to you r adva n
tage by adoptin g so
called content tagging
techniques.
Yahoo 's new Search
Mon key (find .pcworld.
com/61229) can help you

model you purchase are up to the task.

get sta rted . Although
SearchMonkey's tools are intended pri
marily for developers, nonprog rammers
can use an HTML editor to ma rk up exist
ing Web pages with more-descriptive tags
that Yahoo's search engine wi ll automati
cally pick up when it indexes pages.

PLAN FOR UPGRADES Rega rdless of the

your rank for a particular keyword. Never

new machine' s specs, chances are you

theless. if you make your site's results
listing stand out from the crowd by en
hancing it- say, by ad ding a photo with a

Our verdict: Find out what each war

ranty option mea ns in practice, and ask
around in your locale to determine
whether the local repair t echnician s
who may appear to service any maker's

SearchMonkey won't help you improve

w ill want to upgrade it in the future.
Our verdict: Make sure that you can
answer the following questions about
any desktop you purchase:
• What is the maximum amount of
RAM that the PC supports , and in what
configurations? (As a guide, 32GB
across eight slots isn' t uncommon.)
• How many internal hard-drive bays
are built in? (Make sure that you h ave
enoug h spaces for all future storage
scenarios. Some RAID S configurations
require four or m ore drives.)
• What sort of security measures ca n
be overlaid on the case? (Port covers ,
locks with keys , and cab le-lock slots are
all options worth considering.)
To read more about choosing a busi
ness PC, see find.pcworlcl.com/61247.
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now includes links to some YouTube vid 
eos amo ng its regular search results.
It's not necessary to run out and create ·

Search Monkey-compatible tag-that may
be e nough to pers uade more visitors to
click on your link in sea rch results.
Currently, SearchMonkey works only
with Ya hoo 's search-engine listings. It's
s uch a good idea, howeve r, that I would
be surp ri sed if Google does n't come out
with something similar before long.

Optimize Your Di git al Assets
What about other digital content- s uch
as video? Some businesses have foun d
that uploading a video clip to YouTube
(now owned by Google) ca n pay off, espe
cially if they tag eac h clip to make it easi
er to find under releva nt YouTube sea rch
es. And as you may have noticed, Google

Ra nkings. says that a
video might be worth the
troub le for some types of
businesses-"a how-to if
you 're a plumber or an
electrician," perhaps.
Putting your business in
the news is anothe r way
to ra ise its search-engi ne
prominence. This doesn 't
mea n landi ng a New York Times sto ry:
Writing a press re lease a nd distributing it
online via a news release service such as
PR.com may result in its being indexed
as a news item, wh ich co uld attract more
visitor traffic. The key is to write the news
release with search engines in mind, men
tioning keywords that a re related to your
content and includi ng links to your site.
In future. these techniques wi ll contin
ue to gain im po rtance: Universal search is
a precursor to the Semantic Web, which
aims to make inform ation in all formats
(not just traditional text) more discover
a ble by a utomated tools. Supported by
the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C
see find .pcworld.com/61238). the Semantic
Web ap pears poised to s ucceed today's
HTML Web as the next evolutionary step.
Think of it as exte nding the curre nt Web
by includin g a laye r of electroni c glue to
help other sites access the da ta on yours.
As more and more Internet users up
grade to broad ba nd connections, sea rch
engines will include eve n more multi
media content in their results to appea l
to high-speed users. A s mart connected
business will prepa re for that future.

Business Center
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5 Downloads to Make
Your Wi-Fi Life Easier
AT HOME, AT WORK, and on the road,
you can often connect to \Vi-Fi networks
and hotspots for Internet access. Here
are some free or cheap software tools
to help you find safe Wi-Fi networks
and protect yourself against snoops.
WeFi (free): WeFi presents you with a
map showing all nearby hotspots that
you can connect to; it also tells you
whether the networks are encrypted or
open, and notes their signal strengths.
Double-click any hotspot shown on the
map to connect. If you want to meet up
with people who are connected to hot
spots near you, click the People tab, and
you'll see a list of folks nearby. You can
then obtain more information about
any of them, and contact them as well.
Download: find.pcworld.com/61249
Plug and Browse (S40, free demo) : If
you regularly connect to more than one
wireless or wired network-one at
home and one at work, for example
you know that a new connection fails if
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your adapter is stuck
on the old settings.
This exceedingly sim
SOCIAL NETWORKING meets WI-Fl: WeFI lets you find and conple tool permits you
to create and use prenect to nearby WI-Fl networks, and to WeFI users In the area.
defined network set
work you're connected to, and your
tings profiles for each network that you
current IP address. Visually, in radar
visit. Download: find.pcworld .com/61250
monitor fashion, it also displays the
WIFi Guardian (trial for 30 days ; $5 per
wireless !1etwork you're connected to,
1GB transferred) : This program sets up
as well as any other networks nearby.
a virtual private network (VPN) for you
Download: find.pcworld.com/61252
when you connect at a hotspot, or when
Whisher (free): Free Wi-Fi connections
you want to protect your wireless trans
are not always available. Whisher is a
missions. Run the software, log in, and
nifty way to gain access to more wire
choose a server (currently in the United
less hotspots in your travels . The con
States or UK only), and everything you
cept is simple: Share and share alike.
do will be hidden through encryption.
You run the software, create an ac
Download: find .pcworld.com/61255
count, and let others piggyback onto
Xirrus Wi-Fi Monitor (free): If you use
your home wireless network. In return,
both Windows Vista and Wi-Fi, Xirrus
you receive credits to hop on other peo
Wi-Fi Monitor may be one of the most
ple's networks and commercial hotspots.
useful Vista tools you can download. It
Download: find.pcworld.com/61253
automatically displays your connection's
-Preston Gralla
signal strength, the SSID of the net

A Wireless Modem With Style and Substance
CAN A MODEM make a fash
ion statement? The Sprint
Compass 597 from Sierra
Wireless does . This wireless
broadband USB modem is
small, sleek, and easy to use.
The Compass 597 measures
1.1 inches across at its wid
est, 3.1 inches long, and 0.4
inch thick, and weighs 0.8
ounce. Highlighting its good
looks are a slightly rounded
shape and a soft orange light

II
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Compass 597 I Sierra

Wireless
An easy-and stylishway to get broadband

Internet access while you're on the go. List: S50
(with two-year monthly data plan from Sprint)
find .pcworld .com/61155
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THE COMPASS S97: sharp design
and decent download speeds.
across the top that glows when
the unit is attached to your
PC. Unlike many similar devic
es , the gadget has no flip-up
antenna, so it looks just like a
USB thumb drive; in fact , the
Compass 597 can double as
such a drive because it con
tains a slot for microSD cards.
To get started, you plug the
modem into an open USB port;
the installation program (in
cluded on the modem) begins
running automatically. After
the modem completes an auto
matic restart, you launch the Sprint
SmartView software and choose an
available mobile broadband or Wi-Fi

network. SmartView has a clean inter
face that's very easy to navigate.
The Compass 597 supports Sprint's
3G EvDO Rev A network where avail
able (check at coverage.sprintpcs.com);
this network delivers download speeds
of between 600 kilobits per second and
1.4 megabits per second. When I ac
cessed it from my home outside Boston,
my download speed was 741 kbps; up
loads were 110 kbps. Performance was
very good overall, and I was able browse
the Web with no problems .
Sprint offers the Compass 597 for a
very reasonable $50 with a new two
year service agreement; Sprint's data
only plan costs $60 per month for 5GB
of data. For frequent travelers, the
Compass 597 will make a worthwhile
and good-looking-companion.

-LianeCassaory •

Win an Internet Security Camera at
www.trendnet.com/giveaway
Use promotional code MP03W008 to double your prizes
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Visit www.trendnet.com or call 1.888.326.6061 for more information
No purchase necessary to win. Vold whefe proh!bited by law. Sweepstakes is open to legal residents of the United States
who are at least 18 years of age. Entries must be recel'led fiom Mait:h 15. 2008 IO September 15, 2008. One entry per
person. For aoomplete set of rules,visit www.trendnelamlgiVeaway.
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at one time, your PC ran like a gazelle.

There's a better
Internet security solution .. .
Make the switch .
.. Won't slow down your PC
.. industry-leading virus detection
FREE 24/7 personal support
.. Jam-packed with useful extras
11

"I love BitDefender because it is unobtrusive and does its job very weli. I was using
McAfee and it was always interfering with my work and play with annoying pop-ups
and unscheduled scans. BitDefender ls easy and intuitive to use ."
Dale Wilson - Des Moines, Iowa

j

www.bitdefender.com/switch
·Professional stunt turtle on a closed course. Do not attemot.

Security Alert
New Browsers Fight the Malware Scourge
BY ERIK LARKIN

The new features in the latest browsers work much as exist
ing antiphishing filters do. In Firefox 2, Mozilla uses Google's
THE LATEST BROWSERS are fighting back against the never
blacklist of known phishing sites. lf you mistakenly click a
ending assault from online crooks who want to sneak mal
link to a URL on that list, you 'll see a warning instead of the
ware infections through your browser and onto your PC.
site. Firefox 3 also blocks the display of pages on Google's
Firefox 3, Opera 9.5, and, soon,
list of known malware sites.
Internet Explorer 8 add new
Firefox 3 grabs the most
The just-re leased Fi refox 3 and Opera 9.5,
security features that block
recent blac)dist about every 30
and the upcoming I E 8, respond to the grow
known malware sites.
minutes, according to spokes
ing t hreat w it h enhanced blocking features .
Today's dirty trick of choice
person Johnathan Nightingale,
for Net thugs is to slip nearly
and checks the sites you visit
invisible code onto a vulnera
against that local list. Firefox 2
ble but benign Web site, forc
has an option to always check
ing it to become an unwitting
sites you visit against Google's
foot soldier in the ma lware
online list so as to catch the
war. A successful hijacking in
very latest entries, but Firefox
July of a site for Sony PlaySta
3 provides no such option.
tion games (see page 56 for
details) demonstrates that
Opera Gi rds Itself
sites both large and small can
Opera 9.5 works in a similar
fall victim to this tactic, which
fashion, but with some key dif
crooks like because it can tar
ferences . It adds malware-site
get even people who are care
black lists from Haute Secure, a
ful about where they surf.
Seattle-based security compa
ny, to the phishing blacklists
Mass Assau lts Online
from Netcraft and Phishtank
"The bad guys are putting a lot
that the previous version used .
of effort into mass hack ing, "
Haute's list includes sites on
says Roger Thompson, chief
Google's list, those the com
research officer with antivirus
pany discovers , and sites that
Haute's users have submitted.
maker AVG Technologies.
According to Christer
"They routinely hack 20,000 to
Strand, an engineer at Opera who worked on the new fea
40,000 sites in a day" with automated tools, he says.
The browsers have their work cut out for them, to be sure.
ture, when you first visit a domain, the browser pulls down a
A May report from security company ScanSafe (find .pcwo rld.
sublist of any blacklisted pages or links within that domain
com/61233) that looked at data from its corporate customers
from the latest online-stored lists. lt then checks pages you
visit against that small downloaded list. Opera doesn' t save
found that their risk of encountering exploits and hijacked
Web sites skyrocketed by 407 percent from May of last year.
anything about who is visiting what domains , Strand says.
Scan Safe also found that just over two-thirds of all Web
Though you can find these features in the latest Opera (www.
opera.com) and Firefox (www.getfi refox.com) now, you' ll have »
based malware attacks came via compromised Web sites.

!

Mix-and-match your own protection: Grab Haute Secure's toolbar for
Firefox and IE at find.pcworld .com/61235, or use Google's blacklists
with any browser by enabling Google Desktop's Safe Browsing.
S EP TE M B E R 2 0 0 8 WW W. PCWO RLD. COM J
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to wait for Internet Explorer 8's similar
feature. Austin Wilson, d irector of Win
dows client product management, says
that IE 8 ' s beta 2, due out in Augus t ,
will employ a feature dubbed Smart
Screen to block malware sites .
Wilson says Microsoft wi ll use lists of

BUGS & FIXES
THESE DAYS, the makers of
popular software may as
well put big bull's-eyes on

L

antiphishing protection (see find .pcworld.
com/61234 for the latter), but he isn 't yet
saying who those partners will be .

hole in that app lication instantly creates
a huge pool of targets for online crooks.
Here's an example: This month Adobe
closed a hole in its Acrobat and Reader
programs eve n as they were already
under attack-a true zero-day scenario.

malicious sites, phishing or malware,

Check for Updates

and the company is tight-lipped abou t
whether it plans to add such features .

under the program's Help

and added to a list before it will be
b locked . Even the fastest such process

earlier. It also impacts
Adobe Acrobat Profes

OirectX Fixes
Next up are two flaws
in DirectX (versions 7
and 8.1 for Windows
2000, as wel l as versions
9 and 10 for newer Win
dows editions), which handles

menu for the patch, or grab it
from find.pcworld.com/61213.
Meanwhile, Microsoft patched Internet
Exp lorer again , this time to repair two de
fects in !E's ha ndling of Active Scripting.
One bug lets an attacker make a Web page
that, when viewed, can steal data from a

of these vulnerabilities, a nd you cou ld be

page opened in a different browser tab

which allows for adding closed caption

such as an online ban king session.
As fo r the other bug, a successful
exploit could completely co mpromise

ing to media files. Aga in, you could be

your PC, and you can be hit simply by vis
iti ng a poisoned Web page, or even by
us ing Windows Instant Messenger.
These bugs affect every IE version,
from 5.01 on Windows 2000 SP4 all the
way up through IE 7 on Vi s ta SPl. If you
haven't already pulled down the patch

"In most cases viruses spread so rap
idly, and through so many methods ,
it's not sufficient to only employ brows
er protection," says Opera' s Strand.
His advice for surfers? "You rea lly
need an anti virus [program] no matter
what browser you're using. "

from Automatic Updates, be sure to
down load it from fi nd.pcworld.com/61214.
IE isn't the only browser requiring
some under-the-hood repairs. Apple
released Safari 3.1.2 to fix a "carpet
bomb" bug, initially thought to be mostly
an annoyance until researcher Aviv Raff

SEPTEMBER 2008

be hit. Nab the fixes from find .
pcworld.com/61217, or from
Apple Software Update.

sional. 3D, and Stan
dard 8.0 through
8.1.2, as well as 7.0.9
and earlier. Choose

can leave a window of opportunity for
criminals to nail victims before the
b lacklists catch up, just as with virus
signatures. And of course, crooks still
have other methods, such as e-mail and
IM, to ply their nefarious trade.
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which add resses five nasty bugs. Some
of the ho les affect Windows Vista, some
XP Service Pack 2 (SP2) , and some OS X.

encoded audio, or lndeo video, and you'd

booby-trapped PDF file. The flaw affects
Adobe Reader 8.0 through
8.1.2, and Reader 7.0.9 and

measures do for that type of threat. For
one thing, blacklists are inherently re
act ive: A site must first be identified

com/61216 or via Apple Software Update.
Apple also shipped QuickTime 7.5,

Stumble across a site with a Quick Time
file containing rigged PICT images, AAC

checks for blacklist matches and also

Whi le these new features will he lp com
bat rampant site infections, they won't
single-handedly stomp out Web-based
malware any more than antiph ishing

discovered a way to combine it with a
Windows bug to create a serious threat.
Snag the Safari update from find.pcworld.

Security researcher Secunia says the
attack starts when the victim opens a

attempts to identify phishing sites at
the t ime you visit based on a page 's
characteristics (such as whether it
sends log-ins off to another domain)
SmartScreen will only compare against
a blacklist for ma lware si tes .
Wondering about Apple's Safari? The
current browser doesn't block any

No Silver Bu llet

-~J~ ~.

PLus: Close holes in IE and DirectX ,
and stop the Safar i "carpet bomb" bug .

their products. When nea rly everyone
uses a particular program, a security

every page you visit against the on li ne
malware blacklist, Wilson says. Unlike
IE 7's phishing protection-which

,:-;

Ward Off an Ongoing PDF Zero-Day Attack

such sites from different company part
ners, as it does now for the browser's

Instead of downloading all or part of
th e b lacklist to your PC, IE 8 will check

STUART J . JOHNSTON

multimedia for Windows. Click a lin k for a
booby-tra pped video that targets the first
left screaming instea d of streaming.
The other risk hits the Synchronized
Accessi ble Media Interchange (SAM! ),

nailed by vi siting a poisoned site or open
ing a tainted e-mail attachment. Both
bugs affect all s upported versions of
Windows, including Windows 2000 SP4,
XP SP2 and SP3, and Vista and Vista SPl.
If you don 't already have the patch
(which fi xes both flaws ) installed auto
matically, you can obtain it. as well as
more info, at find .pcworld.com/61218 .
BUGGED?

FOUND A HARDWARE or soft
ware bug? Send us an e-mail on it
to bugs@pcworld.com.

ALTERN ATIVE TH INK ING ABOUT SE RVER MANAG EM ENT:

The HP Proliont Dl385 G5 Server, featu ri ng efficient Quad-Core AMD Opteron™ processors, lets you manage ii from your office in
Son Diego whi le it sits in Boston. Remo te Management (il02) lets you control, reboot and troubleshoot from practically anywhere,
even when the server is off.

Technology for better business outcomes.
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• 400 GB cornpreued copaclly In half-height

• Rodundonl Power
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One Button Disaster Recovery, o I U
Rockmou nl Kl!, and a Host Bus Adaptor

• Integra ted li9h ls·Ou1 (ll02), Systems
Insight Monoget, SmortS1ar1

Get More:
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24x7, 4 hou r response, 3 years
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Security Alert
Sony Site Falls Prey to Automated Hacker Hijack
THE U.S. SONY PlayStation Web site
in July became a high-profil e victim of a
hacker attack on business sites that's
spreading malware at a breakneck pace,
a security vendor says.
Sophos PLC reported that Sony suf
fered an SQL injection attack, an old
hacker trick that has found new life. An
automated program exploited a pro
gramming vulnerability to plant mali
cious code on the pages dedicated to
two popular PlayStation games, Sing-

Star Pop and God of War, says Graham
Cluley, senior technology consultant
with Sophos. The digital security com
pany alerted Sony to the problem, and
Sony fixed it within 24 hours.
Video-game fans surfing on the Play
Station Web site saw a pop-up window
that purported to show the progress of
a virus scan on the visitor's PC. After the
fake scan ended, a message declared that
the computer was riddled with viruses
and Trojan horses. It then offered the

user antivirus software- again, fake
for a fee. This social-engineering scare
tactic has become increasingly common
among online criminals.
While the PlayStation site is now
clean, hundreds of other Web sites
were compromised by the same attack.
According to Cluley, affected sites are
wide ranging- everything "from Brazil
ian and Chinese government sites to a
garden pond su pplier in Canada."
- BlianJackson

Check Your Personal Data Before Your Employer Does
IN THIS DATABAS E-DRIVEN

L

places, ready to be retrieved by

out of place, contact ChoicePoin t to start the correction process.

people who want to sell to us, lend
to us, in sure us, or hire us. This

One catch: You can receive only the data that a compa ny stores
in its own databases. Typically, tor a background check purchased

information is critical to our l iveli

by a potential employer, Choi ce Point also retrieves information

hoods, so knowin g who has it and

from other sources, such as yo ur college , at the time it performs

whet her it's correct is important.
A recent BusinessWeek article (find .pcworld.com/61231 ) detailed a
number of examples where the data gathered by information bro
kers conducting background checks on prospective or current
employees was incorrect. or at least disputed, and cost people

the check. And other companies, such as Kroll, don't maintain any
data stores of the ir own but instead retrieve information from
courthouses, universities, and other sources.
Companies don't have to conduct such research for you for free.

If you want to find out what a prospective employer might get

jobs. Thankfully, you can examine some of your records ahead of

from that kind of data-gathering process, you'll have to pay for

time. as you can (and should) do with your credit report, to make

your own full background check, w hich starts at around $50.

su re no surprises pop up when someone checks them.
The Fair Credit Reporting Act requires companies that store

By law, any employer must obtain your permission to conduct a
backg round check on you. And if the employer uncovers someth ing

background information to give you access to your data when you

damaging that might deny you a job or lead to your being fired

request it - a rule that is much the same as with credit reports. But

from your current one. it has to te ll you what it learned. and from

w hile you have only three credit-history companies to check, many

which data-collection company.

m ore information brokerages exist. And unfortunately, you have no
one-stop shop where you can collect your data from all of them
(as you do for credit reports at annualcredit report.corn ).
Choice Point is one of the better-known companies in the data

If that data contains a m istake- and mistakes do occur-you can
dispute it with the background-check company. and the firm must
look into it within 30 days. ChoicePoint says that it will remove
data it can 't verify from its own databases: but if another party,

collection business. so if you want to check your information it's a

such as a courthouse, holds the disputed record, you'll have to cor

good idea to start with that firm. At find.pcworld.corn/61232 you' ll

rect it with that original source. You can also add a note for any

find a "Full File Disclo sure Request Form " to send to the company

thing that's true but warrants explanation.

to obtain, for free, the data it might have stored about you in insur

56

Conducting your own preemptive background
check can stave off nasty surprises.

are stashed away in cou ntless

world of ours, our personal details

If your current employer performs background checks, find ou t

ance claims, retail theft reports, and other databases it maintains.

what compa ny it uses and try to request the data before it does.

If the company has performed a previous background check on you ,
yo u'll also see the results of that check. If you discover anything

And it you know you'll be applying to a particular employer, give its

I WWW.PCWORLD . COM
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HR department a ring to ask the same questions. •

Record Everything Your
Employees Do On The Internet
(When your employees are playing on the Internet, they are NOT working)

Internet Abuse is Costing Your Business
Whether shopping, reading news, sports or gossip sites,
gambling or visiting adult-themed web sites, when your
employees are playing, theyare NOT working.
Consider this: Employees waste MORE THAN 1 HOUR a day using
office computers to play on the Internet. That translates to more
than $5,000 lost per year for each employee with Internet access.
How do you catch guilty employees who have perfected the art of
stealing your company's valuable time?

Spector CNE Investigator to the Rescue
Monitor any employee anywhere on your network with Spector
CNE Investigator. Now, every word they type, every clickthey
make, every email, chat, instant message, every site they visit
- all are recorded and saved into a tamper-proof location, for
your review.
Unlike other overpriced filtering and blocking solutions, Spector
CNE Investigator shows you everything they do, step by step, in
exact visual detail. You have absolute proof that goes way
beyond just knowing they visited a bad web site, because you see
everything they did before, during and after that visit.

I pass

company secrets
via the web

Imagine a video camera pointed directly at their desktop or
laptop, filming away. That is what you get with the easiest, most
powerful investigation software available today.

The Leader in Monitoring and
Investigation Software
More than 50,000 businesses are actively using SpectorSoft
solutions to crack down on Internet abuse by their employees
and saving thousands of dollars amonth in lost productivity.
1

Spector CNE Investigator
PC and Internet Monitoring Software

Get Started Today!
To learn more visit SpectorCNE.com
or call us toll-free at (888) 598-2788

Isn't it time you put an end to the Internet
abuse that is harming your business?

I shop online

all afternoon
from work

Special Advertising Supplement

llalwara Wages
Wat aa Gamers
Th ere's a new form of identity theft and the

I 'targets are online gamers.

In recent months. viruses and other schemes aimed at gamers
have gone through the roof.The goal. in many cases. is to scoop up
online passwords in order to pilfer the virtual possessions that a
player accumulates. or even to co-opt the virtual character that may
have required months or even years to craft.
In the online world these days there is money to be made in the
sale of stolen virtual currency, weapons. furniture and personas.
Criminals are targeting passwords of everything from teen virtual
worlds to massively multiplayer online game sites. Once a thief
gains control of possessions or acharacter, he or she
can sell them off for virtual currency and ultimately
exchange it for real currency at an online exchange.

II

EVEN PLAY
TIME CAN BE A
DANGER ZONE
FOR THOSE
WHO ARE NOT
VIGILANT

Industry threat reports document adramatic rise in malware that
targets online gamers. The predominant form of attack Is to infect
agamer's computer with atrojan program that can steal a player's
password and account credentials.
Most gaming sites themselves are safe. or at least can detect
something such as a SQL code injection quickly and correct it
before any damage is done. But the real danger lies outside the
actual game. on other sites where gamers gather to trade tips,
swap "cheat codes." and otherwise interact with fellow gamers.
It is on these peripheral sites where hackers can utilize social
engineering techniques to get playe.rs to let down their guard and
inadvertently allow their computers to become infected.
So what's agamer to do? First, you need to be alert to the real
ity that criminals are exploiting people like you. Second. don't let

Special Advertising Supplement

ESET: Take aLook
F

iguring out what's causing a computer
to behave uncharacteristically can be
challenging. Earlier this year. a free tool to
help diagnose such problems was made
available qy ESET. the leader in proactive
threat protection.
ESET Syslnspector is a state-of-the-art
diagnostic tool that provides a deep-dive
inspection of a Windows-based computer
and displays gathered data in acomprehen

sive way. The program p~ers into your oper
ating system and captures details such as
running processes, registry content. start-up
items and network connections.
Once asnapshot of the system Is made.
Sys/nspector applies heuristics to assign
a risk level for each object logged. Informa
tion is presented with an intuitive graphical
user Interface. using a slider to select
objects of a particular color-coded risk

down your antivirus defenses in the hopes that you'll gain a per
formance edge. Nor should you neglect software patches in the
mistaken belief you're avoiding detection of pirated software.
(Nobody in the industry endorses piracy, but they don't withhold
security protection because the damage from malware is much
greater than the cost of individual software licenses.)

level for closer examination.
Information like installed drivers and
applications. network connections or Impor
tant registry entries can help you to Investi
gate suspicious system behavior. Or you can
generate and save adetailed log to be used
by an IT expert or uploaded to an online
forum for diagnosis.
ESETSyslnspectorcan be downloaded al:
www.eset.com/downloadjsysfnspector.php

The criminal elements making these assaults are
SPONSORED BY
in it for the money, so they're highly motivated and
ESET
are constantly tweaking their code and their tech
www.eset.com
niques in hopes of finding awindow of opportunity.
You should be just as vigilant in your efforts to safely enjoy your
virtual world and online games.

•
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Digital SLRs Get More Features,
at Lower Prices
New mode ls from
Canon and Sony top
the chart, bolstered
by such additions as
a Live image preview
on the LCD to help
compose images.
YOU 'VE JUST MISSED tltc

M!J!Bil
shot. You know the
- -  _ one-the shot that
you have a millisecond to
capture, be it of your tod
dler running across the
lawn, of your buddy's home
run swing at the company
softball game, or of the jet
plane swooping above you
at a summertime air show.
If missing pictures is a fre
quent lament of yours, then
you're probably ready to
graduate from a digital
point-and-shoot camera
and its seemingly intermina
ble shutter lag-and explore
the wider realm of digital
SLR (single-lens reflex) mod
els . Fortunately, the latest
digital SLR cameras come
with a host of features that
are aimed at helping new-
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NEW AT THE top of our SLR
cameras chart are the second
ranked Sony Alpha DSLR-A300K

comers· make the transition·
from a point-and-shoot.
We tested Canon's EOS
Digital Rebel XSi ($899 with
kit lens), Nikon's D60 ($750
with kit lens) , and Sony's
Alpha DSLR-A300K ($700
with kit lens) , and discov
ered that each camera has its
own specific appeal for the
crossover crowd.
One of the chief shooter
friendly additions to digital
SLRs is a Live View mode,
which lets you compose an

SEPTEMBER 2008

(left) and our Best Bily, Canon's
EOS Digital Rebel XSI.

image within the camera's
LCD just as you would with
a point-and-shoot digital
camera. Live View has been
making its way into digital
SLRs steadily over the past
year. Both the Canon and
the Sony reviewed in this
story offer Live View; they' re
the first sub-$1000 digital
SLRs we've evaluated to have
the feature. Other models

we've tested with Live View
mode include Canon's $1499
EOS 40D, Nikon's $2200
0300, Olympus's $2650 E3,
and Panasonic's $1000
Lumix DMC-L10K.
The Sony Alpha DSLR
A300K's Live View mode
works particularly smoothly
compared with competing
implementations of the fea
ture. This model uses two

INSIDE

63 IPHONE 3G

68 POLAROID POGO

71 LENOVO IDEAPAD UllO

76 PURE DIGITAL

Flip Mino

imaging sensors, one to pre
view the image on the LCD
in real time and another to
capture the image. Sony's
uncommon approach to Live
View results in a speedy,
highly responsive mecha
nism (in contrast to the
more sluggish operation
fo und on rival cameras).
Canon's EOS Digital Rebel
XSi, on the other hand, uses
the same imaging sensor for
both preview and image cap
ture. Even so , this model 's
Live View worked fairly
well-you can check on the
focus in specific areas .
The 12.2-megapixel XSi
boasted the best image qual
ity of the three new cameras
we tried; its imaging, cou
pled with a strong feature
set, was good enough to
help pro pel this unit to firs t
place on our Top 5 Digital
SLR Cameras chart. In the
PC World Test Center's eval
uation, the XSi produced
evenly exposed shots , with
excellent sharpness.
Various preset and manual
MORE ONLINE

For more information on the
digital SLR cameras reviewed
here, including testing details,
see tind.pcworld.co m/61291.

PC WORLD TOP 5 DIGITAL SLR CAMERAS
MOO EL

Perfo rmance

llI!il Canon EOS Digita l

Features
• 12.2 megapixels
• IBmm to 55mm zoom
• 6 scene modes
• 25.8 ounces

• Image quaUty: Superior
• Battery life:Su?Erior
• Overall design: Very Good

~ RebelXS i

S899 NEW
find.pcworlcl.com/61257

•

BOTIOM LINE: The XSi provides a strong range of capabilities. but its price may deter some entry-level buyers.

So ny Alpha DSLR-A3DOK

2 $700 NEW

find.pcworld.com/61259

II

I0.2megapixels
• IBmm to 70mm zoom
• 4scenemodes
• 3lBounces

• Imagequality: Superior
• Battery life:Superior
• Overall design:Very Good

BOTIOM LI NE: Camera has a tlltable LCDand real-time, fast Live View previews; It's also ergonomically desig ned.

• 10.0 megapixels
• 28mm to 84mm zoom
• 18 sce ne modes
• 26.7 ounces

•Image quality: Superior
•Battery life:Superior
• Overall design:Very Good

Olympus EVolt E-510

3 $600

fin d.pcworld.com/57952

BOTIOM LINE: This SLR offers many advanced features for the price, thoug h some functions can be difficult to access.

• 10.1 megapixels
• 28mm to 135mm zoom
• 6 scene modes
• 48.8 ounces

• Image quality: Superior
• Battery life: Superior
• Overall design:Very Good

Canon EDS 400

4 $1499

find.pcworld.com/59215

BOTIOM LINE: Feature-packed camera produces great images, and will appeal to enthusiasts and pros alike.

5

Olymp us E3
$2650
fin d.pcworld.com/60337

•

• IQ.I megapixels
• 24mm to 120mm zoom

• lmagequality:Superior
• Battery life: Superior
• Overall design:Superior

• No scenemodes

• 52.6ounces

BOTIOM LINE: This big , heavy, rugged camera has exte nsive advanced controls and fast burst-shooting speed.

CHART NOTE:Prices are as of 6/10/08.

controls are chief among the
XSi's strengths. Although
navigating through its deep
menu options can be daunt
ing, the usefu l My Menu
tool (previously seen on the
pricier EO S 400) can help
you organize your oft-used
settings into a single short
cut screen. Another boon to
folks who are accustomed
to point-and-shoot cameras

is the A-Dep feature, which
optimizes images of small
groups of people by adjust
ing the depth of field so that
all of the image's subjects
are properly in focus .
Nikon's new, relatively
lightweight, 10-megapixel
060 will appeal to those who
want the benefits of an SLR
but not the heft. It missed
our chart, however, landing

in seventh behind its sibling
the D300. Its exposures
were just slightly off, which
hampered its image-quality
score; it also lost points due
to its comparat ively smaller
LCD (2 .5 inches, versus the
Sony A300K's 2.7 inches and
the Canon XSi's 3 inches) ,
as well as its lack of expo
sure bracketing and whitebalance bracketing.
»
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The Nikon 060 (body only)
weighs 16.1 ounces-0.7
ounce less than the Canon
XSi. The camera feels small
and lightweight in the hand,
yet sturdily constructed,
too. Although this model
lacks the Live View mode
found on the Canon and on
the Sony, it has plenty of
other enticing features, the
most notable being its in
camera editing effects.
One nifty, albeit niche,
feature is the stop-action
animation mode, which cre
ates an AVJ movie from a
series ofJPEG images. The
animation function is the
closest thing so far to having
a movie mode in a digital
SLR-and while it's no re
placement for making a movie
clip, it is a compelling and
creative alternative means

controls, Including the compa
ny's Active D-Lightlng. This fea
ture compensates for lighting
issues, within the camera.

of capturing a moment.
The camera's Active D
Lighting extends the dynam
ic range and compensates
exposure to pick up lost
detail in shadows and high
lights. And if you're stuck
on how to use a feature and

you don't have your manual
in your pocket, no worries :
The D60's in-camera help
screens walk you through
many of the unit's functions.
If you're still learning
about camera exposures, the
intuitively designed, 10.2

PREVIEW

Coming Soon: Canon's Newest Digital Rebel SLR
DUE OUT BY the time you read this is Canon's

XTi. As a result, the Digital Rebel XS is the com

least-expensive digital SLR camera , the $700

pany's lightest digital SLR to date.

EOS Digital Rebel XS (with an 18mm-to-55mm,
f3.5-to-f5.6 IS lens). This model will replace the
current EOS Digital Rebel XTi.

XTi does: unlimited JPEGs at 3 frames per sec

The company bills the XS as the Little sibling of

ond, versus the XTi's 27 JPEGs at 3 frames per

the recently released EOS Digital Rebel XSi-our

second. That burst rate is truly impressive, and

current Best Buy- with good reason.
According to Canon, the cameras are clones,
but they do have a few differences. Compared
with the specs of the XSi, the XS falls just short.
The XSi boasts a 12.2-megapixel sensor, a
3-inch display, and a nine-point autofocus
system. The XS has the same 10.1
megapixel resolution and 2.5-inch dis
play as the Digital Rebel XTi it's
replacing, and it offers a seven-point
autofocus system.
Weighing 15.9 ounces, the Digital
Rebel XS is 2.5 ounces lighter than the
THE REBEL XS draws on features from
its more pricey sibling, the Rebel XSI.
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Like the XSi, the XS provides Live View. It also
has a better buffer burst-shooting rate than the
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will appeal to casual sports shooters, as even
the XSi is limited (to 53 JPEG images).

megapixel Sony Alpha
DSLR-A300K.will help you
explore the process with
its Exposure Shift setting.
Exposure Shift creates sev
eral shots that are equivalent
to the one you first captured,
but with different exposures,
thanks to varying the com
binations of shutter and
aperture speeds .
The A3001\. also features in
camera image stabilization,
which means that any addi
tional lenses you buy will
benefit from the camera's
ability to produce sharper
images in low-light condi
tions. Plus, this model has a
tilting LCD screen-as some
point-and-shoot digicams
do-which, together with
the Live View mode, lets you
get unusual angles without
having to perform any gym
nastic feats. For example,
I've personally appreciated
having the tilt for framing a
shot above my head .
A digital SLR may not fit in
your pocket the way a point
and-shoot digicam does, but
if you take the plunge, you'll
find a world of new images
available for you to capture.
-Melissa]. Pcrmson

iPhone 3G: Gorgeous but Not a Required Upgrade
INNOVATlVE design and

lilm

s~amless integra
_ .....:...._..:. _ t1on between soft
ware and hardware pro
pelled the first-generation
iPhone to instant stardom.
Its successor, the iPhone 3G,
delivers more, at half the
entry price of the original.
The result is a classy device
that's a strong choice for
smart-phone shoppers, but
not a must-have upgrade.
THE IPHONE 3G has a multltouch screen, and supports apps, toO.
The iPhone 3G's name
hints at its biggest enhance
ture I found had limitations:
volume button adjusted the
ment: support for AT&T's 3G
The map showed where traf
Mobile Broadband network
sound very effectively.
fic jams were, but didn't
(which uses HSDPA technol
Though the new iPhone
3G has the same width and
provide access to details on
ogy). I tested the phone in
how to avoid them. Presum
length as its predecessor, it
suburban Long Island, New
is 0.2 inch thicker. In place
ably, these oversights will be
York, where AT&T says it
of the original iPhone's
addressed with a third-party
offers 3G network support.
metallic back is one com
In the end, the iPhone 3G's
app from the App Store.
One
pleasant
surprise
with
posed of molded plastic;
Wi-Fi performance blew its
this
upgrade
3G efforts out of the water.
is that talk
meanwhile, the buttons
quality has vastly improved.
along the side-previously
On the original iPhone,
made of hard plastic-are
The calls I made on the 3G
with AT&T's EDGE network,
network had excellent audio
now cast in solid metal (a
PCWorld.com loaded in 158
subtle improvement) .
quality and clarity, and the
seconds and a test MP3 file
loaded in 52 seconds. When
set to use AT&T's 3G net
work, the iPhone 3G loaded
PCWorld.com in 38 seconds
Though the Instinct's touch
and the MP3 file in 80 sec
FROM ITS SLIM design to
screen is fairly responsive, it
onds . Over the iPhone
its fingertip-friendly
Jacks the effortless smooth
3G's Wi-Fi, our Web site
- - - - interface, the Sam
ness of the iPhone's multi
took 26 seconds , while the
sung Instinct pays homage to
touch display. Battery life
MP3 took 18 seconds.
the iPhone. It's worth a look
was about 5.5 hours in our
Another major addition to
if you dislike AT&T, but the
tests, just shy of the iPhone's.
the updated iPhone is GPS,
Instinct is no iPhone killer.
The Instinct is loaded with
but the native implementa
GPS features, and Sprint's
tion is limited. (It employs a
zippy EvDO network makes
built-in GPS antenna, along
Web browsing fast . But the
with cell towers and Wi-Fi,
browser-like the Instinct
to determine your position.)
itself-lacks the elegance of
I was disappointed to dis
Instinct I Samsung
the Apple competition.
A good handset and a great deal,
cover that the integrated
- Yardcna Arar
Google Maps app lacks audi
but unlikely to slay Apple's 3G unit.
List: 5130 with two-year Sprint
ble tum-by-turn instructions
THE INSTINCT SPORTS a simple
and auto-recalculation of
service contract
design and a big touch screen.
routes . Even the nicest fea
fi nd.pcworld.com/61237

The charger is significantly
smaller-a good thing, since
you may need to carry it
more often. The iPhone 3G
fell short of the original
model (which lasted the full
10-hour maximum in our lab
tests) on talk time, averaging
5 hours, 38 minutes . That's
still better than most 3G
phones we've tested, though.
One year and one upgrade
later, Apple's iPhone still
stands in a class by itself. If
you own a first-generation
iPhone, however, upgrading
to the 3G is not essential.
-Melissa]. Percnson

iPhone 3G I Apple
With a lower price, 3G, and GPS,
this phone is in a class by itself.
List: $199 (8GB)
find.pcworld .com/61287

Instinct Won't Slay the iPhone

lild
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HP's TouchSmart PC: Good
Looks but So-So Performance
to both analog and over-the
air high-definition signals .
The colors pop on its display.
This isn't HP's first attempt
at an all-in-one. But the orig
inal TouchSmart IQ770 dis
appointed us with its poky
components and its 19-inch
touch screen's ability to rec
ognize only a single point.
TI1is time around, HP takes
advantage of Windows Vis
ta's ability to recognize two
touch points on the screen.
Whether you want to zip
around documents , enlarge
images, or swipe your finger
across the display, the IQ506
works just as the iPhone's
screen does ; you can pinch
your fingers together or push
them apart to zoom in or

THE HP TOUCHSMART

li9i;j
CC

IQ506 may be wor
thy of the Jetsons'
household. This all-in-one
desktop PC is all screen
22 inches of 1650-by-1080
resolution display, with a
laptop's guts hiding inside.
Though the $1500 Touch
Smart isn't intended as a
powerhouse desktop ma
chine for running graphics
intensive games or crunching
supercomputer-level data, it
is a centerpiece system with
a multitouch screen that's
slightly ahead of its time.
If you didn't know better,
you might mistake the slim,
subtle design of the Touch
Smart for that of a hand
some LCD 1V. Seeing it for
the first time, I almost did
and not because of the re
mote or the NTSC/ATSC
tuner, which provides access

Label Your Discs With Pies
I'M LOOKING TO print a photo onto a label sticker for a CD. Is
this possible, and do I need to buy a special program?

Saudra E. Sr. Onge, {)ia e-mail
Senior Editor Melissa J. Perenson responds: Arranging to print a
photo label for a CD or DVD requires a little forethought. You 'll
want to buy either a dedicated inkjet labeling system (such
products are available from Dymo and Primera ) or an inkjet
printer that supports printing directly to disc (models from
Epson, Hewlett-Packard, and Le xmark commonly do so). You
. will also need to purchase what's called inkjet printable media
(CDs); typically such discs have a smooth, specially treated
w hite upper surface. The printed output looks far more profes
sional and attractive than a glued-on printed label would look;
and the direct-printing approach is more reliable, too.

E-mail your questions to askourexperts@pcworld.com, or post
them online at forums.pcwo rld .com .
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TouchSmart PC
would look equally in its element
in a living room, a bedroom, or an office.

out, for example. You can
even play some basic games
with the touch interface.
Unlike other recent all-in
ones , the IQ506 handles
most productivity tasks easi
ly. Its configuration is rea
sonable, though it lacks the
processing oomph of com
peting value desktops. The
model we tested came with a
2.16-GHz Core 2 Duo T5850
Intel CPU, 4GB RAM , and a
500GB, 7200-rpm hard drive.
The TouchSmart handled
everything from Photoshop
to media encoding more
smoothly than did the com
peting Gateway One. On
our gaming tests , however,
the IQ506's nVidia GeForce
9300M GS graphics chip
hampered its performance
(the Gateway ran Doom 3
roughly two times faster,
and the Apple iMac did so
two and a half times faster) .
The graphics results dropped
the IQ506's WorldBench 6
score to a mark of 79; the
Gateway had received an 87 .
The TouchSmart comes
with five USB 2.0 ports, one
FireWire port, gigabit ether
net, an S-Video input, a slot
loading DVD player, and
802.llb/g/n Wi-Fi and Blue
tooth built in. But it lacks

such core inputs for a home
media hub as component or
HOM!, and a Blu-ray Disc
burner. And since you can' t
crack open its case for up
grades, the Touch Smart
can't grow with you.
HP includes a serviceable
wireless keyboard/mouse
combo. You also get HP's
excellent, touch-screen
enabled TouchSmart Soft
ware Suite. The apps in this
media-centric package are
easy to use and customize.
This $1500 system com
bines classy design, the ver
satility to handle everyday
tasks , and the ability to do
light multimedia lifting. It
doesn't have enough power
to deal with more graphics
heavy activities. TI1e Touch
Smart would make a great
second PC, but as a primary
system it may not do every
thing you want it to do.

-Da1rc11 Gladstone

TouchSma rt 10506 I HP
Classy, nicely designed all-in-one
doesn't wow with its performance.
Street: $1500
find.pcworld .com/61239

30 million computer users don't
trust the power grid.

APC Back-UPS BE750G wi1h
SmartShcdding'" Tec/1110/ogy
B!JtomaticD!ly powers do wn
idle peripherals to save
o.-1ergy and money.

They do trust APC. Shouldn't you?
Think of all that you rely on your
com puter for: persona l and business
files. financial information. broadband
access. videos. photos. music, and more.
Increasingly, computers are the hub for
managi ng our lives. And more people
rely on APC to protect their hardware
and data than any other uninterruptible
power supply (UPS) brand.
Why is APC the world's best selling
power protection ? For 20 years, we have
pioneered power protection technology.
Our Legendary Reliabil ity" ena bles you
to save your data, protect your hardware.
and prevent downtime. It also guards
against a powe r grid that is growing less
reliable every day.
According to the Department of Energy,
electricity consumption will increase by
40% over the next 10 years. Yet today,
investment in utilities is at an all-time
low. It's a "perfect storm" for computer
users. one that makes APC protection
even more essential.

"The pricetag on the new UPS is $99.99.
While I'm not in the habit of endorsing
products in this blog, if you're in the
market for a workstation-class UPS,
why not opt for the greener option?"
- Hearher Clancy
ZDNet.com

APC has a complete line of powe r
protection solutions to su it a range
of applications. Alrea dy an APC user?
Get the latest replacement banery
cartridge for your unit or upgrade to a
newer model. For more information
on this or ou r other great products. or
for information about environmentally
responsible disposa l of your old
banery, visit www.apc.com

Find out why 30 million
people don '1 need to

worry (1bout losing their

APC power protection products are available at
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data to power problems

I

Office DEPOT.

Energy Efficient Solutions for
Every Level of Protection:
Surge Protection
Starting at 534

Guaranteed protection
from surges. spikes.
and lightning.
7 outlets. Phone/fmc/Modem
Protection. Master/Controlled Outlets

Starting at

s99

Bad-UPS"

Our most energy
efficient backup for
·home computers.

fS 750G

10 outlets. DSL and Coax
protection. Master/ Cont.rolled
Outlets. High Frequency Design.
70 minutes of runtime'
APC can help with your other power protecrion needs.
Visit a{X.cam to see our comp/ere line of innovative products.

Enter to Win aBack-UPS®ES 75061 (aS99.99Value)
Also. enter keycode to view other special offers and discounts.

Visit www.apc.com/promo Kev Code d617w or Call 888.289.APCC x8026 or Fax 401 .788.2797

A?C"
Legendary Reliability•
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Tell PC World about your experiences
with PCs, cameras, printers, TVs, and
other electronic devices, and we'll automatically enter your
name in the drawing for a $2000 Amazon.com shopping spree.
Our Web site explains the official rules and specifies how to
participate in the drawing if you choose
not to take the survey. You qualify by
submitting a single entry, and you can
enter through September 1, 2008.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

SURVEY DETAILS: No particular answer will affect
your chances of winning. We will not sell your per
sonal data or share it with any third parties. The
prize drawing Is open to all legal U.S. and Canadian
residents (except those in Quebec and Puerto Rico).
age 18 or older. No purchase or survey participation
is required to enter or win. Products shown are for
illustrative purposes only; actual prize is an Amazon.
com gift card. Amazon.com is a registered trademark
of Amazon.com. Inc. Lumlx is a trademark of Matsu
shita Electric Corporation of America. Amazon.com
and Matsushtta are not sponsors of or participants in
this contest
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Reclaim Lost Productivity

How Does It Work?

Every day the average employer loses
81 minutes of productivity per employee
to Web-based distractions. Most employees
don't reaUze how quickly the stolen
minutes add up. But research shows
some 13 % of workers habitually log
two or more hours of internet-based
off-task activity per day.

BeAware tracks all employee PC activity
through live, real-time monitoring of
E-mails, Web-surfing , Chats and pro
gram usage (recording screen shots,
time accessed, and content).

~

c 1 BeAware
'ittl" Corporate Edition

BeAware helps identify problem areas,
offenders and frequency so you can coach
employees, reduce company risk and
help teams reclaim lost productivity.

BeAware allows you to view activity by user.
department or enterprise.

"BeAware showed me exactly what
my team was doing so I could
coach & motivate them toward
our goals."
BeAware can be remotely deployed on
any networked company PC (local or
remote) to monitor specific individuals,
departments or an enterprise up to
10,000 employees.

Install BeAware Today!
• MonitDr PC and Internet use real-time
• Record emails, chats & web page visits
• Easy to install and use
• Full archiving ofPC activity
• Generate reports and charts

FREE
Online Demo!
SL'e ii in .1ctio11!

Administrators can view reports of
on-line activity from anywhere, and
receive automatic noti~fication when
select keywords , websites or specific
applications are accessed.

Down/o.1rl the· ll~!L Whikp,iper'

Once problem areas are identified, you
can resolve them with better policies,
access control, employee coaching and
motivation for improved focus and
productivity.

888.739.2977
www.asce ntive.com/pcw3

"The Benefits of Workelace

Activity Management Software"

Buy it Now! ·

Ask a bout BeAware Home Edition

,,,,::-- 0;
t._•:scent;

Datri let your PC
hnldyo11back.
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42-lnch HDTVs: Put Your Best Picture Forward
MONEY BUYS QUALITY,
but what you get isn' t al
ways worth the price. Con
sider the LG Electronics
42LG60 (aka the Scarlet, for
its red back). The most ex
pensive model in our latest
group of 42-inch HD1Vs, it
scored highest in image
quality, specifications, and
design. This is one fancy 1V.
Its easy-to-use on-screen
menu system offers individ
ual six-color controls. Sen
sors measure the ambient
light in your room and ad
just the set accordingly.
Even the remote wears faux
leather. So why does it rank
fourth? Because at $2600, it
costs twice as much as the
next-most-expensive model

in the test group, Toshiba's
Regza 42RV530U.
Our overall Best Buy goes
to Vizio's V042L. Its image
quality ranks only a hair's
breadth below the Scarlet's,
and its price is just $1100.
Vizio has a reputation for
great image quality and low
prices, but also for few ex
tras, awkward on-screen
menus, and poor design. The
company seems to be striv
ing to address past deficien
cies of its HDTV models by
adding easy-access side in
puts and a cool-looking re
mote control to the V042L.
For once, Vizio doesn't
have the cheapest set. That
distinction goes to the West
inghouse TX-42F430S . But

VIZIO'S V042L offers very good images and sound at a decent price.

aside from its superlow esti
mated street price of $949,
there's nothing exceptional
about this set. Its image qual
ity and specifications placed
it in the middle of the pack,

PC WORLD TOP S 42-INCH HDTVs
Performance

MODEL

•HDTV:Good
•DVD:Very Good
• Overall design:Good

Dl'il Vizio V042L
. . SllOO NEW

find.p cwortd.com/61 201

Features and specifications
• 1920·by·1080·plxel screen (1080p)
•Primary color controls

•Inputs: 4 HDMI. 2 component
•No ergonomic adjustments

BOTIOM LINE: The V042L delivers very good image and sound quality at a reasonable price.

2

Westinghouse TX-42F430S
S949 NEW

find.pcworld.com/61208

II

•HDTV:Good

~-__
. 1920--y-b- 10-8-0--pi-xe-ls-c-re_e_n(-10-8 0p_)_

•DVD: Good
•Overall design:Good

•Primary color controls
•Inputs: 4 HDML. 2 component

1

•No ergonomic adjustments

BOTIOM LINE: Great basic HDTV tacks the advanced features and good looks found on higher·end models.

3

Toshiba Regza 42RV530U
S1300 NEW

fin d.pcwortd.com/61199

•HDTV:Good
•DVD:Good
•Overall design: Good

• 1920-by-1080-pixel screen (1080p)
•Primary color controls
• Inputs: 4 HDMI, 2component
• Swivel adjustment

BOTIOM LINE: Superb sound and nice design touches don•t make up for this set's overly bright. washed-out picture.

4

LG Electronics 42LG60 (Scarlet)
$2600 NEW

find .pcwortd.com/61209

•HDTV:Good
•DVD: Good
•Overall design: Very Good

• 1920-by·lOBO-pixel screen (1080p)
•Primary color controls
•Inputs: 4 HDMI. 2component
•Swivel adjustment

BOTIOM LINE: High-end LCD HOTV's advanced features, impressive style, and very good image quality come at a cost.

5

AOC Envision L42H761
S1049 NEW

fi nd.pcwort d.com/61207

•HDTV:Fair
•DVD: Fair
•Overall design: Good

• 1920-by·lOBO·pixel screen (1080p)
•No primary color controls

•Inputs: 2 HDMI. 2component
•No ergonomic adjus tments

BOTIOM LINE: Below-average performance and poor design choices reduce this low-cost HDTV's appeal.
CHART NOTES: Prices and ratings are as of 7/11/08.

MORE ONLINE

and it finished dead last in
design, partly because of the
cheap-feeling remote. But a
42-inch LCD HDTV for less
than a grand is definitely
worth considering.
The main drawback of the
$1300, third-ranked Toshiba
Regza 42RVS30U is that it
doesn't produce very good
images. PC World's judges
found the screen overly
bright, with a tendency to
shift color toward yellow or
orange. On the positive side,
it's an easy TV to use, with
clear and sensible menus, a
glow-in-the-dark remote,
and the ability to change
sources appropriately when
you start playing a disc.
Finally, the AOC Envision
L42H761 grabbed fifth
place. It displayed garbled
images at times (leading to
the worst performance score
of the lot), and it lacks indi
vidual color controls for ad
vanced calibration. Even the
low $1049 estimated street
price couldn't raise this
model to the fourth spot.
-Lincoln Spector

Visit PC World's HDTV I nfo Center (lind.pcworld.com/61 243 ) for in-depth reviews , test results . and specifications.
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The Bose®QuietComfort®2 Acoustic Noise Cancelling®Headphones.
Think of them as a peaceful getaway from the world
around you. Whether it's the engine roar inside an airplane
cabin, the bustle of the city or the di trac
tions in the office, Bose QuietComfort 2
headphones help them fade softly into the
background with the flick of a switch. You
can savor delicate musical
nuances without dis
turbing others. And
when you're not listening to music ,
you can slip into a tranquil haven
- where you can relax and
enjoy peace and solitude.
C learl y, t hese are no
ordinary headphones. It's
no exaggeration to say
they're on e of those
things you h ave to
experience to believe.

"The QuietComfort 2 lives up to its
name, enveloping you in blissful
sound in the utmost comfort.
It's easy to forget they are on
your head." That's what re peered
columnist Rich Warren reports. To enjoy peace and tranquility,
si mply turn them on. To add Bose quality
sound , attach the included audio cord and
connect them to a laptop computer,
po rtab le CD/DVD/MP3 player,
in -flight audio system or home
ste reo. They also offer a fo ld
flat design fo r easy storage in
the slim carrying case.

Use them as a
concert hall - or a
sanctuary.

"It's as if someone behind
your back reached out,
found the volume control
for the world, and turned
it way, way, down," reports
TeclmologyReview.com . Bose Q012
headphones incorporate patented
tec hnology that electronically
identifies and dramatically reduces noise,
while fa ithfully preserving the music, movie dialogue or tran
quility you desire. We designed these headphones primarily for
airplane travelers. But owners soon started telling us how much
they enjoy u ing them in other places to reduce distractions
around them. They're excellent for listening to music whether
you're on the go, at home or in the office.
"Forget 'concertlike' comparisons; you'll think you're
onstage with the band." That's what Travel + Leisure Golf
sa id when these headphones were first
introduced . You' ll relish the so und
of a bass guitar. O r a flu te. Or the
.··.
delicate inflections of a singing voice.
·.,-ji
, . The aud io i so clear you may fi nd you r
self discovering new subtleties in even
,I,
'·
your favorite music.

,,r

~
-

Try the QC2 headphones
for yourself, risk free .
You really mu t experience
them to believe it. Call toll
free to try these headphones
fo r 30 days. Use them on
your next tri p, in your home
or at the office - satisfaction
guaranteed. If you aren't
delighted, simply return them
for a fu ll refund.

Call 1-800-901-0256, ext. Q6634
today. The QC2 headphones are available
directly from Bose - the most respected
name in sound . When you call, ask
FREE
about making 12 easy payments, with
shipping
no interest charges from Bose.* A nd
with your
discover a very different kind of head
order.
phone - QuietComfort2 Acoustic Noise
Cancelling headphones.

To order or learn more:

1-800-901-0256, ext. Q6634
www.Bose.com/QC

t

80SE ®

Better sound throuffl research@

"Bose payment plan available on orders of $299·$1500 paid by major credit card. Separate financing options may be availablo for selec t products. See website for details. Down payment is 1/ 12 the product price plus applicable tax
and shipping charges. charged when your order is shipped. Then. yoor credit card will be billed for 11 equal moothly installments beginning approximately one month from the date your order is shipped. with 0% APA and no interest
charges lrom Bose. Credit card rules and interest may apply. U.S. residents only. Limit one active linencing program per customer. ®2008 Bose Corporation. Patent rights issued and/or pending. The distinctive design of the head·
phone oval ring is a tradornark of Bose Corporation. Financing and free shipping offer not to be combined with other offers or appliod to previous purchases, and subject to change without notice. Risk free relors to 30-day trial only
and does not include return shipping. Delivery is subject to product availability. Quotes reprinted with permission: Simson Garfinkel. rechnologyReviewcom. 7/9/03: Travel• Leisure Golf. 7/03: Rich Warren. Nows·Gazerto. 5/ 19/03.
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Polaroid's Portable PoGo Offers Instant Prints
THE WORLD of cameras may
have gone digital , but Pola
roid remains synonymous
with instant photo prints.
So it's no surprise that Pola
roid has intro
duced

the PoGo portable printer
for producing instant prints .
The $1 SO PoGo is the first
photo printer to use Zink,
the zero-ink technology that
Polaroid pioneered. A ther
mal printhead activates
the 100 billion or so
dye crystals em
bedded in
Pola

THE POLAROID
PoGo printer is small
enough to fit in your hand.

roid's glossy photo paper.
Printing was easy. The de
vice can create prints of snap
shots from a digital camera
or from a camera phone. It
connects to cell phones via
Bluetooth and to PictBridge
enabled cameras over USB.
I had no difficulty pairing
the PoGo with my Palm Treo
680, and the printer took less
than a minute to output a
640-by-480-resolution image
of a picture I had snapped
with my Treo's camera.
The printer's scaling soft
ware automatically adjusted
my images to fit the paper's
2-by-3-inch area. As a result,
however, the bottom or top
of an image sometimes got

chopped off-and there's
no way to control what
appears in the final print.
The PoGo 's appeal lies in
its mobility and its almost
instantaneous picture pro
duction. Sure , $150 is steep
for this one-trick gimmick
printer. But that doesn' t de
tract from its silly fun.
-Melissa]. Perenson

PoGo IPolaroid
Nifty portable printer offers quickie
snaps but is pricey for what it does.
Street: 5150
find.pcworld.com/61 275

Tapeless & Easv to use Backup svstem

- Complete hardware+software solution

- Supports SQL and Exchange

- Local, remote or hosted deployment

- Exchange mailbox recovery

- Continuous or scheduled configuration

- Bare-metal recovery capabilities

- Supports Windows, Linux and Mac

- Web-based remote administration

- 500GB to 8TB solutions

- Advanced encryption & compression

Try it for free for 30 days . Starting at $1,495
Call 800.700.VAULT I AdvancedVault.com
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Panasonic's Polarizing
Touch-Screen Camera
THE BRUSHED metallic sur

??tm'

face , well-placed
.~. .~
.....lo,)r:r.ii.,_.
:11![11. flash , and 2Smm
to-125mm Leica SX optical
zoom lens of Panasonic 's
10-megapixel Lumix FXSOO
are appea ling. But the mar
quee feature of this $400
point-and-shoo t camera is

Lumix FX500 Panasonic
Classy little camera won't replace
a digital SLR, but it handles a lot.
Street: $4 00
find.pcworld.com/611 61

its 3-inch touch-screen dis
play, a component sure to
generate controversy amo ng
photography purists .
You can use the FXSOO's
touch screen to zoom in and
out on photos you've taken,
and to reach some menu set
tings more easily. It elimi
nates the tedious drilling
down requ ired on many
cameras-which is especially
good news considering that
the FXSOO offers 21 preset
scene modes, including por
trait, party, and starry night.
To adjust manual settings ,
aperture priority, and shut
ter priority, you have to use

metallic shell of the
FXSOO adds to Its sleek look.

scroll bars on the touch
screen. Even people with
fine motor control may find
this process frustrat ing un
less they resort to using the
FXSOO's included stylus.
Image quality was mixed
in our lab tests: The FXSOO
produced sharp images , but
it didn't distinguish itself in
either our flash-exposure or

our normal-exposure tests.
I found almost no lag time
between when I pressed the
shutter and when pictures
wrote to the card. This char
acteristic, combined with
the quick, accurate auto
focus and exposure, makes
the Panason ic Lumix FXSOO
very satisfying to shoot with.

-Kathlec11 Cullen

Achieves Up To 4 Times *
Regular Page Yield!
~For
~

HP, Canon, Dell , Epson & others

Dramatically reduce cartridge waste

~ Print up to 4 times* as many pages per cartridge

Save Money On Everything You Print!
Prints as many
pages as

4X ECO ink™ Cartridge

~

.'

~

i I I

~

.,.~ ...

~

Regular ink Cartridges

·Al maximum UltraSaverm setting.

~

G7 Productivity S ystems

877.872.1189

Visit

eC04X.CQm/pCW for details
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Firefox 3: The Web Browser to Beat
FIREFOX 3 may not look
very different from version 2
of the Web browser-but
when you start using it, you'll
soon realize how much more
this update has to offer.
You'll see only a few visual
clues that something's differ
ent with Firefox 3.0, such as
a pushed-together forward
and back button, and a little

Firefox 3 I Mozilla
New features and improved perfor
mance make this browser the best.
Free

find.pcworld.corn/61240
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FIREFOX 3 LOOKS almost identical to version 2; only subtle changes have been made to the interface.

star that now appears in the
locatio n bar. Click that sta·r,
and you 'll add the Web page
you're viewing as an unfi led
bookmark. Click it again,
and you can choose a partic
ular folder, add a descrip
t ion, or select tags-all of
which are stored in a new,
behind-the-scenes database.
You can search the data
base, along with all of your
browsing history, simply by

typing a keyword (instead of
a URL) into the location bar.
Other changes: The down
load manager can now re
sume halted downloads; a
nifty zoom menu option per
mits you to resize either the
entire page or just the text
on the page; and a new pass
word saver lets you wait un
til after you've successfully
logged in to decide whether
to save your credentials.

On the security front, Fire
fox 3 will block sites that are
known to spread malware,
based on a Google blacklist,
as well as blocking phishing
sites (for more, see page 53).
It also adds support for Ex
tended Validation certificates.
Existing Firefox users will
want this upgrade, and ver
sion 3 should convince non
users to make the switch.
- Erik Larkin

Special Advertising Supplement

Mission-Critical Business Continuity Solutions
R-Tools again strengthens and extends its line of world-class utilities and solutions

N

either your business nor the busi
ness world stands still . That's
why R-Tools, the leader in world-class
data recovery solutions, has once
aga in beefed up R-Stud io, its Vi sta
ready utility that allows users to pre
view file types before recovery.
Branching out from the Microsoft
world, the latest improvement is
R-Studio for the Apple Macintosh.
This versatile solution can be installed
on the Macintosh OS X, specifically
on versions 10.4 and 10.5.
Oth er re cent improvements to
R-Studio have in cluded a sorting algo
rithm that allows the sorting fil es
according to fi le type, time of cre
ation, fi le size and so on. R-Studio was
also recently enhanced w ith HFS and
HFS+ file systems sup
port, UFS/BigEndian sup
port, GPT partition layout
schema support and Apple

70
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partition map support.
In addition, R-Tools
has announced improve
ments to R-Wipe &
Clean, wh ich automati
cally keeps applications
free and clear of harm
ful clutter. This innova- ~~~-~
tive utility now sup
ports the latest ver
sions of Mozilla Firefox
and Opera.
And that's not all. R-Tools has un
wrapped a new product called R-Disk
Encryption . This utility allows users
to quickly and easily create a virtua l
encrypted disk on any hard drive,
including network drives, or on any
removable media.
R-Tools' recent enhancements to
R-Drive Image, which gives users
mission-critical capabi lity to totally
restore their systems after a major

crash, included support for backup
sets so that full/differential archives
ca n be created with the same f ile
names wh ile old archives are deleted
when specified conditions are ex
ceeded. R-Drive Image can now cre
ate an image of a hard drive w ithout
any partition.
Other stellar solution s from R-Tools
include R-Mail for Outlook and
R-Mail for Outlook Express, which
reconstruct inadvertently deleted
email messages or damaged .pst and
.dbx files. And R-Word and R-Excel
recover damaged Word or Excel fi les
that have been corrupted or attacked .
To learn more about R-Tools
business co ntinuity solutions. visit
www.r-tt.com .
SPONSORED BY:

R-Tools·Technology Inc.
www.r-tt.com

Lenovo's Bright, Slight IdeaPad UllO
LENOVO'S supersvelte Idea

l:l!flp Pad UllO is about

.~11;~~"'m"'_.l!I'.,. as flashy as ultra
portable laptops get. Be
tween the fire-engine-red lid
and the rugged rubbery base,
the IdeaPad UllO is a bona
fide MacBook Air rival.
It weighs 2.9 pounds with
its seven-cell battery in place,
and measures 10.8 inches by

ldeaPad UllO I Lenovo
Ultraportable looks sharp, but its
performance isn't nearly as pretty.
Street: $1900
find .pcworld.com/61241

7.7 inches by 0.72 inch. It's
powerful for an ultraportable,
with a 1.6-GHz Intel L7500
Core 2 Duo CPU and 2GB of
RAM , but in WorldBench 6
tests it earned a so-so 65.
The 120GB hard drive
spins at a poky 4200 rpm,
but the Ul lO's battery life
was decent: 4 hours, 38 min
utes. It offers three USB 2.0
ports and one FireWire port,
PC Express and SD Card
slots, an ethernet jack, and
VGA-out. On a laptop with
an 11.1-inch screen at 1366
by 768 resolution, you might
expect a small keyboard with
tiny buttons. But for an ultra
portable, the Ul 10 has huge
keys. Though the wide, flat

WITH ITS fire-eng ine-red
cover and black
body, the UllO
is a looker.

keys took some getting
used to, I had no trouble
tapping out this review.
Alas, it's a fingerprint mag
net, and its glossy coating
creates an annoying glare.
Despite its flaws , the Idea
Pad Ul 10 deserves praise as

an intrigu
ing, stylish
laptop. But considering how
hard the screen is to see in
some conditions, the $1900
price is hard to justify.
-Danw Gladstone
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Pinnacle Studio 12 Adds
Blu-ray, YouTube Output
1Vs HAVE GONE high-def
in a big way, but YouTube
and other online venues
continue to serve standard
definition. Pinnacle's Studio
Ultimate 12 video-editing
software tries to maximize
its appeal by adding Blu-ray
Disc, Flash video, and
direct-to-YouTube support.
The previous version of
Studio Ultimate let users
import footage in the Ad
vanced Video Codec High
Definition (AVCHD) and
High Definition Video (HDV)

formats, and create HD DVD
discs. Studio Ultimate 12
drops HD DVD in favor of
Blu-ray Disc authoring, with
tools that include animated
menus. Studio performed
sluggishly with AVCHD files
on both systems that I used
with it. 'foe Blu-ray discs I
created wouldn't play in an
older Blu-ray player, but
they worked fine in a newer
model, which recognized
discs burned in AVCHD for
mat. You can change the
app's settings to create discs

Save Your Photos, Simply
HP'S SIMPLESAVE Photo is
a backup product that's just
about as easy as it gets.
SimpleSave Photo consists
of a pack of five DVDs retail
ing for $15. All of the DVDs
include the SimpleSave soft
ware component, which is de-

SimpleSave Photo IHP
A convenient way to protect price
less photos and videos. List: $15
find.pcworld.com/61159

signed to launch automati
cally when you pop any of
the five discs into your PC's
DVD burner. The application
automatically finds photo
and video files that you have
stored on your PC; afterward
you merely click a button to
start the backup, exchanging
DVDs when prompted.
Purchasing a stack of blank
DVDs and backing up files
manually would be cheaper.
But SimpleSave gives you a
much easier way to protect
your priceless photos .
-LianeCassaof!Y

SIMPLE!;\AVE TELLS YOU how many DVDs your backup will require.
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STUDIO'S NEW MONTAGES let you create slick video openers, some of
which allow you to display multiple videos moving on a background.

for older Blu-ray models.
Uploads to YouTube have
just one quality setting
which is understandable,
since YouTube has a single
upload setting, but i'd still
like more control over the
quality of the uploaded
video. I've found that the
higher the quality is before I
upload videos, the better
the YouTube versions are.
A new feature, Pinnacle
Montage, provides 11
themes and 80 templates
that you can use to add
effects such as menus of
moving frames with video,
animated text, and graphics.
Some of the Montage op
tions are snazzy, but cus
tomization is limited. For
example, you can specify
multiple moving frames , but
you can' t adjust how quickly
they appear and disappear.
Three new plug-in packag
es included with Studio Ulti
mate 12 confer varying ben
efits. The proDAD VitaScene
plug-in contains many neat
transitions-blurs, spins,
and so on-along with at
least as many effects as the
main Studio application has.
The Magic Bullet Looks
Builder SE plug-in provides
many powerful settings for
customizing the way clips
look, but it doesn't let you

set key frames. Boris Graffi
ti, the third new plug-in, is
designed for adding moving
titles. Unfortunately, you
must use whatever interface
the plug-ins require, rather
than Studio 's standard inter
face, so that's three different
tools you have to learn.
A small but welcome new
feature: If your drive runs
out of space while you're out
putting content, you can
pause the operation. Regret
tably, you can't pause out
put for such purposes as to
check your e-mail-unlike
with Corel VideoStudio 11.
I experienced a few crashes
with Studio 12, as well, but
the app seemed more stable
for me than past versions.
Studio Ultimate 12 has
more features than any other
consumer-level video editor,
but I still prefer Adobe Pre
miere Elements 4 because of
its more elegant interface
and superior stability.
-Alan Staffard

Studio Ultimate 12 1 Pinnacle
Systems
It packs plenty of features but still
lags behind competitors. List: $130
find.pcworld.com/61295

Scan Anywhere.

The IRIScan™ 2 is ultra portable, USB powered and backed by an extended
software suite, so you can get things done!

Scan Paper Documents

Scan Photos

Letters, faxes, receipts,
invoices, etc. Eliminate
your paper clutter!

Convert pi les of photos
into shared digital
memories.

IRIScan,.
for Wi ndows & M acintosh

.,.;i.RIS
Dornment to Knowledge ·
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Happy Medium: Konica Minolta's Capable Laser
COLOR LASERS may be

liSd orlow-cost
or pricey,
they may try to
._.,_:.6;1.i~c.:i._•-•

split the difference. Konica
Minolta's seventh-ranked
Magicolor 46SOEN has its
shortcomings, but it offers
brisk 'speed, competent
print quality, and a sturdy
design for the price ($699).
HP's new Color LaserJet
CP1518ni debuts in tenth
place. It's inexpensive and
easy to use, but has some
flimsy-feeling components.
Hobbled by a disappoint
ing design, Oki's $2399

PC WORLD TOP 10 COLOR LASER PRINTERS
Performance

MODEL

IIill Brother
. . HL-40 40C N
$400
find .pcworld.com/57915

•Text quality:Superior
• Graphics/photoquality: Good/Fair
• Tested speeds (ppm): 19.3 text/4.2 graphics

m

Features and specifications
• 21ppm text
• 21ppm graphics
• 2400·by·600·dpi maximum
resolution

BOTTOM LINE: This printer balances a good price, speed, and excellent print quality against a sometimes-awkward design.

2

Dell Color Laser
Printer 1320c
$299
find .pcworld .com/57973

•Textquality:VeryGood
•Graphics/photo quali ty: SuperiorNery Good
•Tested speeds (ppm): 12.4 text/4.2 graphics

I

• 16 ppm text
• 12 ppm graphics
• 600·by·600·dpl maximum
resolution

BOTTOM LINE: A low price and great·looking photo quality help this model stand out, but its toner cartridges are expensive.

3

Konica Mi nolta
Magicolor 2530DL
$399
find .pcworld.com/56555

11
II'

•Textquality:Very Good
•Graphics/photo quality:Good/Fair
•Tested speeds (ppm):17.3 text/2.6 graphics

I

•20 ppm text
• 5 ppm graphics

• 2400-by·BOO·dpi maximum
resolution

BOTTOM LINE: The compact 25300L can print photos directly from a digital camera, and it offers a competitive cost per page.

4

Oki Printing Solutions
C5500n
·
$750
find .pcworld.com/56552

I

'

''

•Text quality: Very Good
•Graphics/photo quality: Good/Fair
•Tested speeds {ppm): 23.9 text/5.0 graphics

1

• 24 ppm text
• 20 ppm graphics
• 1200·by·600·dpi maximum
resolution

BOTIOM LINE: This medium-priced GOl·based printer offers dual paper trays and fast print speeds, especially for graphics.

5

Ricoh Alicia CL3500N
$500
find.pcwo rld .com/55218

•Text quali ty: Fair

• 22 ppm text

•Graphics/photo quality: Poor/Fair

• 22 ppm graph ics

•Tested speeds (ppm): 19.3 text/4.3 graphics

• 1200·by·l200·dpi maximum
resolution

BOTTOM LINE: The CL3500N provides excellent paper handling, but its print quality for graphics and text was disappointing.

KONICA MINOLTA'S $699

Maglcolor 4650EN.

C8800n missed the chart, de
spite its wide-format capa
bilities and speedy engine.
When you shop for a print
er, factor in the cost of con
sumables. Lower-priced
models tend to have lower
capacity cartridges and thus
a higher print cost per page.
If you don't print much,
however, a higher-volume
printer, though cheaper to
operate, may be overkill.
-Melissa Riefrio
MORE ONLINE

6

7

for in -.d ept h reviews and speci

Konica Minolta
Magicolor 4650EN
$699 NEW
fin d. pcworld.com/61205

•Text quality:Very Good
•Graphics/photo quality:Good/Fair
•Tested speeds (ppm):20.7 text/3.6 graphics

•24 ppm text
• 22 ppm graphics
• 1200·by·l200·dpi maximum
resolution

•Text quality: Superior

• 25 ppm text
• 25 ppm graphics
• PhotoART 9600 resolution
system

•Graphics/photo quality: Very Good/Good
•Tested speeds (ppm):23.l text/3.9 graphics

BOTIOM LINE: A competent color laser, the Magicolor 4650EN comes through with an attractive price and a sensible design.

8

Xerox Phaser 6180/N
$499
find .pcworld.com/56551

•Text quality:VeryGood
•Graphics/photo quality: Fair/Fair
•Tested speeds {ppm):23.7 text/1.9 graphics

•26 ppm text
• 20 ppm graphics
• 600·by·600·dpi maximum
reSolution

BOTIOM LINE: The Phaser 6180/N prints high·quality text fairly quickly, but it finds color images more challenging to produce.

g

Oki Printing Solutions
C5800Ldn
$999
lind.pcworld.com/52626

•Text quality: Superior

•Graphics/photo quality: Good /Fair
•Tested speeds {ppm):26.3 text/5.5 graphics

• 28 ppm text
• 24 ppm graphics
• 1200·by·BOO·dpi maximum
resolutio n

BOTIOM LINE:This GOl·based printer with built·ln duplexer was the fastest model on our chart at printing graphics and text.

1Q

Visit PC World 's P rinter I nfo
Center (find.pcworld.com/ 61285 )

Lexmark C530dn
$499
find .pcworld.com/56554

HP Color LaserJet
CP1518ni
$399 NEW
find .pcworld.corn/61203

•Text quality: Superior
•Graphics/photo quality:Very Good/Good
•Tested speeds (ppm): 11.2 text/2.0 graphics

• 12ppmtext
• 8 ppm graphics
•HP lmageREt 3600 system

BOTTOM LINE: lt doesn't cost much, but this printer is also a lot slower than many like-priced (and some lower·priced) models.
CHART NOTES:Prices and ratings are as of 7/ll/08. Speeds are In pages per minute {ppm):resolutions are In dots per inch {dpi).

fi cati o n s for thes e produ cts .
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Flip Mino Captures Clear, Sharp Video Clips
PURE DIGITAL HAS made
video posting easier than
ever with the $180 Flip Mino,
the latest model in the Flip
series of p ocket camcorders.
If you have used the Flip
Video or the Flip Ultra, you
will know how to operate
the Mino; even its new fea
tures are easy for a first-time
user to master. lhe Mino
adds touch-sensitive con
trols, but they may be too
touchy for some users . In
our testing we found it easy
to play back or delete clips
accidentally by brushing a
THE FLIP MINO Is the smallest
model in Pure Digital's line of
pocket camcorders.

The first pocket-sized battery
that packs a full 1200 mAh.
by Richard Thalheimer

My iPhone is my favorite product, though I use it so
much, it gets low on battery power by dinner. This led
me to develop the rechargeable Smart Backup Battery
specifically for iPhone and iPod . Just snap it on (no
cable), and it begins to charge the iPhone
battery. This powerful 1200 mAh has

20% more capacity than its
closest competitor. You can
charge the iPhone while
using it, and you can charge
the battery and iPhone
together with included USS or
wall plug charger - like getting an
extra charger for free!

plastic cases. or gray-market connectors. and may
even damage your iPhone. Ours has a.tough aluminum
case. and is certified for iPt1one. Lithium-Ion takes
hundreds of charges and doesn't develop memory.
Three LED lights Indicate charge status. Works with
all iPhone and iPod models except shuffle.

SEPTEMBER 2008

Among YouTube-friendly pocket
camcorders. the pricey Mino is king.
Street: SlBO
find.pcworld.com/61245

easy· to- use. no-nonsense backup battery?...Yes!
This thing is great. It's that good ." - CrunchGear
"Do you often find yourse lf in the middle of the day with
your iPhone battery in the red? If so. I might have the
perfect product for you .. .I found out how amazing this
product was." - iPhon e24x7
"With its simple, easy·to·use design . the Backup
Battery will zap your Apple iPhone and iPod
partway back to life when you're running
out o f juice." - CNET
"This is a must have iPhonel iPod
accessory. When I say ·must
have". I mean get online and buy
it, NOW!" Editor's Choice Award
- BuyMeAniPhone.com

Risk-free ordering, free shipping.
Your satisfaction is guaranteed, wit h a 30·day
return privilege, and shipping is free. That's my
promise. and you can depend on it.
Order #DXOOl $49.95 Order two, and save 15%

The longest working compact
battery avallabfe for fPhono.
Even works with most cases.

Richard ! o
On-line ordering and blog reviews

IOI t.1od.o1ar
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Flip Mino Pure Digital

"So does the Rict1ardSolo Battery (made by Sharper
Image Founder Richard Tl1alheimer) make for an

Hcurs of use may vary. depends upo many !&<: !ors. including type cf use an<I connec11on spe0<1. •Pod is
a l iadomar~of Applo 11'\C.• reg1starod in the US. and 0111nr ccurlries. 1PMne ·~a 1rnd emcr11; ol App!e lnc.
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ocre lighting, the Mino still
turns out clear, sharp clips.
The Flip Mino is more ex
pensive than its rivals, such
as the $100 Creative Vado,
but you get wha t you pay for.
The Mino offers superior vid
eo quality (and it's compat
ible with Macs , too), making
it worth the extra scratch.
-Trm Moynihan

Reviewers give it top marks.

There 's nothing quite like It.
Other chargers use disposable AAs, or cheap

finger against the buttons.
Also new on the Mino is
the location of the flip-out
US B jack on the top of the
device. It makes the Mino
slightly less unwieldy to
plug into your computer's
US B port. When connected,
the Mino can upload clips
directly to AOL Video, My
Space, or YouTube; you also
use the USB connector to
charge the device's battery
(it has no power cord).
Thanks to a new video en
gine, the Mino produces
great-looking SVGA reso lu
tion (640 by 480) MPEG-4
AV! clips at a frame rate of 30
frames per second. And even
in indoor settings with medi

~iPod

www.RichardSolo.com
email: support@RichardSolo.com

Livescribe Pulse Rewrites Note Taking
THE PULSE "smartpen" from

es; the p aper bears scarcely
noticeable dot patterns that
provide a reference grid.
This allows the pen to jump
to specific moments in your

One is to t ap a printed pattern at th e bottom of each
p age, bringing up the menu
on the pen ' s OLEO screen.
You then select the day and

microphones and then ereates audio notes th at it "ties"

note-taking history and play
back audio or voice notes
recorded at that time.

time of audio to play b ack.
The second way to play

to your written notes . The
device works with special
notebooks and ink cartridg-

To record audio while you
write, you tap the printed
' record ' button at the bot-

Livescribe is part pen, part
recorder, and part nothing
you 've ever seen before.
The Pulse records sounds
through integrated stereo

II

Pulse I Livescribe
A tru ly innovative and fun way to
taki: notes and record audio.
Street: $150 (lGB )
find.pcworld.com/61157

tom of your sheet of paper.
When you 're done recording, you tap 's top ' . The
Pulse records audio with
surprising clarity and directional precision; the pen's
on-board microphones performed well in my tests .
Livescribe gives you two
ways to play back notes.

bac k audio is by tapping
written notes in your notebook; when you do so, you
can hear the audio that was
recorded at the exact moment you wrote those n otes.
This fe ature is extremely
us efu l for recording shorthand notes and interviews .
Once you plug your pen
into its USB cradle and connect it to your PC, you can
see a page-by-page archive
of your notes. From there

THE PULSE IS about
the sam e size as a
Sharpie m arker.

you can use the
desktop app to !isten to and m anage
your voice reco rdings. The software is
well designed, but it
lacks an optical
character recognition mode for con
verting your handwriting into text.
The Livescribe
Pulse may have limited appeal, but it' s
certainly innovative and a
who le lot offun to use.

-Tim Moynihan

Speci al Adve rtis in g Supp lem ent

Everything You Need

Right Out ofthe Box
PowerSuite from Spotmau offers all the TLC Microsoft Windows needs

MICROSOFT WINDOWS
requires lots of tender loving care to keep
it runn ing optima lly. In order to tweak set
t ings , run needed mainte nance and fi x the
inevitable glitches, you can search among
myriad tools-if you're ab le to get online.
Most of us, though , don't want to
acquire dozens of separate utilities to
meet any eventuality, and we need a solu
tion that works when Windows won 't
even start up.
Spotmau provides an answer with its
PowerSuite Professional 2008, a mu lti 
functional and easy-to-use toolkit that
provides all the us eful utili t ies you need
in one bootable CD. So whether you want
to clean up Windows , or you require help
getting Windows to operate, PowerSu ite
has everything you need .
The downloadable soft
ware creates a CD-ROM (a lso
available by mail for a small

charge) that provides a fu ll suite of
Windows util ities , as well as the
abi lity to boot up your PC and diag
nose and fix the problem when
Windows doesn 't o pen .
The PowerSuite CD has easy-to 
use inte rfaces and easy-to-unde r
stand directions for any PC user,
from novice to expert. This everyday
toolset for PC maintenance and opti
mization also provides an emer
gency kit for rescuing and recovering
your precious data and system.
Whether the issue is speeding up
Windows, shred ding or recovering data,
or backing up and restoring your system,
the PowerSuite toolk it has the solution
for the task at hand. Among the nifty util 
ities , you 'll find the ability to recover lost
passwords and Microsoft product keys ,
restore your Internet Explorer, and
encrypt folders.

The PowerSuite CD is so powerfu l that
every PC user should keep one as a neces
sary toolkit to make
sure Windows wo rks
the way you wa nt it to,
when you want it to.

SPONSORED BY:
Spotmau Co.rp.
www.spotmau.com

For more information , go to
www.s potmau.com
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Reviews&Rankings
Titan's Better
Backup
IT CAN'T CREATE partition
images, but Neobyte Solu
tions' $40 Titan Backup does
just about everything else:
back up files (including ones
you have open), compress
backups to .zip files or to
executable .zip archives, and
secure them with 256-bit
AES encryption. Options in
clude the ability to run other
software before and after
backups and the ability to re
member log-in information
for backing up to protected

Software That Enlightens or Lets You Lighten Up
BUSY PEOPLE NEED spe
cial tools to help sort things
out. With these programs.
you can get the scoop on
who's visiting your Web site,
pinpoint word meanings,

po1oltorpozoltr •
na thicK
Mexican soup made with porll. hominy.
ga ~lc . and chill

e..,

and solve a slick puzzle.

~ j
I

- _:J

There's more to Web page
data than hit counters- but
you need help finding it.

I

"--..,.------,1

Easy Web Stats

·---·~-1

iLa Taquerla makes excellent posotel :)

Woopra serves up all kinds
of data in a clean, easy-to
understand interface.
Currently in free beta,

(!] poioio · Meiriom-Web:ler'• Dictionary
PERSONALIZED DEFINITIONS: The Advanced Mode in the Talking
Merriam-Webster Dictionary provides a Comments field for notes.

Woopra is a Web analytics
·service with a desktop client: You sign up, in

.

~ ~.~~~~~upT••<

"trompe l 'oeil" pronounced than "troop ." Para

on your site, and then use Woopra to view an

gon promises that the sound file available by

array of real-time and historical data about

the time you read this will feature native

your visitors-what city each one is in, what

speakers of American regional dialects.

86'~.1.0 yot..W fles 1 folders,1~try ~s, ~Md

browser and OS each uses, the referring page,
and more. Using Woopra, I learned that a plu

pop up after 100 definitions. Free demo, $31 for

rality of visitors to a friend's Web comic strip

nag-free full version ; find .pcworld .com/6 1223.

by FTP.

TITAN BACKUP IS graced with

site use Firefox and 1068-by-786-resolution

an excellent, Intuitive interface.

monitors-useful information for site creation .
You might have to wait to get into the popular

network locations. I had no
problems backing up to net
work folders, flash drives,
CDs, or DVDs-or via FTP.
The excellent Titan inter
face intuitively combines
tabbed dialog boxes and
step-by-step wizards. Alas,
it's now competing with the
feature-rich NovaBackup,
which costs only $10 more.
-]011 L. Jacobi

The demo works indefinitely, but nag screens

Hidden Objects Are My Business
When $4 billion vanishes from Las Vegas's

beta program, but Woopra is worth standing in

newest casino, the owners turn to the Mystery

line for. Free, find .pcworld.com/61221.

PI for help. In Mystery PI: The Vegas Heist,
every spider or socket wrench could be a clue .

The Right Word at Your Fingertips
Most people who work on PCs turn to either a

This sharp-looking game is a grown-up ver
sion of the hidden-object puzzles you used to

heavy paper dictionary or a Web-based one; but

solve during rainy-day recess. Cluttered and

the Talking Merriam-Webster Dictionary is

realistic-looking Vegas scenes show some

even easier to access. via a system tray icon.

items in obvious context, but others are harder

It contains 75.000 definitions for a total of
45,000 entries, including 10,000 that the pro

to find, such as a lightning bolt that's part of a
sign or a gigantic nail file worked into a vehicle.

gram can say aloud. Searches are easy and

Hints ding your score-and the hint-a-meter

fast; you can choose and resize font s, too. Ad

takes time to recharge- but you might need to

vanced Mode provides a Comments field for

cave in when you need help figuring out what a

your personal annotations. If you have any

'car transmission ' or 'antique iron' looks like.

other Merriam-Webster dictionary from vendor
Paragon-foreign-language or medical, say
. you can search it from the same interface.

Titan Backup I Neobyte Solutions

78

too: Surely we'd benefit more from hearing

stall the software, paste a JavaScript snippet

w.Yl.: loclll ffi.dtr, ~ A' t4 Netwcr~ r emov~
~k deVIC&S, US6 stK!rJ, CD/OVO, 1emoto lout.om

vser settrYp to ~ l'!'lel).i or locat:iOn thbt vou

In my tests. pronunciations sounded more

Mystery PI: The Vegas Heist is an entertain
ing and stylish braintease r that should appeal
to puzzle fans. But SpinTop Games gives away
only the first hour for free. After that, you must

Intuitive backup app offers almost

British than American in accent, which might

either buy the full game or hang up your trench

everything you need. Download: $40

not help if you want to learn American English.

coat and fedora for good. Free 1-hour demo, $20

find .pcworld.com/61273

The choice of words recorded could be better,

for full version; find .pcworld.com/61224. •
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ATEN

Simply Better Connections"

Quality. Reliability. Value.
A complete line of video solutions by ATEN

Splitters

Switches

Extenders

HDMI

Split video output to
multiple screens

Switch between multiple
video sources

Extend the distance of
your video feed

Experience the highest
quality video with HDMI

8

ODWNLDAD

Download our free white papers regarding
USS & Video in the data center!
www.aten-usa.com/video

For specific applications or assistance with audio/video installation design,
please visit our website or give us a call

www .aten-usa.com/video I 1-888-999-ATEN ext. 8776

W

ith the rnpid run-up in oil
prices driving up power
generation costs, going
green is no longer an issue of
social responsibil ity-it's fiscally
responsible. According to IDC's
U.S. Green IT survey late last year,
even before oil and gasoline prices
soared t o record levels, 80% of
polled executives said that green
IT was growing in importance for
their organi zation.
For many PC users, though, sim
ply turning off the power is not an
option. Many are working at the
keyboard all day, while others have
ongoing programs such as remote
backup and operating system
patching that run automatically
when the system is idle.
Recognizing that PCs are used
many more hours per day now than
in the past, the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and the U.S.
Department of Energy last year
revamped the ENERGY STAR®
standards for computer products.
The new ENERGY STAR rating
covers desktop and notebook
computers, game consoles, inte
grated computer systems, desk
top-derived servers and worksta
tions. While the previous version
set minimum standards that were
inclusive, it now designates only
the most en ergy-efficient systems.
In addition to encouraging pur
chase of ENERGY STAR qualified
systems, the government program
is also urg ing businesses to join a

Iii
-

I

Low Carbon IT Campaign by acti
vating power management fea 
tures on monitors and computers
to save energy and reduce the car
bon footprint.
But power use 1s JUSt one ele
ment in a comprehens ive green
PC policy. The Electronic Product
Environmental Asse ssment Tool
(EPEAT) is a procurement tool
founded on the IEEE 1680 standard
to help evaluate, compare and
select desktop computers, note
books and monitors based on mul
tiple environmental attributes.

Wh ile designed for large organiza
tions, individual buyers can review
the product list available at
www.epeat.net for help 1n the
selection process.
Doing your homework on the
environmental ramifications of your
computer purchases is an exercise
that pays off in energy savings . If
there's a silver lining to ri sing ener
gy costs, it is that investing in green
PCs is an easier decision to make.
- - - - -- - - - - - Pete Bartolik is a freelance writer
in Hopkinton, Mass.

Budgetary, planetary impact
SMALL CHANGES CAN POSITIVELY IMPACT YOUR BUDGET AND THE
PLANET. YOU CAN GET STARTED WITH THESE SIMPLE STEPS:
Promote energy-savings habits. Deploy power management tools on
your computing devices by enabling sleep settings and turning off PCs
at night.
Save energy out of the box. 80% efficient power supplies can be
configured on select HP Business Desktops and come stan
dard on HP Workstations to help you reduce energy costs.
Choose an ENERGY STAR® qualified product sign ifying
energy efficiency.
Choose responsible design for greater peace of mind. The
EPEAT rating system makes it simple to evaluate and compare
environmental attributes of computers and monitors.
Reuse, recycle and reap the benefits. The HP Trade-In program
(www.hp.com/united-states/tradein) will determine the value of your
current technology products, any brand, and apply it toward the purchase
of new HP products. HP Recycling programs w ill take care of pickup,
responsibly d ispose of, and provide documentation of your recycling
efforts (www.hp.com/go/recycle).
Contact HP today for more information on energy efficiency :
www.hp.com/go/energyefficient.
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Sponsor e d by

HP

www . hp.com

Want better performance from your laptop?
The conventional wisdom has long held that you should simply buy
a new one. You can put such conventional wisdom aside: Upgrading a
laptop may not be for the timid or the impatient, but if you're handy
with a screwdriver, and the sight of a cir
cuit board doesn' t scare you, an upgrade
can be a far more affordable solution.
We took tools to hand and worked our
way through eight common (and not so
common) laptop upgrades, in some in
stances stripping our test machine-a
Dell Inspiron El SOS-down to the bare
chassis. We can't fit complete step-by
step, unscrew-this-and-unplug-that
instructions for everything into this
article, but we can provide tips to help
with each process .
And note that every laptop varies: Even
machines from the same vendor can
have very different designs and therefore
wildly different disassembly methods.
Before you start, keep these essential
points in mind :
)) Many of these upgrades will void
your laptop's warranty.
n Some upgrades can damage your
laptop. If you are at all uncomfortable
with such tinkering, leave it to a pro.
II Most vendors provide disassembly
instructions in their products ' service
manuals, which can usually be found on
their Web sites' support sections.
)J Unplug your laptop and remove the

battery before attempting any upgrade.
Also, to avoid damage from static elec
tricity, use a grounded wrist .strap.
n You'll need a collection of small
screwdrivers, including flathead , Phil
lips ,' and possibly even Torx.
)) Speaking of screws, keep them or
ganized as you remove them. We like to
use Dixie cups for each step. Just write

RAM
TIME: 10 minutes

Adding or replacing memory
has always been one of the

HERE ARE TEN cool ways to add useful new features and function
ality to your laptop without even having to crack the case.

"LCD assembly" or "keyboard" or what
ever on each cup as you go, to help you
remember which screws go where.
U Pay special attention to wiring. Lap
tops have intricate channels where the
wiring must run; stray wiring may get
pinched or may prevent other parts
from fitting together correctly.
n No matter what machine you're
working on, first upgrade your BIOS.
You'll need up-to-date BIOS code to
support many newer components.
H Not every laptop component can
be upgraded. Some may be soldered or
otherwise permanently attached.

simplest upgrades to perform on a laptop;
even novice computer users should have
no difficulty with it. And in our tests,
this upgrade gave t he most bang for the
buck. On our Dell Inspiron El SOS test

AT&T's USBConnect 881 (it's free after rebates, anyway), to about
$150, for Verizon's USB727 Modem (which has a removable memo
ry card slot}. Performai:ice doesn't vary much from carrier to carri

Get Connected, Wi-Fi or Not

er or from device to device, so buy the one that has the best cover

Wi-Fi is super-convenient, but hotspots can be hard to come by, and

VERIZON'S

to enhance your connectivity options is to add a 3G Wireless WAN

3GUSB727

(WWAN} data device to your laptop. The three big carriers (Verizon,

modem.

AT& T Wireless, and Sprint Nextel) all offer such devices, available
in several formats: PC Card, ExpressCard, or USB.
The best place to get one of these devices is at your
wireless telecom company. If you commit to a service
plan at the same time, their prices range from free. for

84

age in the area where you typically work or travel.

many proprietors charge a pretty penny to use them. One e!:Jsy way
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As a side note, some newer 3G cards, such as
Sprint's Merlin EX720 Express
Card, come w ith built-in
and unlocked GPS receiv
ers, which means that you
can use the GPS features
"'.'hether you're connected to
a cellular network or not..It's

model, an upgrade from lGB of RAM
to 2GB (cost: $50) boosted the laptop's
WorldBench 6 score from 57 to 62.
Quick tip: Use Crucial 's System Scanner
(at crucial.com) to find out what type of
RAM modules you need. You can mix
and match old modules with new ones,
but some systems may end up with bet
ter performance if you install a matched
pair of identical DIMM units.
Most laptops have a panel on the un
derside that, when removed, exposes
the DIMM slots for RAM [photo 1, page
84]. (On some models, you must remove
the keyboard to reach the slots-see the
graphics card upgrade on page 88 for
this step.) To remove the panel-which
is often labeled either with an M (for
memory) or with a picture of a RAM
chip-unscrew the holding screw or
screws. (Usually a single screw holds
the panel in place, though some lap
tops may use as many as eight.)
To remove an old RAM module, gen
tly pull apart the metal clips securing
each end . Once freed , it should pop up
at an angle. Gently pull it straight out.
Insert your new RAM in the same way,
at an angle, until it is completely seated
in the slot; then, again gently, press it
down flat [photo 2, page 84]. The hold
ing clips will engage automatically.
Replace the panel and battery, and
boot up. Your computer should auto
matically recognize the change in RAM.

Hard Drive
TIME: 60 minutes

Replacing a laptop' s hard
drive is almost always an un
complicated affair, and the actual swap
can be done in just a few minutes. Trans
ferring the data from the old drive to
the new one requires a little more plan
ning, and typically takes an hour or so.
This simple task is likely not only to give
you more storage, but also to improve
performance. \Ve upgraded a 5400-rpm,
120GB drive to a 7200
rpm, 200GB model, rais
ing the WorldBench 6
score from 57 to 61.
Hard drives are usually
accessible via a side panel
in your laptop and held
in place by screws on the
bottom. Remove those
screws, and then slide
the drive out of the ma
chine [1 , right]. The drive
will most likely be at
tached to a sled [2, be
low]. Remove the screws
that are holding the drive
in the sled, and remove
the drive. Put the new
drive where the old one
was, and replace all of the
screws in reverse order.
If you are reinstalling

Windows from scratch, boot from your
installation disc and go to town. On
the other hand, if you want to repro
duce your old data and programs exactly
the way you had them before, consider
using cloning software to make an ex
act copy of the old disk. We've had great
success with Clonezilla (clonezilla.org), a
free tool that is command-line only but
is reasonably intuitive and very fast .
Finally, clone your old (now external)
drive to your new (now internal) drive,
and boot normally. You're done.
»

up to you to install suitable 3G mapping software on your Laptop,

ious zipped compartments offer storage room for files and folders,

however. (For more information on features to Look for and prob

and inside pockets give you Lots of room for stowing.PDAs, power

lems to avoid in·GPS mapping software, see find.pcworld.com/61261.)

cords. mice, and anything else you might need on your travels.

Carry Your Laptop in Style

Watch live TV From Anywhere

Legions of Laptop bags are available, but most of them are approxi

Don't be a slave to the endlessly looping CNN feed on the·solitary

mately as stylish as a burlap sack with handles. Ogio's Boss mes

TV in the airport departure Lounge. Instead, get whatever TV pro

senger bag (about $140). however, lets you carry your notebook

gramming you want by tuning in to your cable box at home via a

and all your accessories in impeccable style. The bag is equally

Sling Media Slingbox (see find.pcworld.com/61262), The Slingbox at

good for commuters and for frequent travelers. A well-padded

taches to both your cable box and your home broadband connec

compartment keeps your Laptop ·safely separated from other items

tion , and intercepts whatever's coming through the cable box and

in your bag: other padded and specially lined ·oompartments pro

"slings" it to your computer, wherever you might be. Controls inte

vide niches for your MP3 play,er and media Like CDs and DVDs. Var

grated into the custom Slingbox application you install on your

»
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Bluetooth
TIME: 10 minutes

Many laptops come with
the wiring and circuitry to
support a Bluetooth card already built
in, even if they don 't have the card it
self installed. To avoid possible com
patibility problems, however, you
should obtain the Bluetooth module
directly from your laptop vendor.
On our Dell Inspiron El 505 laptop,
we found the Bluetooth connector be
hind an odd little door in the battery
bay. We merely popped open the door,
pulled out the wires, and attached the
Biuetooth module to it [1 , below). On
some machines, the module is located
near the wireless card slot; on others,
it's situated under the keyboard.
Reboot, and then download and in
stall the appropriate driver from your
laptop vendor' s Web site.

Optical
Drive
TIME: 5to 20 minutes

Would you like to graduate
from an older CD-ROM
drive to a DVD burner, or possibly even
to a high-def drive? If your laptop has a
modular optical drive bay
(one that is equipped with
an ejector switch of some
kind), replacing your optical
drive is easy. Buy a replace
ment drive, or salvage one
from a compatible machine .
With the laptop turned off,
eject the old drive and then
install the new one [1 , top).
If your laptop does not

laptop let you change channels on your cable box back home. Plug
. in a TiVo or a DVD player, and you can watch video from those sourc
es as well (physically changing DVDs, howev~r. is beyond the pciw'
ers of the humble Slingbox). The bright red , $230 Slingbox Pro is
the top of the line: its component connections let you hook up·even
a Blu-ray box (though the device downconverts high-def footage) .

fi nd.pcworld.com/61297). Just
plug it into your USS port, and
you can watch TV in Win
dows Media Center: either
over the air with an antenna
or through a standard coaxial
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have a modular drive
bay, replacement usually
remains fairly simple,
anyway: Often a single
locking screw holds the
drive in place; you just
unscrew it, slide the old
drive out, put in the
new drive, and replace
the screw. In addition,
you may need to install
any drivers that came
with the new drive.
A replacement drive
should be designed for use with your
specific notebook, so buy one directly
from the system 's original manufactur
er if possible. The advantages? For one
thing, this ensures that you 'II have the
correct IDE channel settings (which
often cannot be changed) for the drive;
for another, attaching the faceplate to
the drive can be difficult, and it' s easy
to break the faceplate when removing
the original drive. Vendors put the eject
button in different places, too , meaning
that with th e wrong drive you won ' t be
able to use the faceplate at all.
In many instances a new optical drive
will work without additional tweaking.
If yours doesn ' t work, however, down
load the appropriate driver; you may
have to search on the full model num
ber of the part if you didn't obtain the
drive from your notebook ' s vendor.

cabl.e connection. Warning: Reception quality via antenna can be
highly variable, depending on your location and antenna placement. ·

Gain Access Anywhere to Your PC

Microsoft Windows has had built-in.remote ac;cess tools since XP,
but getting them to work over the Internet can drive even the most
patient user ~o the brink of despair. A far simpler
and arguably more useful option is LogMein
(log mein.com ), a Web service that lets you
connect to any of your PCs back home
when you're on the road. Since it works
via the Web, you don 't even need to have
your laptop-you can use any computer
to control your home PC remotely.
Though the LogMein Pro service will
slings cable TY to.your laptop.

Wireless
Card
TIME: 15 minutes
Upgrading a wireless card
is usually about as easy as up
grading RAM. In fact, on some machines,
both the Wi-Fi card and the RAM are
located under the same panel.
The trick is to make sure that you in
stall a compatible part. Most laptops
that were made a few years ago use Mini
PCI cards, while newer ones use the
Mini PC! Express standard . The latter
type of cards have two separated sets of
connectors along the narrower side;
Mini PCI cards have only one set.
Even if the card you get has the right
connector, it may not automatically
work in your laptop: It' s unlikely that
you can upgrade your old 802.1 lb card
to an 802.1 ln one (since few 802.1 ln
Mini PC! cards have been made) , but

run you S70 a year for the first PC,
LogMein's free alternative does
nearly as much. (The missing fea
tures mainly involve file sharing and
remote printing-limitations you can
easily bypass by e-mailing files to
yourself and accessing them from a
mail client on the remote PC.) Log
Me!n works fine with Apple PCs, too.

it's very likely that you 'll be able to find
an 802.1 lajb/ g card that works. Also,
many systems that shipped with 802.1lg
cards can be upgraded to meet the lat
est 802.1 ln standard. To avoid firmware
incompatibilities, we advise you to get
this part directly from the manufacturer
of your laptop; in any case, it should be
sold specifically for your computer.
Once you have the right part, the up
grade is a snap. If your wireless card is
under the keyboard , as ou rs is , remove
the keybo ard (see the graphics card up
grade on page 88 for this step), locate

LCD Screen
TIME: 90 minutes
Want better screen resolu
tion, or maybe a glossy dis
play instead of a nat, matte one? Sub
bing in a new LCD panel for your old
one is doable, but be warned: This up-

LOGMEIN KEEPS YOU

linked to your data back

the card (1), and disconnect the two an
tenna wires (one white, one black) by
pulling straight up on the connectors;
don ' t pull on the wires themselves (2).
Remove the card by pulling apart the
two holding clamps on the card's sides
and then pulling the card straight out
(3) . Insert the new card, and reattach
the antennas by pushing the connectors
straight down on the plugs.
If your wireless card is located on the
underside of the machine, nip the note
book over, remove the appropriate pan
el , and follow the instructions above.

grade is one of the trickiest and most
time-consuming notebook surgeries you
can perform, with little guarantee that
the new screen will work as it should. Still,
if you do your homework in advance
and select the right hardware for your
machine, the payoff can be spectacular.
»
According to replacement LCD

cqils up to a compact few inches but can
stretch to 6 feet when needed. Instead of
an easily lost key, the device has a four
barrel combination lock, which is
easier to manage when attached
to the security port on the side or
rear of your laptop. When you head
out from the coffee shop, coil the
cable and stow the lock in the included travel pouch. Total weight
0.5 pound. (See find.pcworld.com/61263 for more on laptop locks.)

Lock Down Your Gear

nome.
Kensington's ComboSaver Combination Portable Notebook Lock ($25) is an excellent compromise be
tween security and portability. You can take it anywhere without feel
ing as though you have a bowling ball in your bag. The lock's cable

Never Run Out of Juice
The AC adapter that came with your laptop is probably a fairly one,
dimensional device. It can charge only one thing (your notebook);
»
and it can obtain power from only one place (a wall outlet). A
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0
versed the disassembly process to put
everything back together properly.
Prior to reassembly, plug the cables
in and boot the machine up to ensure
that it's working correctly. If you don't
get a picture, check that the cables are
properly seated , and try again. If it still
doesn 't work, your notebook may sim
ply not suppo rt that display resolution.

o-

Graphics
Card
supplier ScreenTek (www.screentekinc.
com), upgrading a screen can, unfortu
nately, be a matter of trial and error.
Whether a higher-resolution screen will
work depends on many factors, includ
ing the lapto p's video card, cable, and
firmware. And of course, the new dis
play must fit in the space avai lable.
Before you purchase a replacement
screen, it's a good idea to talk with a
sales rep at ScreenTek or a similar LCD
reseller to see what screens are avail
able for your notebook.
To replace the LCD on our Dell El SOS,
we first had to remove the laptop's hinge
cover [1] and keyboard, by removing
screws from the bottom and rear of the

machine [2]; then we had to unplug the
antenna and video cables from the moth
erboard. Those ste ps let us remove the
LCD assembly from the laptop's main
body. Taking off the small rubber bum
pers on the front of the screen revealed
screws beneath. \Ve removed the screws
and then pried the bezel away from the
screen [3], givi ng us access to the bare
LCD beneath [4]. \Ve had to work slowly:
It 's easy to snap the plastic on the bezel
during this part of the disassembly.
The LCD is held in place by brackets
on each side. After removtng the screws
and unplugging the cables, we finally
took out the bare LCD and replaced it
with the new one. 'foen we simply re

TIME: 45 minutes
\Vho doesn 't want better
graphics quality from their
notebook PC? But if the upgrade is pos
sible at all, replacing the grap hics card
on your laptop can be a time-consuming
operation that involves disassembling
virtua lly your entire noteb ook (much as
replacing its CPU does; see page 92), so
don ' t enter into this process unless you
are definitely will ing to accept the risk
that you might destroy your machine in
your quest for higher frame rates.
First question: Is your laptop's graph
ics card upgradable at all ? This question
can be surprisingly difficult to answer,
but the best way to find out is to see
whether the computer was ever sold »

couple of new products Let you ditch your boring old brick in favor of

external battery that can provide 2 to 4

something more flexible. For,starters, check out Kensington's Wall/
Auto/Air Notebook Power Adapter with USB Power Port ($140),
which comes with adapters that Let you charge from outlet
power, from your car's 12V adapter, or from airplane
power ports; several included adapter tips work with
most major Laptops out of the box, and you can buy
additional tip packages for other devices at prices
between $15 and $20. As a bonus, a USB port Lets

hours of extra juice when plugged into your
Laptop's power jack. It recharges easily by

you charge a phone or MP3 player directly from
the brick. (See find.pcworld.com/61298.)
For extra power, check out Lenmar's Power
Port PPU1619 Portable Charger ($170 List;
find.pcworld.com/61302). It looks Like a stan
dard power brick, but it's actually a beefy
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daisy-chaining with your current AO adapter.
so you can charge both your Laptop battery
and the Lenmar external cell simultaneously.

Tap Into the Sun
When all of the oil, gas, and coal finally run out,
at Least we'll still have the sun to power our
gear. You can get started with solar-charging
hardware today: Gadgets such as the Solio can
juice your iPod. And other
products are trickling onto
solar-powered laptop bag.
the market that make »

56K USB MODEM
(un56J7)

You never know when your Wi -Fi or broadband connection
might be compromised. Just in case, it's good to have a

Break glass in case of
an emergency.

USRobotics 56K USB Modem on hand . This small, easy
to use controller-based modem integrates powerful
communications processing functions into the modem
itself, for assured performance without sapping your
computer's processing power.

The USRobatics 56K USB Modem delivers the
performance and re liability USR is known for, in a
compact design.

Broad ly compatib le across major operating
systems including Linux. Windows, nd Macintosh,
the USR 5637 USB Modem is perfect for :

• US B convenience a nd ease of use, w irh simple Plug a nd
Play i nstallari o n

• H o me users with no broadband access and/or th ose who
desire th e additio na l security of dia l-up lnrern et

• H or-swappable (in ralls a nd unin sralls automatica lly)
• Bus-powered so it doesn't require an externa l power suppl y

• Busi ness travelers with laptops and no internal modem for
o ffice access (when broadba nd isn't ava ilable)

• Excellenc com pa ribilicy, works wirh W indows, Linu x,
and Macs

• Lap top and deskto p users th at des ire " bac k-up" access the
lnrern er in case of broadband failure

• U Robot ics Mode m on H old ap pl ication lets yo u screen
incom ing ca lls a nd rake ca lls wirhour d ro pping yo ur
connection  so there's no need fo r a second phone line

• H o me a nd business users rh ar need fax capabi lity to a nd
fro m their computers

• Send a nd receive faxes th rough yo ur co m purer, suppo rts
gro up fax ing and rimed fax ing
• Quick Co1111ecr reduces rh e rime ir rakes to establish your
dia l-up lnrerner connection a nd V.92 lets yo u send email
up to 50% fas ter
www.usr.tom / PCW/ 56k

USRobotics\9
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with different graphics card options.
You might also wonder, why not just
buy a generic part? 1l1e answer is that
there is really no such thing. Many lap
top graphics boards sport unusual con
nectors and come with thermal cooling
assemblies already attached-and these
can 't be removed and reused. (Some
newer machines, however, use a more
standardized connector and don't re
quire a permanently attached heat sink.)
And because makers often customize
the size and shape of the card for a par
ticular model, you'll have no real alter
natives for replacing the underlying
graphics board, except in a few gaming
notebooks that were designed with up
grades in mind. In most cases, you will
have to replace the entire assembly.
Many laptops have come with several
graphics options . With our Dell lnspiron
E1 SOS, we found that we could replace
the old nVidia 7300 card with a more
powerful ATI X1400 because the sys
tem was sold in both configurations.
While no great find-all resource exists

· charging larger devices (like laptops) ·ci

for choosing the right video card for
every notebook, MXM-Upgrade.com
lists options for many of them; even so,
googling ''yo11r 1101cbook model video card"
is likely to yield the best resu lts .
If your laptop is like ours, disassem
bly should go something like this:
)) Remove the hinge cover by prying
up the plastic [1] .
)) Detach the keyboard by taking out
the two screws beneath the hinge cover
that secure it, lifting it off, and then
unplugging the connector [2].
)) Remove the display assembly by re
moving four screws on the bottom and
back of the machine, and unplugging

ALI< TECHNOLOGIES'

' . . possibility..One example is \,'oltaic's Gen- '· CoPllot Live 11 for
.. ~~ator laptop.bag (find.pcworld.com/61264).
laptops.
Covering its side is a solar panel that generates, at maximum production, atlout 17 watts- enough to charge
the bag's built-in battery, which in turn charges your laptop bat
tery. Voltaic.hopes to have it ready later this year, for $599.

Find Your Way Back Home
Don't have an iPhone 3G or a snazzy navigation device mounted
on your dash? You can still obtain GPS on the go by turning your
laptop into a navigation tool If your system has Bluetooth, check
out the CoPilot Live 11 for Laptops ($249) from ALK Technologies
(find.pcworld.com/61299). The CoPilot Live needs no hardware instal
lation; instead, a small GPS receiver sits on your dashboard and
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the video and Wi-Fi antenna cables [3].
)) Take out the optical drive.
J) Remove the upper shell by taking 11
screws out of the bottom of the PC [4].
These steps gave us access to the video
card assembly, which we removed by
loosening two screws [SJ. Then, after in
stalling our new card, we reversed the
procedure to put everything back to
gether as before, and fired it up.
New card installed, the laptop gave us
basic video with standard VGA drivers,
which kicked in automatically. After we
downloaded the proper video driver
from the vendor's Web site, we enjoyed
full resolution and color support.
»

relays GPS info via Bluetooth to
your notebook. The package has
maps for all of North Amerita-7
,million miles of road and 6 million
points of interest- ready to load
onto your laptop. As you drive, your
vehicle's GPS position is plotted continuous
ly on the maps. Oh, you don't have Bluetooth?
A USB option is available for the same price.

Say Hi With Live Video
Many notebook PCs ship with integrated Webcams, but if your lap
top doesn't have one built in, you can't upgrade it to include one. So
lution: Add an external Webcam that clips to the top of your LCD.
Logitech's QuickCam Pro for Notebooks ($100; find.pcworld.

»

Need a better way to get to your PC
when you're away from the office?

Take your office PC with you, wherever you go.
GoToMyPC is the award-winning service that lets you use your office
PC from any other computer with an Internet connection - as if you
were sitting at your desk! Just log on to GoToMyPC.com and work
with all your programs. Access all your fi les. Use your email. It's fast,
easy, and secure. Try GoToMyPC FREE for 30 days.

Visit GoToMyPC.com and use promo "PC".

GoToMyPC.,
Access Your PC from Anywhere

0

CPU
TI ME: 60 minutes

Saddled with an old, slow
processor in your laptop?
Ripping it out and subbing in a new one
can make for an exceptional boost in
speed. For instance, upgrading from a
1.66-GHz Intel Core Duo to a 2-GHz
Core 2 Duo T7200 raised our laptop' s
WorldBench 6 score from 57 to 68. But
this upgrade isn't as simple as just
dropping in a stick of RAM.
Make sure that you buy a CPU that will
work with your portable. In fact, some
laptops have nonreplaceable, soldered-in
CPUs. (Your service manual should in
dicate whether this is the case.)
If the processor is upgradable, you 'll
need to find a compatible replacement.
As with the video card , the best way to
proceed is to look at what CPUs have
been sold with your laptop over the
course of its lifespan, by googling "your

noTCbook model CPU. " We purchased a 2
GH z Intel T7200 from an online chop
shop (we have yet to find a laptop ven
dor that will sell us a new processor).
Before you remove your first screw, it
is critical to upgrade your BlOS to the
latest version. BIOSs are often updated
to allow support for newer CPUs. If you
upgrade to a chip that's newer than
your BIOS allows, your notebook won 't
boot at all. Check the support section
of your manufacturer's Web site for any
BIOS updates for your notebook.
The process for upgrading your CPU
is almost identical to that for upgrading
your graphics board. In the case of the
Jnspiron E1505, the CPU is located di
rectly underneath the video card assem
bly, so disassembly instructions were
exactly the same for this part as for that
one (see the preceding section for an
overview of that process).
With the graphics card out of the way,
we removed four more screws to get
the heat sink off and to expose the CPU

com/61300) is incredibly small. with a 2-megapixel sensor and an
integrated microphone. It captures 30-frames-per-second video
and comes with a desktop stand so you can keep the Webcam safely docked when it's not going mobile with
you. Creative's Live Cam Optia AF ($100; find.
pcworld.com/61265) offers s imilar features,
but is mounted on a unique 270-degree swiv
el attachment so you can pivot the lens to point
at yourself or at whoever is sitting across the room.

itself (11 . Here we found the CPU held in
place by a single locking screw. Turn
the screw counterclockwise until it stops,
and lift the CPU straight up and out of
the laptop [2]. Drop the new CPU in, but
don't push (if it looks as though it needs
a push, it's not aligned properly), and
turn the screw clockwise to lock it.
Next, you ' ll need to get the heat sink
prepared anew: Remove all of the old
thermal compound (silver-gray gunk)
by wiping the sink with 99 percent iso
propyl alcohol and a lint-free rag. If you
bought a used CPU, it may be covered
with this goop, too, so clean it off as
well. When it's dry, reapply a paper
thin layer of thermal paste to the top of
the CPU [3) , spreading it evenly with a
business card or an old credit card.
Clean up any excess paste and replace
the heat sink. Reassemble the laptop and
boot up. Jump into your BIOS setup to
make sure the notebook is seeing the
CPU properly; then launch Windows
and enjoy the performance boost! •

gy may not generate the highest-quality printouts, but you won't
have to carry ink or toner around with you. (You will have to pack
some thermal paper, however.) The PocketJet is designed to work
with USB, and a Bluetooth version is available for $529:
. If you don't need full-size printouts, check out Brother's
Mprint MW-260, a 1.2-pound, battery-powered
thermal printer that connects to your laptop
via USB or Bluetooth and produces
300-dpi prints on half-s ize (4.1
inch by 5.8-inch) paper
Print Anywhere
contained in internal
Pentax's PocketJet 3 Plus ($449; find .pcworld.com/61301) delivers
cartridges. Just
300-dots"per-inch resolution while weighing just
entering the market
over a pound with its internal battery in place.
PENTAX'S POCKETJET
now. it should sell for
3 Plus mobile printer.
The PocketJet 3 Plus's thermal printing technolo
about $500. •
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Sure, you can use thumb
drives or e-mail to shuttle
files from work to home and
back again, but inevitably
you'll forget the one file you
desperately need.

Stay in Sync
The solution: a new breed
of affordable Web-based
services that automatically
keep your data accessible
and up-to-date-on multiple
p cs ' all the ti me.
BY~~~~~~F~~~~
I LLUSTRATION
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THE DAYS OF THE SOLO employee toiling away on a single com

not able to test all newcomers in this
rapidly growing category: Memeo, for
example, provides sim ilar services in a
more piecemeal manner.)
Though all have similar functionality,
they differ in their implementation of
certain features . For example, all inform
you-even if only via a taskbar tool tip
when files are up-to-date or up loads are
complete. But BelnSync and Live Mes h
make you search for the extensive infor
mation they provide in a window or on
a Web page; I prefer the way Dropbox
;md Syncplicity simply put overlays (such
as a green check mark) on the icons of
all up-to-date files in your sync folders .
Most of these programs have a browser
based file manager so you can work with
the online copies of your files from any
computer. Unfortunately such efforts are
generally disappointing, with minimal
file tools and clumsy check-box selections.
In my tests, performance varied. Sugar
Sync and Live Mesh proved to be speed

puter are long gone. Whether telecommuting from a home system,
collaborating via a company laptop, or conferencing over a cell
phone, people today use an array of devices in a variety of places to
access and share the data they need, whenever they need it.
But ensuring that you have the most
current versions of your files at hand
when you need them hasr:'t always been
easy; typically it involves making manual
uploads to a shared server or sending
multiple e-mail attachmems. Fortunately,
more-elegant altern atives are becoming
available, as a new crop of services allow
users to transfer files to ot her PCs and
share them with friends or colleagues
via the Internet-all the wh ile keeping
the data in sync no matter where it
might res ide. Some also offer remote
access features, so you can operate o ne
PC from the desktop of another.
I put five services-Dropbox, Micro

soft's Live Mes h, Phoenix Technologies '
BelnSync Professional, Sharpcas t's
SugarSync, and Syncplicity-through
their paces . All of them allow you to
keep your document files in sync with
versions on other computers, and to
store copies online. Most make it easy
to share the fil es with other people;
and two, Drop box and Syncplicity, per
mit you to store multiple file versions
so you can recover earlier d rafts.
Any of these offerings provide a real
service for users who have to wrangle
files on several computers , but Sync
plicity's feature set and ease of use
made it my top pick. (Note that I was

Sync Services Keep You Effortlessly Updated Everywhere
All provide easy access to up-to-date files on all your PCs; our favorite, Syncpllclty, handles conflicts well and Includes versionlng.

SERVICE

PCWRatlng

Price and storage space

Free for up to I0,000 files/2GB and
two PCs.SIO/month for unlimited
files and 40GB storage: additional
50GB blocks available forSIO/month

Syncplicity
www.syncp licity.com

Remote
access
to linked
PCs

-

Handling of
version
conflicts

Fite access via
browser

Time required
for Initial
IOOMBsync
(minutes)'

Has almost every
feature you'd want In an
easy-to-use interface.
though initial sync is
slow. It's pricey, too.

name

2

3

S20/year for 5GB to SIOO/year for
50GB

BelnSync

No

S2.50/month for IOGB, SIOO/year for
60GB, S25/month for 250GB

SugarSync

No

www.sugarsync.com

No

Dropbox
www.getclropbox.com

Live Mesh

Yes

Creates a
duplic ate wi th
information
added to file
name

Yes

Creates a
duplica te with

Yes

SEPr EMBER 2008

13

Great for photography
buffs who also need file
syncing, but less
practical for the serious
bu siness user.

55

Simple data sync and

n number

backup. but it forces
you to do all sync

added lo file

management from one

nam e

unmovable folder.

Creates a
duplicate

Yes

www.mesh.com
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Aprofessional-level
tool. but lack of on line
access to files only on
connected systems.

FOOTNOTE: 1lnitiol sync time stated was the author's expe rience. and may differ for others due to the variable natur e of Intern et performance.
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37

www.beinsync.com

Up to 5GB during free beta

5

Alert only

storage means you have

lGB free: 2GB maximum during beta

4

Yes

Comments

16

Microsoft has sacrificed
usability to provide a
pretty interface for this
powerful but needlessly
clumsy service.

demons in my upload tes t, with Sync
ferent localion. Sending sharing invita
with Picn ik, Scribd, and Zoho , so you
plicity and Dropbox bringing up the
tions to multiple colleagues can be
can sync your photos with Face book
rear. However, the speed (or the lack
time-consum ing: For each recipient,
and you r documents with Google
thereof) is rea lly noticeable only the
you have to click 'Add Someone' and
Docs. Look under My Acco unt on the
fi rst time yo u sync o r upload a large
then type in their e-mail address; you
Syncplicity site to set the features up.
amount of data . After that, updates are
can't enter multiple addresses.
Syncplicity s free accou nt caps out at
all reasonably swift, so I did not weigh
Similar to Dropbox and SugarSync,
10,000 files , 2GB of storage, and two
performance heavily in my rati ngs.
Syncplicity lac ks a remote-access fea
PCs , with limits o n numbers of fil e ver
All of these products have some way
ture; but given Windows ' built-in net
sio ns and how long they'll be kept. A
of dealing with file conflicts-for exam
working and Remote Desktop tools, I
bas ic paid ($10-per-month) account reple, when two people
edit the same file remote
ly, producing different
Folder Synchronization & Sharing
versions. Most of them
Uw tbs~ tc wn er stop syndtroN;mg foldcn on !NJ computtr tnd lo sh.arc them #tth cthcn.
store both copies in all
SYNCPLICITY'S
My Music
synced locations but
elegant interface
rename them, some
makes choosing
On that computr:r. thn foldtt k>c .lted at
your sync options
times with info rmation
0,\U....V.Muuc
easy. Shown here
about the version (suc h
as the author account or
is the main setdate of creation) .
tings window.
""' foldu" pnv.lll:t
Dropbox and Live
'$1\uc •t r+.\ctnt<l rw
Mesh were in beta tes t
ing at the time of this
writing, so prices were
not avai lable; conse
quently, I did not ass ign
don 't see that as a serious omission.
moves all limits except sto rage capaci
them ratings. The others charge month
Along wit h Dropbox, Syncplicity is
ty, which tops out at 40G B with an op
ly or annual fees that vary depending on
how much storage capacity you need.
the only product in this group with an
tion to purchase additional SOGB blocks
at a cost of another $10 a month each.
explicit versioning feature that pre
With its breadth of features, ease of
serves different editions of your files as
use, and added bonuses such as version
th ey are synced , added, and removed .
You can access an older version of a file
control, Syncplicity is my top pick.
by right-clicking the file and examining
As its name implies, Syncplicity requires
a list of the versions Syncplicity has
very little maintenance, or eve n any
tracked si nce the original upload. The
interaction, once you've set the pro
list includes buttons for download ing
gram to do what you want. The ins ta ller
BelnSync docs four particular tasks
a version to your local computer or
prompts you to synchronize the usual
reverting to that version .
synchronizing, sharing, providing
suspects (Documents, Pictures, Desk
Syncplicity bills itself as a backup ser
remote data access, and back ing up
top, and so forth), but you can specify
and it does them very well. 'fllere's no
vice, but its interface doesn't include any
any file s yo u want. When yo u do , it
special backup commands: The o nline
confusing of these tasks , each of which
copies them to Syncplicity's servers.
copy of your synced folders is your back
appears as a giant button in the clea nly
When you install Syncplicity on a sec
up . Syncplicity's claim is perfectly fair,
designed interface. If yo u opt for the
ond computer or add new fo lders to
smaller ' Launch BelnSync' button, you
since it stores on its servers not only
the server, it will offer to sync (down
get a more sop hi sticated interface, but
copies of past vers ions but also co pies
load) the files already o n the server to
with the same four buttons at the top.
of deleted items. Syncplicity's free ser
t he second machine. If you agree , you
ca n tell it where to put the folder. If a
BelnSync handles file and folder sync
vice will delete older document ver
ing a little differently than other prod
sions after 30 days, however.
fo lder by t he same name already exists
In addition, Syncplicity offers inte
ucts in that its sync function does not
in your specified location, Syncplicity
actually store you r files on its servers
gration wit h Facebook and Google
asks whether you wish to merge the
(for that fe ature, you 'cl use the back- »
Docs , and has anno unced partners hips
two . If yo u don 't, you can enter a dif
K

Syncplicity

BeinSync
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~ beinsync
access your stored
files (download them,
update them, and
Sync's hand-holding
interface emphasizes
then upload) from any
Web browser, without
its four main tasks.
installing the service's
software. SugarSync
will update the match
ing files on your main
machine the next time that PC is on.
Access feature is enabled. This function
For more functionality (such as sync
strikes me as powerful to a degree that
ing multiple machines) , you' ll need to
most security-minded users would find
unnerving. It's undeniably convenient,
install the SugarSync Manager on each.
You can use that utility for syncing
though, and it's much easier to set up
and use than a home network.
chores, or just drag files to the Magic
BelnSync 's pricing is comparable to
Briefcase folder that SugarSync adds to
SugarSync's: An individual user paying
your Documents folder. SugarSync also
$100 for one year receives SOGB of
allows you to access files from Win
dows Mobile and BlackBerry devices
online storage from BelnSync, but a lit
(see "Syncing for Cell Phones " on page
tle more (60GB) from SugarSync. With
its multiple features and easy-to-use
100). SugarSync lacks the remote
design, BelnSync is worth the extra
access capabilities of BelnSync and Live
money. But the inability to store back
Mesh , but offers another feature ca lled
ups on BelnSync servers, along with
"lite sync." Rather than making full
the service's poor attention to version
copies of a folder on multiple com putWHAT DO YOU want

to do today? Bein

up button); it simply syncs files be
tween computers that are online.
BelnSync is also the only application I
tested that doesn't hand over both cop
ies of a file in the event of a version con
flict. An icon by the item in Explorer
and in the BelnSync application alerts
you to a conflict; but unless you are using
BelnSync 's remote-access feature, you
won't be able to compare the versions
without going to the other computers.
On the plus side, BelnSync has the
best file-sharing features of any app I
tested. Unlike the others, which make
you type in the e-mail addresses of peo
ple you want to share files with , Bein
Sync lets you import
and authorize all your
~ COn ltl CI&' Albums
Outlook, Outlook Ex
press, and Windows
PRESTO!PHOTO
Live Messenger con
albums and links
tacts. SugarSync has a
for managing them
similar feature, but it
appear when you
lets you share only pho
click the Photo Gal
tos . Furthermore, in
lery tab in Sugar
BelnSync you can give
Sync's online file
people read-only access
manager.
(Viewer), full access
(Participant), or full
access plus account
control (Administrator) rights; Live
conflicts , made me think twice. If the
company addresses those areas, Bein
Mesh has options along the same lines.
One of BelnSync's most potent-and
Sync could become an excellent busi
ness tool for managing your data .
frightening-features is called Access.
Simply by enabling this feature, and by
keeping the installed version of Bein
Sync running, you make every drive,
folder, and file on your entire computer
available via a Web browser to anyone
Even if you have only one computer,
who has your BelnSync user name and
you might want to keep a synced copy
passwo rd, and who is also running
of your important files online-and the
BelnSync. And you can 't limit th is con
easy-to-use SugarSync is a good tool
for the job. If you ever need to work on
trol by using the Share feature exclu
sively, since sharing works only if the
another computer temporarily, you can
~·Y'leatnor

SugarSync
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.. Share Album
·-+

Album Prop erties

... Manage Photos
-> Download Album

ers , it keeps the synced folder only on
the original computer and the Sugar
Sync server but makes the folder acces
sible to other computers through the
SugarSync Manager. This networking
like feature gives you access to your
files without the duplication that can
consume disk space.
SugarSync's file sharing is limited to
photos. You can designate photos for
sharing and even access address books
for AOL, Gmai), Hotmail , and Yahoo to
simplify sending invitations. Sugar
»
Sync's photo emphasis is also evi-

DESIGNED FOR
BETTER PERFORMANCE
When it comes to your PC and its performance,
beauty comes from the inside.
A simple RAM upgrade from Crucial can be one of t he most affordable,
effective ways to improve performance. It prepares your system to
handle demanding software, the latest media applications, or a new
operating system.
You can start with our Crucial Memory Advisor to find a guaranteed
compatible upgrade in just 3 clicks. Simply tell us your system make
and model, and we'll tell you which memory upgrades will work. Plus,
it's backed by our excellent service and support and a limited lifetime
warranty-and shipping is free on qualifying orders!
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Take a look at what a memory upgrade can do for you .

www.crucia l.com/pcworld
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dent in the way its o nlin e file manager
automatically arranges your online pho

Syncing for Cell Phones

tos into albums and even permits you
to choose between two thumbnail icon
sizes to display them for viewi ng and
minimal file management.
For users who want to store fi les

SOMETIMES, BEING AB LE to synchronize data across desktops and laptops isn't
enough: More and more people want to access their files , photos, music, and other con
tent from their cell phone or other mobile device. The creators of Dropbox and Live
Mesh are working on add ing support for mobile devices, but SugarSync and Syncplicity

on line but not sync them to the origi
nals, SugarSync offers some backup
specific features. Backups may be your
on ly source for an o lder version of a
file , since SugarSync lacks the version
ing features of Dropbox and Syncplicity.
SugarSync may be a decent backup
and sync tool for home users and photo
enthu siasts. But its limi ted file-sharing
and remote-access functions make it less

already have mobile versions of their site. These mobile editions give you full access to
the same on line file manager and photo gallery you'd use in a desktop browser. Depend
ing on your mobile device (Sugar Sync supports the BlackBerry, iPhone, and Windows
Mobile. while Syncplicity supports the iPhone and iPod Touch only), you may not be
able to download or edit the files. but you can send them to other people via e-mail.
If you require more
robust viewing, ed iting,

beta testing that has so me welcome fea
cures despite its simplicity. Like other
synchronizers, it requires th at you
download and install software; but un
like the others, it has almost no user
interface. All it ha s is a tray icon that
you click to see a pop-up window w ith
one co mmand for launching the Web
site and another for o pening an Explorer
window to the Dropbox fo lder installed
in your Documents folder.
The majority of your file syncing and
sharing happens through the folder.
You drag files and folders there to have
Dropbox automatica lly upload them to
t he se rvers (beta testers get 2GB of free
storage; in the future only 1GB w ill be
free) . You can also share fi les by trans
ferring them to and from the Dropbox
folder. If you upload a file that isn' t in
the Dropbox folder directly to the
Dropbox site, a copy will appear-you
guessed it-in your local Dropbox fo lder.
Although having a single place to drop
your fi les for syncing can be conveni
ent, Dropbox makes it mandatory, not
an opt ion like SugarSync's Magic Brief
case folder. Being required to keep all
your shared, backed-up, and synced
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Quickaccess gives ac

Quickaccess,
you download

cess to synced file s
from a remote PC on
and editing in
mobile devices.
Quickoffice.
With Quickaccess,
you can download
photos and music files
for viewing or listen
ing, and you can download document formats such as Adobe PDF, or Microsoft Word,
Excel, or PowerPoint. Quickaccess (www.quickaccess.net) converts the files to the SVG
files for viewing

Dropbox is another newcomer still in

100

sions of your

PHONES: With

desirable for business users w ho need
to work collaboratively on multiple files.

Dropbox

different ver

and file-management
abilities. however, you
might soon have them
in the form of Quickac
cess from Quickoffice.
As its name suggests,

FILES ON

SEPTEMBER 2008

options

format to produce good display resolution without consuming much memory.

If you need to edit the Office files, Quickaccess works in conjunction with Quickoffice
(www.quickoffice.com ) to let yo u open t hem, change them, and upload them to the serv
er again for syncing back to your main computer. Quickaccess also offers options for
managing fi les (copying, renaming, deleting ) and for sharing them with or sending
them to colleagues. If your main system is powered on, you can even sea rch it from
your mobile device. As with other syncing products, you'll need to install the desktop
component on all the computers (Windows and/or Mac) you intend to sync.
Quickaccess debuted this year for the Symbian 560 platform: Quickoffice plans to roll
out a Windows Mobile ed ition by the end of the year, with support for other mobile plat
forms to follow. Quickaccess costs a very modest $20 per year for lOGB storage.

files in a single fo lder is an annoyance
that Dropbox' s makers promise to cor
rect in a future vers ion.
Despite that fl aw, th is extremely simple
program offers some va luab le features,
including maintaining co pies of deleted
files in t he Web interface (cl ick Show

Dclcrcd Files to see them) , a_nd providing
access to past versions of edi ted files .
As wit h every other program I tested,

sharing involves sending an invitation to
collaborators-but Dropbox doesn' t
make inviting multiple people easy. Invi
tees are asked to install Dropbox, which
causes the shared folder to be copied
and synced with their Dropbox fo lder.
If your invitees don 't want to install the
software, they can still access files
through the online file manager as long
as they log in and know the URL.
»

Their computer.
Your brain.
GoToAssist Express lets you view and control your
customer's computer online, so you can use your
expertise to fix the problem yourself. Resolve the issue,
keep your customer satisfied and move on to the next
task. Support smarter with GoToAssist Express.
Try it free for 30 days at gotoassist.com/pcw.

GoToAssist®
EXPRESS

Dropbox
Home
• Hofnc

pbox » Home

put it, as BelnSync and Syncplicity do) .
Mesh assigns a blue icon to folders it
at Next?
manages, but (unlike Dropbox and Sync
features via a taskbar
"""'"'
You c.an no• ~c
Photo G.e5er)I \~ fncnds•
plicity) it provides no direct indication
pop-up menu, a Documents
~
Photos MtCOO'fln'1P6Stt: ttot"°*~MYab.rftn ti'"ie Photo~y .
as to whether they are up-to-date. Mesh
folder, and the navigation
lJC>k>hd
ent Events
does give you other kinds of informa
bar of Its Web site.
Share
lns ial
tion via the "Mesh bar," a sidebar that
How' s Drop
it attaches to every open Mesh folder
Upload
window.
The sidebar lists who is using
~ '"""'
a
shared
folder
and how many people
~"""" '
it's shared with, as well as a report of
recent activity, including alerts about
version conflicts. For information on
Dropbox's online file tool is even more
access another of your devices .) Unlike
multiple folders , you can open a pop
limited than that of other products. To
BelnSync, which provides access just
up Notifier window by clicking the
Mesh icon in Windows' taskbar tray.
to the data residing on other machines,
see thumbnails, for example, you must
Live Mesh's online file manager is the
the remote-desktop feature in Mesh
drag pictures to the Photos folder within
most sophisticated and Explorer-like of
lets you take complete control of a dis
the Dropbox folder, since that's the only
the ones in rhis group, but it doesn't
one that has a thumbnail view online.
tant computer, although a slow Inter
net hookup will make the experience
yet support drag-and-drop from your
The pricing for Dropbox is not set yet,
painful if not impossible.
but the cost is expected to vary with
own desktop, or even thumbnail views
Ifyou don't require remote access, you
of files (available in most of the other
the amount of server space you require.
can head over to the Live Desktop to do
producrs). You can see slide shows of
your syncing and sharing chores. You can
media files if you install Microsoft's Sil
easily synchronize any folder on a com
verlight browser plug-in, but that
puter by right-clicking it and choosing
doesn't help you in selecting and work
Addfaldertoyour Live Merli. If you expand
ing with just the photos you want.
Using Microsoft's Live Mesh service is
Mesh doesn't have any specific backup
the dialog box, you can also identify
like learning to drive a car: Once you
have the hang of it, it seems pretty
which computers Mesh should copy
fe atures, but you can convert any server
the data to for syncing. In most cases
straightforward-but if you've never
folder into a static backup by telling the
sat in front of a dashboard before, it
you'll want at least one co py on the
program to stop keeping it in sync.
can be a little confusing at first . The
Though Mesh
current preview version serves mainly
provides
many
{!\ l ive Mesh TEC~ Pfiv,f.;,
to provide you with remote access to
ways
to
do
its vari
scott dunn
,
other computers, a method to synchro
ous tasks, few
ANOTHER FINE
ni ze data on those computers, and a
were intuitive in
Devices
Mesh: The onllne
way to share data with colleagues.
the beta I tested.
file manager in Live
Live Desktop
Unlike the hand-holding interface of
It cries out for a
Mesh uses a desk
Online
BelnSync, the Mesh Web site starts you
good quick-start
top metaphor with a
off with a screen showing existing
guide, but the
pop-up Information
Dell osys
devices (including the online file man
closest you get for
Online - Co n nect to device
sidebar.
ager, Live Desktop) and a big '+' button
now is a video
for addin g one. With a new device, you
tour. I was frus
log in to the Mesh site and click the '+'
trated by features
Online - Connect to devic e
button to download and install the
that were hard to
Mesh software. Once you 've set up all
Live Desktop Internet "cloud" (Micro
discover, and glitz that seemed to slow
your computers, you can connect to
soft's connected servers) so that you can
down the work. The most distinctive
any one of them and even control that
feature, the remote-desktop capability,
access it even when your other comput
ers are shut off. If you indicate that you
system remotely via Windows Remote
is already built into Windows , and
Desktop, a Windows XP and Vista fea
want the data synced to other comput
unless Microsoft can come up with very
ture that Live Mesh enhances. (You
ers, Mesh will make a copy of the folder
attractive pricing (which at this writing
might also need to install an ActiveX
on the desktops of those machines (rath
hasn't been determined) , I would opt
er than asking you to decide where to
control on the system you 're using to
for one of the other services I tested . •
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Live Mesh
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LOOK, MOM, no interface!

Dropbox offers all its
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NEW
GoodSync
Version 7!
Now with FTPI

Synchronize
Your Life!
.

.

GoodSync

Award Winning Backup and Synchronization Solution

Automatic backup and synchronization made easy...
Now you can automatically compare, synchronize,
and back up your emails, precious family photos,
contacts, MP3s, financial documents, and other
important files locally - between desktops, laptops,
seNers, and external drives, as well as through FTP.
GoodSync Version 7 will:

'1 Automatically synchronize and backup all your data.
'1 Prevent file deletion and data loss, remove duplicates.

GoodSync's powerful technology is years ahead
of the pack. Excellent reviews by industry experts
and customers alike solidify GoodSync as a
leader in file backup and synchronization.

PC World Readers
Download GoodSync Today

It's FREE!

,/ Organize/transfer files between multiple devices.

'1
'1

-

Sync and back up files locally or through FTP.
Help you achieve complete peace of mind!

--.......

www.GoodSync.com/PCW

MicfOsott· Moneual™recommends Microsoft<!} Windows Vista™Home Premium

l*MAGINE Download media through the wireless
LAN receiver, navigate with the 7'' touch screen LCD
display, then oonnect via HEJMI for 1080p resolution
playback on s pµr large screen TV. With 500GB of
storage space7« htmdreds of movies, photos, and
" .
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Enjoy all your media, from photos and music to movies and live TV, all in one place. Watch your favorite TV shows
through Digital Cable on your HDTV, then record and load them up on Btu-Ray disks for later. Download and store
hundreds of videos and music files tflreugn the internet, which are then automatically organized and available to
you at the touch of a finger through the 7'' touch screen LCD . Wit'1 four HOD racks for storage expansion and a
Btu-Ray read/write drive, one thing you will never have to worry about is Lack of space.

For mo{e information or to pur.chase on.e of oµt award-winnip g '. products,
·.
can. 1-an-·4 50.0105 or visit www:frfqifeyat.com
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The
on the

How do you find stuff that's
worth watching? Here are our
choices for must-stream TV.
WATCHING THE BOOB tube used to mean
having to consume your entertainment in front
of an actual television. But these days, if you

BY MELISSA J. PERENSON
ILLUSTRATIONS BY HADLEY HOOPER

miss an episode of Grry's Anatonry or Heroes
and forgot to set the DVR, no problem: You
can catch up online for free with streaming

»

video supplied by the Hollywood
networks and studios themselves.
Television entertainment has
busted out of the 1V and onto
computer screens. Think of it as
the rebirth of television, delivered
via a new, interactive medium that
gives viewers more choice over
what they watch-and when,
where, and how they watch it.
Many of today's video experiences
more closely approx imate the 1V expe
rience than the networks' PC-centric,
postage-stamp-size efforts of yore.
Most sites employ adaptive streaming
tech niques to adjust video bit rate and
resolution in the background.
The new programming is also more
interactive , with greater viewer control
over the player (including options such
as 720p HD, fu ll-screen , a mini-player
screen, pop-up trivia, or aud io tracks)
and with social network ing capabilities
such as forum d iscussions, hooks into
social networking sites, and the option
to embed episodes or clips into pages.
The peculiarities of onli ne d istribu
tion or syndication deals mean that
you can find multiple sites that offer
the same content. And many of
those sites send you to a third-party
site that hosts the video itself. 1l1e
end result: more links than you 'll
see at a sausage factory. Even when
content offerings appear identical,
the viewing experience depends
largely on where you get your video.
The sites we considered fa ll into
three categories: aggregators, por
tals, and netwo rks (we exam ined
the Big Four networks, not individ
ua l cable networks; and we skipped
pay-to-download 1V options as well).
Regrettably, the Net has no single
stop where you can find everything you
want without being redirected some
where else. Though I don't plan to
ditch my DVD and Blu-ray collections
anytime soon , I found that the Web
serves as a versatile complement to my
te levision viewing. I enjoyed the conve
nience of the Web-as we ll as the op
portunity to rediscover old favorites .
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sodes of How I Mei Your MothC1;
lost, or StarTrek with a click of
an external link on Hulu.
Browse through shows by
genre, title, or network; or
plug a title or actor into the
search engine. A 1V icon will
appea r next to each entry that
has fu ll episodes ava ilab le.
The video player, which dom
ina tes the Hulu interface, makes Hulu
feel closer to a true television ex peri
ence, especially in fu ll-screen video
mode. The player is neatly organized,
with none of the clutter that clogs
countless other sites . Run your mouse
over the video player, and various con
trols become visible to the sides and at
the bottom of the video screen.
Fancast (www.fancast.com ), from cable
giant Comcast, debuted earlier this
year. It admirably combines a bargeload
of information about television shows
with an enjoyable onl ine video experi
ence. Fancast, still in beta, seems dedi
cated to broadening on-demand video
and helping site visitors find t he shows

The
Aggregators
Aggregator sites showcase streaming
television, drawing their content from
multiple sources . Typically, aggregator
sites focus on bu ilding a comprehen
sive entertainment experience.
Hulu (www.ilulu.com)-ranked by PC
World staff as the number one product
of 2008 (see "The 100 Best Products of
2008," find.p cwo rld.com/61269)-remains
the gold standard among agg regator
sites for finding and viewing free televi
sion programming on the Web.
hulu

rv
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HULU'S CLEAN

..

Interface makes
viewing online
TV a pleasure.
And thumbnails
make selecting
additional epi
sodes easy.

Hulu makes locating and watching
high-quality video extremely easy, and
it has one of the best collections of cur
rent content and reruns around (its
growing catalog numbers 3000-plus 1V
episodes). Only ABC and CBS content
is missing here; and to counter that
deficiency, Hulu indexes video content
from other sites, so you can find epi

they want, whether on the Web or de
livered through a 1V (over Comcast's
cable-box-based on-demand service or
via a cable channel).
Though the full-episode playback ex
perience was pleasant- Fancast' s lay
out and visual design make it fairly sim
ple to navigate-fi nding full episodes of
shows could be easier. The site has so

much going on, with multiple paths to
the same endpoints, and some of those
paths are clearer than others.
Here, too, the browser-based player
is central to the default presentation.
Unfortunately, video (even Hulu video)

video to full screen or minimize your
browser window-a minor irritation. A
more serious annoyance is 1V Guide's
distractingly busy interface, which im
pedes your efforts to find what you 're
looking for and to enjoy the video once
you've found it.
Veoh Networks

(; PAHCAST ,.,.
hulu

FANCAST, Uke

Hulu, provides
a clean user
interface; find
your next video
with the handy

-••••

(www.veoh.com)
differs from the
other aggrega
tors in that it
focuses on both
user-generated
and pro video .

•

Nol lhe video you wanted?

search bar.
$£MCI!

looked unduly pixelated at full-screen
resolution. Many of the episodes come
from Comcast's distribution deal with
Hulu; others, from Comcast's separate
deals with ABC and CBS. The video
dimensions and resolutions vary from
one provider to another.
One noteworthy, unique Fanca_st con
venience: You can resume where you
left off. And coming soon is a store for
buying digital content for download.
TV Guide (www.tvgu ide.com), not satis
fied with its status as king of the pro
gramming grid, now offers a compel
ling Online Video Guide. 1V Guide's
new owner, Macrovision, aims to ex
pand the role of video on the site.
1V Guide lets you browse videos
based on top shows, top celebrities,
genres, or networks . Its comprehen
sive video search integrates everything
from the paid world of Amazon Unbox,
CinemaNow, and iTunes to the free
streaming world of CBS and Hulu. The
advanced search allows you to narrow
searches to only free or only paid vid
eos, as well as to only full episodes or
only clips. Video offerings from Hulu
and other sources appear within 1V
Guide's ovm pop-up player, which
launches on top of the browser screen;
you must then choose to enlarge the

lhe site has worked out distribution
deals with ABC, CBS, ESPN (for short
form content), Hulu, NCAA Football,
Viacom, and Warner Brothers, making
it one of the more comprehensive sites.
The in-browser player is large and
changes from 4:3 aspect ratio to wide
screen, depending on the video. The
page is better designed than most-not
overwhelmingly busy despite being
filled with links to content related to a

Joost (www.joost.com) was one of the
earliest aggregators, and today the site
boasts roughly 28,0001V shows and
more than 480 channels. Many of those
shows and channels aren't top-of-the
charts programming, and most are not
long-form content (the equivalent of a
30-minute or 1-hour1V episode).
Now in beta 1. 7, Joost remains in
transition. The company had to shut
down its discussion forums (which
were linked to content) because it is
developing a Web-browser-based ver
sion of the software. Before watching
any content, you have to install the
Joost player-which can be annoying.
Because Joost runs in the back
ground and uses peer-to-peer network
ing to facilitate downloads, you can
exhaust your available bandwidth
quickly (see "lhe Gear You Need to
Watch 1V on the Web" on page 112).
Channels are sorted by show, net
work, or production company (for ex
ample, Beverly Hills, 90210, Comedy
Central, or Warner Brothers) . The chan
nels mix up full episodes and short
clips-annoying if you're looking for
one over the other. The site is graphi
cal, but not very easy to browse.
MySpaceTV (vids.myspace.com) feels
more like Mc1V, rife with snippets and
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given episode. Video from ABC will
work only in the ABC player (Veoh
lau nches the player in a separate win
dow). Interestingly, though CBS con
tent plays in-browser here, SrarTrck
episodes wouldn t properly display full
screen as they do at CBS 's site.

----
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onU~ community.

small doses of content rather than full
1V episodes. Hulu supplies the full epi
sodes , with language on the site skewed
toward the teen set. MySpace deserves
notice for publishing some original
short-form content; but beyond that, it
has nothing you can 't get elsewhere. »
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The

Portals
In their role as gateways to the Web,
AOL, MSN , and Yahoo offer visitors a
vast array of content. Full-episode 1V
video is but a small component of their
empires, and all three lean heavily on
repackaging Hulu 's content .
MSN Video has deals with CBS , Hulu,
and others for full-episode lV. But the
experience is nothing like watching
video on CBS .com or Hulu.com : The

interface is much busier, and
the video quality is inferior to
what you get when you go di
reccly to those sites proper.
Click on the 1V tab at MSN's
Video Guide (videoguide.msn.
com), and you'll jump to a
page dedicated to all things
television, including listings
and coverage of what's new
on lV. The site's Watch Full
Episodes module is the most expedi
tious and friendly way to find full epi
sodes of shows; alternatively you can
choose Browse 1V Shows on the menu
up top, and then select ' Shows with
Free Episodes ' . But finding episodes
may require ten clicks or more. For ex
ample, with a show like Remington
Suele, which ran for five seasons, you
click the name of the show, then click
on Episodes, and then click through to
at least page 6 of 7 to see which epi
sodes are viewable (all of the show's
episodes are listed, in inverse order,

Sports Fren:z·y:
More Than

the Score Online

THE OLYMPICS ARE in fu ll swing in
UNIVERSAL, SPORTS
August, and NBCOlympics.com has
shows gymnastics
blanketed the Internet with stream
year~round, not Just
ing and on-demand coverage (for
ifu'flng the Olympics.
details, see "Summer
Olympics Stream to a PC
Near You," find.pcworld.
com/61271). But the
Olympics aren't the only
sporting events getting
the gold treatment these
days- you can find in
depth coverage of virtual
ly any sport you can imag
ine (well, maybe not buzkashi) online.
Sports-centric sites often charge a fee (typically a subscription
fee) and target true enthusiasts of the sport. CBS College Sports
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newer ones first; but only the first two
seasons are available online-hence the
lengthy and annoying search process) .
AOL (te levision.aol.com/video) has put
together a far more manageable struc
ture for full-episode 1V than MSN 's.
Here, the videos are presented by epi
sode ticles, top shows, most recent,
most viewed, and highest rated. The
entry page has a lot of components, but
it's neither confusing nor intimidating.
AOL has partnered with ABC, CBS, and
Hulu. Some content, such as the soap
opera The Edge efNiglrt, comes within a
separate experience, AOL Television' s
ln21V (television.aol.com/in2tv).
CBS videos play in-line within AOL's
browser. Nevertheless, the experience
at AOL can be frustrating. For example,
I clicked on Howl Met Your Mother, and
received 11 results-with no designa
tion of which of them were simply
clips, and which were full episodes.
Unfortunately, some of the options
appeared to be duplicates (to judge »

XXL, Major League Baseball, the NBA, and NHL's Center Ice Online
all charge a subscription fee for access to games and other con
tent (CBS College Sports XXL even covers press conferences).
Sports such as beach volleyball, gymnastics, rowing, swimming,
and track and field receive generous attention at subscription
based UniversalSports.com (in transition from its previous brand
ing as WCSN.com, which launched as a streaming-video network
three years ago). NBC Universal recently purchased a control
ling stake in the World Championship Sports Network, and con
tent from the site will run on the Universal Sports cable network.
Many sites provide some type of short-form content for free
on their site, or distribute
their content elsewhere. For
example, the NHL offers
video of its hockey games
for free via Hutu and Joost,
and for pay through Amazon
Unbox and Apple iTunes.
NFL.com has clips and high
lights. plus wrap-up shows.
One of the most limited
sports options online is ESPN360.com. Though the site delivers
full coverage of such events as cricket. rugby, soccer, and Wimble
don tennis, it works only with AT & T Yahoo and Verizon broadband.

from the episode names) , and
none of them actually worked.
One of the clips that I picked
was no longer available, and the
AOL page simply referred me to
CBS's own site. And because
the thumbnails were identical, I
found it impossible to identify
an episode visually. Talk about a
waste of clicks. (In AOL's de
fense, I later had a similar expe
rience with expired CBS content at
other sites; still , AOL's layout makes
the extra clicks all the more annoying.)
Baby/011 5 was here, but it was part of
AOL Television's In21V, not an import
from Hulu. Many other Warner Broth
ers shows appear on In21V (Time Warner is the corpo
rate parent to
AOL PLAYS UP the
both) , including
fact that you can get
numerous pro
full episodes from all
grams, such as

The
Networks

In the past year the Big Four broadcast
networks have taken aggressive steps to
make their content available online. A
Nielsen Company study released in June
reported that 87 percent of survey par
ticipants who watched a 1V program
online did so on a 1V network's site; 82
percent of those users sought out a
four major networks
show they missed on 'IV. Typically, at
The Ad{)entures of
through Its site.
Brisco Cou11ry ]1:,
least 80 percent of each network's
prime-time broadcast
MOTitO'IS
Wu:tTV CU.18S •Wi
Sl&Wf RTV
schedule goes online.
All Full Episodes
All of the networks are
using a two-pronged
approach to distribute
content online . They're
......
'lllllleat.1
-;.c ,.oooa ..
Wtsnd MEJ:a.c;Ot '
lrAtel
beefing up the offerings
.,
on their own Web sites,
- - ;: ·::_J
and they're also setting
.. t c
0
( \. ... "' 0 •i:
up distribution deals
"'""'( :
with other sites so their
video reaches audiences
throughout the Web.
Fox and NBC, for ex
that I didn't come across anywhere else.
ample, cofounded Hulu . Both networks
Yahoo (tv.yahoo.com/tv-sllows-online) de
now mirror the content that they make
livers full episodes, too (from Hulu, as
available on their own sites with what
they offer on Hulu. ABC and CBS have
well), but the experience remains rudi
mentary at best. The player occupies
brokered deals with multiple sites. In
ABC's case, viewers must watch the epi
more of the page than do the players
sode within ABC's player.
on AOL or MSN; and like other Hulu
syndication sites, it carries Hulu video
ABC (www.abc.com) was the first net
at a lower-than-Hulu reso ution.
work to stream high-definition video:
But at least Yahoo has a wide-screen
Select episodes, including all four sea
player; AOL and MSN have only a 4:3
sons of Lost, are available in 720p high
aspect-ratio player, so shows that were
definition. The image quality falls far
filmed in 16:9 format, such as 30 Rock,
short of what you' cl get on Blu-ray Disc,
end up displaying in letterbox format.
but it's still impressive-assuming that
TVSlOP~
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you have the hardware and band
width to handle playback (see
"The Gear You Need to Watch
1V on the Web" on page 112).
The ABC experience requires
you to download a player, which
launches in its own pop-up win
dow. The site's design makes
finding complete episodes easy,
though ABC's home page is way
too busy. Regrettably, video clips
are commingled with full episodes.
My biggest gripe, though, was that I
had to click manually to continue play
ing the show after a commercial was
over-in case I wanted to stare at the
end screen of an ad indefinitely, I guess.
At least the advertisements give you a
countdown of how much time remains
before the show will resume.
CBS (www.cbs.com) has shot to the fore
in HD streaming, with a slew of 720p
episodes now available in its HD Gal
lery. (Star Trek Remastered looked great,
but the video playback was not smooth
at full-screen.) The network also main
tains a collection of full episodes of both
current and classic series-even series
that you may not associate with the
CBS television network but that CBS
now owns (cult and quasi-cult favorites
such as Bwerly Hills 90210, The Lo{)e
Boat, MacGyoer, the original SrarTrek,
Tire Twilight Zone, and Twin Peaks) .
The centrally positioned video player
runs inside the browser, dominating
the screen (it's bigger than the player
on Veoh), but it has limited controls
compared with the: players at other net
works and Hulu. The player uses a 4:3
aspect ratio; episodes captured in wide
screen format display letterboxed.
The various episodes are accessible via
a video tab or through the home screen
for each show. The latter approach
makes sense for current programming:
The video becomes part of the net
work's online treatment of that show
(along with community, biogs, episode
recaps , and cast information). Many
videos permit you to share and embed
content, with direct hooks into Face»
book and Google Bookmarks.

Compare & save hundreds
instantly online:
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Fox (www.fox.com) makes finding full
episodes really easy for site visitors:
The network prominently displays its
Fox on Demand option at the top of
the home page, and the site contributes
to simple navigation with a clean,
attractive, and uncluttered design.
Among the Fox player's niceties is a
nifty episode-sharing feature (as with
NRC's player, you c~n share a full epi
sode or a clip from a specific time
code). Thumbnails, episode numbers,
and titles for other available episodes
appear at the bottom of the player
screen; you can browse through them
by scrolling from left to right.
Both the in-browser and full-screen
video at this site provided acceptab le
quality in my trials. Fox also fosters its
own community by allowing users to
rate and review shows.
NBC (www.nbc.com) aggress ively push
es full-episode video on demand, via its
NBC Video Rewind service.

NBC'SVIDEO

Though NBC's busy home page makes
video its centerpiece, the site' s design
gives you too many ways of getting to
the same place. Also, when I visited the
site, the Shows tab accurately identi
fied which series had episodes for view
ing, but the Watch Video tab did not .
Episodes display in a row beneath the
player, with thumbnails and episode
descriptions that elegantly pop up as
you mouse over them.
The video files play inside the brows
er, with extra features and download

The Gear You Need

options visible briefly before they tuck
away; the dark screen t hat surrounds
the player thereafter makes for very
pleasant viewing. (Detracting from that
experience: An extremely annoying
flashing banner ad ran below the player
during one Heroes episode .)
The episodes that I tried had closed
captioning (pop-up text that ran to the
right of the player in normal or large
mode, or on top of the player in full
screen mode). Heroes had "Quick Bits"
interactive pop-up trivia, too. •

ory, lGB of RAM , a monitor with at least 1300 by 770 resolution,
and a beefy broadband connection of 2 mbps or more.
Keep an eye on your ISP's bandwidth allowances. In an era when
ISPs are intent on limiting bandwidth usage (see page 41), the quan
tity of data involved in regularly streaming video can add up fast,
especially if you already use your connection for other bandwidth
intensive activities. At Hutu, for example, 1 hour of video translates
HIGH-QUAUTY VIDEO IS a major bandwidth hog. If you plan to
to about 200MB of data at 700 kbps, the default stream's bit rate.
stream television programming over the Web, the bottleneck of
The bandwidth issue becomes more critical when you're dealing
greatest concern to you will be the downstream bandwidth you get
with sites (such as Joost) that rely on peer-to-peer networking to
from your ISP, not your
distribute content. With those
system's limitations.
sites, you could be serving up
Most streaming-video
video in the background and
sites call for a minimum
not even realize that your PC is
broadband connection
engaged in sending video out.
speed of about 800 kbps.
You can help make your
You might get away with a
online streaming-video experi
little less (if you're in the
ence feel more like a TV experi
vicinity of 700 kbps), but
ence with a large, wide-screen
your experience will vary.
LCD monitor. Two standouts that
At the upper end of the
we've tested in the past few
range is ABC's player: To watch
months are the Dell UltraSharp
Lost in high definition, you'll need
2408WFP and the HP w2007. (See
a dual-core processor (AMO or
COMPLEMENT YOUR
find .pcworld.com/61289 for our most
Intel), 128MB of video mem
video viewing with a
recent monitor reviews.)

to Watch TV

on .the Web

wide-screen monitor
from HP (left) or Dell.
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Fall Gear for Back to School

THE PIONEERS OF USB TD VIDEO
Since 2003, Tritton Technologies has been Leading the way
in USS External Video Card Solutions

SEE2 Xtreme

XTREME !.Jocking Stot1011

Add Multiple D is p l a ys To Yo ur Comput e r v ia USB

E x pand your lap t op to o full work s t a t i on vi o

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

use 2.0 external video cord for PC and MAC
Supports up to a 30" display (monitor resolution will very)
supports wldeecreen resolutions and video playback
Easy installation without opening the computer
OVI to VGA adapter included
Add up ta six SEE2 Xtreme units per computer

TRllrON
TECHNOI OG I C:!i

usa

USB 2 .0 Universal Docking Station with video port
4 USB Peripheral Ports
Ethernet Port
Audio end Microphone Ports
Supports up to 2048 x 1280 (VGA)
Supports Widescreen Resolutions
Supports V i deo Playback

For detailed Information visit www.trlttonusa.com or call 800.431.1176
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Fall Gear for Back to School

RntEC
Believe it.
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OCZ Solid State Drives 
The future is here and priced better than ever!

~

The Easiest Way To A
Home Theater PC

Perfect for notebooks. th e OCZ Core

With a portable IR receiver, a remote,
and iMEDIAN HD media management

The Latest ASUS Eee PC 901 crams a

software, the Veris Multimedia Station

Lot into a very slim , very appealing

E-Z offers everything you need to

package and gets you ready for sum

upgrade your PC to a state-of-the-art

mer travel - keeping you stay connect

media center.

ed and entertained.

high-performance SSD, is ideal for ener
gy-efficient mobile computing to extend
battery life, increase access t ime, and
provide a durable alternative to conven
tional hard drives.

Available at

Grab yours today at

usa .asus.com

www.newegg .com

Displays for
Education Environments

Series. the World's first truly affordable

_

_,

www.newegg .com

PORTABLE PARTY
SPEAKERS!

Try NetDuster Free!

Back To School
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With its built-in Class-0 amplifier, two
AG Neovo's E-W22 is a 22 inch widescreen
LCD monitor with built-in speakers and
headphone jack. NeoV Optical Glass protects
screen from damage. A smart combination
of durability and multimedia features.
Looks better and lasts longer!
Now available at

drivers, total power output of

6 W and

Speed Up your PC

exclusive audio effects, the sleek ,
portable Parrot Party Black Edition

Clean & Optimize your Registry

delivers unrivalled sound in its class.

Clean your Cookies & Browsing History

MSRP: $139.99.

Free up your Hard Disk Space
Protect your Privacy & Security

_.,,_.

www.neovo-usa.com
Tel: 408 -321-8210

www.parrotshopping .com

www.trynetduster.com

ere's
Soup Up Your Browser With Greasemonkey
Add cool features to
Gmail. streamline
your Web searches,
and work more
quickly, with the
Greasemonkey
add-on and these
must-have scripts.
BY ADAM PASH
THE INTERNET offers. a
wealth of tools, information,
and entertainment- and it
asks very little from us in
return. So don ' t lose your
cool when a poorly designed
online tool or site gets on
your nerves; instead , use
Greasemonkey {find.pcworld.
com/61166), a free Firefox
add-on that harnesses the
power of JavaScript to right
usability wrongs and to en
hance the functionality of
specific Web sites and of the
Internet at large .
Greasemonkey can im
prove just about anything it
touches-whether by adding
must-have features to Gmail,
organizing your social life in
Facebook, or speeding up
your blog posts . The best

part? Thousands of Grease
monkey scripts are free to
download, and installing
these scripts is as simple as
clicking a single link.
Even though Greasemon
key scripts are written pri
marily for use in Firefox
with the Greasemonkey
extension, many of them
also work in In ternet Explor
er via IE7Pro {find.pcworld .
com/61163) or Trixie (fi nd.
pcwo rld.co m/61165), as well as
in Safari with GreaseKit
{find .pcworld.com/611 67) and in
Opera (which includes built
in support for the scripts).
After installing the appropri
ate add-on for your browser,
you 'll be ready to see your
Web experience improve.

Inline Google
MP3 Player
When you stumble upon a
link to a music file on a Web
page, the dance is generally
the same: You download the
file and listen to it with your
desktop music player, or you
click on the link and listen
to it in your browser with its
default player plug-in. Either

The Music Tapes Majesty [Hide Player]

--

J
'
1. :1
II
'----.
From Still No Noutrol Milk Holcl RO\Jn lon . But The Mus ic Tapo• Are 8.;:1c·k Wi th New
Album . Video. Live Show

Gregor Samsa Jeroen Van Aken [Play]
Abutting Disma ntling [Play]
F=rom New

Gu~gor

SarrHl a · - Jarocn Van Aken· &

a

AbuUing .

01s.rn.:JnUing'"

INLINE GOOGLE MP3 Player streams any linked MP3 file, without
forcing you to leave the page or start a separate player.
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GREASED LlGHTBOX LETS you transform pages of images from a
Web search or photo site into easy-to-navigate, inline photo galleries.

approach disrupts your
browsing experience.
But the lnline Google MP3
Player script {find.pcworld .
com/61169) gets you back in
the flow, automatically de
tecting linked MP3s and
embedding Google's Flash
player on the page so you
can play the file right away,
without downloadi ng it.

Videoembed
Since video sites such as
YouTube don 't offer much
useful content beyond the
actual video (that' s right,
I' m disparaging YouTube
comments en masse), there's
no point in going to You
Tube to watch a video when
you can see it in the page
that you're currently visiting.
That's the idea behind Vid
eoembed {find .pcworld.com/
61170), a script that automati
cally embeds videos from
YouTube, Google Video,
Metacafe, and other such
sites whenever the site
you're on links to a video

without embedding it. Now
instead of clicking through
to YouTube, you can watch
the video directly on the site
where the link appears.

Greased Lightbox
You know the drill: You're
performing a Google image
search, but rather than give
you direct access to the pic
tures, Google makes you
click a coupl e of links to
reach the full-si ze image.
The Greased Lightbox
script {find.pcworld.com/61171)
turns your Google Image
search results-along with
gallery pages on sites such
as Facebook, Flickr, and
MySpace-into Ajax-driven
galleries that you can navi
gate from your keyboard.
It's fast and attractive.

No Delay
Anyone who has download
ed files from sharing services
such as Megaupload or Rapid
Share has undoubtedly run
into download landing pages

Firefox Add-ons

Malicious soft'h~are can damage: your computer or viol1te your priv1cy.
You havt asktd to install tht following itt m:
Greasemonkey (Author nor vtrifidi
https:// addon1. mozlll a.org/ tn •US/lirtf ox/downloads/I

http:// moiJ. gaogk .aim/mail/'"
https://moiLgooglGaim/moil/"
http:// maiJ. googtz.aim/ar
http s:f/ tr.oiLgoog/Gcom/a/"

J.8 : (07 Jun, 2008) Addons opened l'IS!dc the main frame wlU
convenollOll'l with people (the octuol emall )

Malicious scripts can violate your privacy

From version l . 7 : O~ prefs and rype In a single character Into
Numben work well espccloUy ii yOU'e USl"i this with the r

and act on yoor ~h<IW without your knowttdge.

Please refer to the SO<ree code for the changel<>i
C~te

lntesratlon w ith Google Calendar and Google Chat (a nicer flash

You c-an also

My

othe-r addon quite eftS!ly. This script works with the f'W!W

that req uire visitors to wait
for up to 2 minu tes before
they can down load t heir fi le.
The NoDelay script (find.
pcworld.com/61172) takes you
stra ight to your download ,
with no unnecessary pauses.

~

interioce ).

YC'f"Slon

of Gmall.

control of a Zen monk, yo u
can easily waste hours every
week browsing various guilty
pleasures online. The Stealth
Kiwi script (find.pcworld.com/

61173) keeps a tigh ter rein on
your unproduct ive surfing
habits by refus ing to grant
you free rein to indulge in
your browsing weaknesses

The page at http:// userscrl pts.org says:

during your 9-to-5 hours .
To help you preserve your
sanity, however, Stealth
Kiwi does permit you to
take a 10-minute browsing
break every hour. It's like
bottled self-control.

Yo u have 4 5 more minu tes until you r next surfing break.

Stealth Kiwi
The In ternet is a magical
place-so magical, in fact ,
that unless you have the self-

(

OK

J

DO YOU FIND yourself frittering away your day watching videos of
skateboarding cats? Stealth Kiwi helps you limit your surfing.

The Movie Dude
Movie lovers tend to spend
hours researching films on
the Internet Movie Data- »
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Here's How
Su rch AW i

I

S.=h th• Web

I

C omDOH Ml l

base, reading reviews on
Rotten Tomatoes, and add
ing films to their Blockbust
er or Netflix queues. The
Movie Dude script (find .
pcworld.com/61174) adds links
between these (and other)
popular movie destinations,
bringing greater continuity
to the process of finding a
movie you're interested in,
researching it, and then
renting or purchasing it.
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GMAIL ADDONS INTEGRATES Gmail, Google Calendar, and other Web

Gma il Addons

apps into a single window for an all-in-one command center.

If you have ditched your
desktop e-mail applications
(Microsoft Outlook and the
like) but you miss being able
to manage your e-mail and
agenda via a single-window
command center, you need
the Gmail Addons user script
(find .pcworld.com/61175).
By default, the script em
beds Google Calendar inside
Gmail so that you can access
both from the same place;
but in addition it can embed
Google Reader, the popular
Remember the Milk to-do
list application , and other
great productivity Web apps
through additional scripts.

Gmai l Macros
Gmail is easily the best Web
based e-mail application on
the planet, so you might be
surprised to learn that a
Greasemonkey script called
Gmail Macros (find .pcworld .
com/61176) drastically chang
es Gmail for the better. Cre
ated by a Google employee
(though not as an official
Google project), Gmail Mac
ros enhances Gmail 's already
robust set or keyboard short
cuts with combinations that
let you navigate your inbox
and label your e-mail messag
es on the fly, without taking
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your hands off the keyboard.
Better yet, it accomplishes
all of that through an easy
to-use graphical interface.

Gmail Attachment
I cons
With just about 7GB or stor
age space-and counting
available in Gmail, you likely
share .more file attachments
now than ever before. At its
default settings, Gmail indi
cates e-mail attachments
with a generic paper-clip
icon. The Gmail Attachment
Icons script (find .pcworld.
com/61177) embeds small
icons in place or the generic
catch-all to indicate whether
the attachment is a picture,
a Word document, a PDF, an
MP3, or a zipped file.

Textarea Backup
You've just finished writing
the ultimate blogger's opus,
but before you have the
chance to click Submit, your
browser crashes and you're
back at square one-minus
the original exhilarating
rush of inspiration .
Had you installed the Text
area Backup user script (find.
pcworld.com/61178) before
catastrophe struck, your

SE PTEMBER 2 008

masterpiece would have
been saved after every new
keystroke. Whether your
browser crashes or you
accidentally close the win
dow, everything will be
restored to the text field
automatically the next time
you open the page.
Note: Textarea Backup
may cause problems in
Gmail because it tends to
save the last address you
sent to, quietly filling in the
cc and bee fields with that
address. You can avoid
encountering that problem
when using the script by
adding mail.google.com to
your list of excluded sites.

Textarea Drag Resize
When you have plenty of
things to say but the com
ment text field on your

fJi.

favorite blog shows only a
few lines or text, the experi
ence is like trying to pour
the ocean into a teacup. The
Textarea Drag Resize script
(fin d.pcworld.com/611 79) adds a
small resize icon to the cor
ner of every text area on the
Web. Click the icon, and you
can easily extend the field to
accommodate your verbosity.

Facebook Profile
Cleaner
For some Facebook fans ,
applications are the site's
greatest innovation; for oth
ers, nothing is more irritat
ing than a page littered with
SuperPokes and Scrabble
boards. The Facebook Pro
file Cleaner script (find.
pcworld.com/61180) removes
all custom apps-and option
ally, various other Facebook
features you dislike-from
the profile you peruse.

MySpace Custom
Style Remover
One reason for MySpace's
huge appeal is that it invites
users to customize their pro
file pages in ways that reflect
their personality. But what
if their personality turns out
to be loud, ugly, and ridicu
lous? The MySpace Custom
Style Remover {find.pcworld.
com/61181) returns profiles to
their clean, default origins .

Adam Puh a1 01.:29 PM

t'vc alwa y s wan ted to know how to d o t J u.s ! ln fact , it · a
been a l o nq t.iJ:u, sin c e I o v or c o n si d ered lh i!S a poa:tib il it y .

You s ec, whe n I was a c hild, a.y d oq \o•as 4.lvaya d is t ant . lt ' s
not t h a t she vu an u n kind, o r e v en bad d09-sh c jua t no vc.z:
s ce11.Cd t. o c are tor co like 1 h ad want.cd her to. Ba t. vi
t hat doq, I woul d neve r h a ve learne d t.hc t.--uo mcan~nq
!in.ste n · ~ s pec i al t.h cory ot re l a t.ivi t.y. To help you
und.cr s t..a nd , I ' n go inq to h a v e t o t.cl l y o u about. my at.
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IF YOUR BLOG'S text boxes are too small to hold what you want to
say, use Textarea Resize to drag the box to a more appropriate size.

Create Your Own
Btu-ray Video Discs
IF YOU'RE ENOUGH of an
discs, size the background
early adopter to have an HD
art to 1280 by 720 pixels
camcorder as well as an
before importing it.
HDlV and a set-top Blu-ray
player, you're probably itch
Burning Your Blu-ray
ing to create high-def discs
Disc: Avoid Missteps
After you've finished editing
from your footage and pres
ent them on your HDlV.
and creating your disc menus,
Sure, you could just plug
set the recording parameters
your camcorder into your
and burn to disc. This is the
1V and press Play, but then
tricky part, as it's the only
you would miss out on all
step of the process where
the great HD features that
things can go very wrong.
Blu-ray has to offer. I'll show
First, be sure that all of the
you how to burn your video
needed Blu-ray codecs and
onto discs that will run on
plug-ins are installed, and
your Blu-ray player.
confirm that your Blu-ray
For this project, you'll
drive (if you have one) is
need a high-def camcorder
attached to your computer.
and a Blu-ray video editing
Most Blu-ray software re
quires separate registration
application. Surprisingly,
you don't necessarily need
of Blu-ray components,
an actual Blu-ray recorder
which happens only when
(which can cost upward of
you attach a Blu-ray drive
and start to author with it.
$600) to do the job. You can
burn regular DVD discs in a
Next, make certain that
high-def format-com
Crute DiK Preferences
plete with Blu-ray
menus-using a standard
Oise Format Menu Audo
DVD recorder, though it
Disc type
fits substantially less
Disc famat:
footage onto a disc.
1
ID4V (Yi\111 merM)
• I
Of course, if you 're cre
Oise capacity:
ating an epic saga of your
l25GB
family's vacation adven
tures, you'll want a real
Oisc~ty
Blu-ray burner such as
~Forma t:
the LaCie d2, which can
record more than 4 hours
of 1080i video footage
l11> l+iO 1( 1080
from your HD camcorder
to a single SOGB disc.
Within your favorite
Blu-ray-compatible video
OK
11 c-:el
editing application, trim
and edit your clips, mark
BE SURE THAT your output settings are
your chapters, and cus
at the highest quality, and that they
tomize your disc menu.
match your source video.
For high-definition 16:9

·I
·l

WITH AN HD camcorder, a video editing application, and a Blu-ray
burner on your PC, you're ready to create your own high-def videos.

your output settings are at
the highest quality, and that
they match your source
video. For example, if your
source video is HDV (.m2t) ,
confirm that MPEG-2 1440
by 1080 is chosen as the
video form at. Similarly, for
AVCHD (.mts), choose
MPEG-4/H .264 and either
1440 by 1080or1920 by
1080, depending on the res
olution at which you record
ed the video. If you need to
mix HDV and AVCHD
clips, choose AVCHD and
1440 by 1080 as a com
mon output format.
The purpose of careful
ly matching your output
settings with your source
video is to maximize qual
ity while minimizing the
need for reencoding by
your video editor-a pro
cess that can take many
hours . CyberLink Power
Director has a special
"smart rendering" tech
nology that skips encod
ing of any parts of your
video clips that have not
been modified. So if all
you've done is trim the
ends of clips, you' ll avoid
most production and en
coding time. By contrast,

Pinnacle Studio 12 does not
have equivalent capabilities,
so it ended up spending
more than 30 minutes saving
a BDMV disc image of a tiny
3-minute AVCHD clip, even
though I had not modified
the video at all. Pinnacle
says that smart rendering is
not yet implemented in Stu
dio Ultimate for AVCHD
files , although it is for HDV.
The settings box will also
ask you about your disc for
mat and media. This is where
you specify that you want to
burn a BDMV, and choose
Blu-ray or DVD media for
your project. The bum-setup
box in Pinnacle Studio has
similar options, plus a set
ting for creating a disc-image
folder on your hard drive as
well as for burning a disc .
This is a great feature, since
you can go back and reburn
that disc image, without
wai ting for production and
encoding, at any time. You
can also use the disc image
as a test file, burning it only
when you are satisfied that
your project is perfect; this
approach saves you from
cranking out a stack of
expensive drink coasters.
-Beclry Waring
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Here's How
E-Mail Posts to Your
WordPress Blog
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LOOKING FOR AN easier
way to update your blog?
WordPress 2.5 can publish
posts that you e-mail to a
specific address , either from
your usual e-mail service or
from your cell phone.
The default process in
WordPress has several draw
backs, however: It doesn' t
work with SSL accounts, it
requires POP3, and current
ly it doesn 't work with pho
tos. I prefer a free plug-in
called Postie. Besides over
coming the limitations in
WordPress 2.5' s e-mail sup
port, Postie can enhance
your security by publishing
only messages sent from a
specific add ress .
To get started, create a
new, secret mail account on
your Web server to use ex
clusively for WordPress con
tent. Next, download the
Postie .zip file from find.
pcworld.com/61183, unzip it,
and upload the ' postie' fold
er to /wp-content/plugins
on your Web server. Create
new fo lders in your root
Web directory called 'wp
photos ' and 'wp-fi les' where
Postie can save its data.
(Make sure that they're
write-accessible on your
server by setting their per
missions to 755.)
In WordPress, click Plugi11s
near the upper right. Acti
vate Postie. Log out and then
log back in as an administra
tor. Click Smi11gs•Co1ifig1111:
Postic. Enter any e-mail
addresses th at you want to
permit to post entries to the
blog. Leave the other set
tings at their default va lues,
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scroll down to the end of
the page, and then enter
your e-mail account settings .
Click Update Options, and
then click Tm C01ifig. If you
run into any problems, co n
firm th at the e-mail account
details are co rrect.
Postie should be ready co
run now, b u t you will need
to create a scheduled Unix
command called a cron job
that will regularly check the
e-mail account for new mes
sages . In your Web server' s
configuration interface,
open t he Cron Jobs tool and
create a new job. In the text
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ENTER YOUR MAIL server address and the log-i n lnformatlon for
your secret blog e-mail address into Postie's Mailserver settings.
field for the new job, enter
*/5 • • • • /usr/bln/lynx --source

http:/Jwwwyourwcbsitc.com/wp
content/pluglns/postie/get_mail.
php >/dev/null 2>&1 (enter a
space after 'source'); Word
Press will now check for new

mail every S minutes. Postie
will use your e-mail subject
line as the title of the blog
post, while the body of your
message wi ll become the
body of the new post.

-Zack Stem
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Unlock Vista's Hidden Boot Screen
IF YOU 'RE sick
of staring at the
same old start
up screen every
time your Windows Vista PC
churns into action. you're not
alone. This month, PC World
forum member Piyush Sin gh
offers a way to unlock an alter
native Vista boot screen with
just a few clicks of the mouse.

box marked No GUI boot. Click
Apply and then OK. Windows

will prompt you to restart the
PC. so click Restart.
The next time your computer
reboots, you 'll see the aurora
screen with a black back
ground and the text 'Starting
Windows Vista' at the bottom.
If you decide to restore the

original startup screen. just go
back into the system configu
ration tool and unch eck the No
GUI boot option.
Join our on line community ot

forurns .pcworld.corn. If we use
your contribution in the maga
zine. we 'll send you an ultra
cool PC World T-shirt.

Piyush Singh Says:
Windows Vista has a hidden
boot screen that you can acti
vate, and it's totally different.
Instead of the boring progress
bar. you 'll see a soft aurora
against a black background.
Click Stort, type msconflg in
the Search field . and press
<Enter>. After you click
through the UAC prompt, a
system configuration window
will open. Select the Boot tab.
In the Boot tab, check the

SEPTE MB ER 2008

ENABLING THE 'No GUI boot' option Invokes this simple, yet appeal
ing, aurorallke screen whenever Windows Vlsta starts up.

Safely Share Google Spreadsheets With E-Mail Forms
COMPARED WITH Mi
sheet to design the form.
crosoft Office, Google
If you want the fi rst col
Docs (docs.goog le.com)
umn of your sheet to be a
UlmCPffd In•
.... ........
lacks several advanced
category list, be sure that
.°"" Rc ::i.ti !Jll'_,,,,.,.... ~ ~~
capabilities. But making
it is pro perly labeled in
rciu..:....H1o..:t n.1t
up for its smaller selec
row
1 and then edit it in
ti:oO!tlt•'"'"'"'C'>??!SSQT
tion of mat h formu las are
your form to make it a
If you ca nnot view th is rorm prope rl y. you can fill nout here:
its phenomenal collabo
check-box question.
http://spmadsnqe!s gooole tom
----t
Meajorm?key=oYQuP!ReS980cu8BMIUmaOO&
ration features .
Next, enter the catego
~
" ~torm in n.iURrl ~
You can have your co
ries
you want to see in
Sales Oel)llrtmenl
~~~'"" ''•
[] Apparel
workers edit the same
t n !IM.llt
t hat column. O nce peo
['] Beauty Aids
spreadsheet t hrough the
ple submit data, it auto
[] Heallh Ca re
Share button located near
matically
appears in the
"'"""t-r• .... ·~~·...,.................,,.o..::__•~~~!!!!!!!!~~~~~~~~~~l!"!!:~l.::. J I
the up per-right co rner
spreadsheet in exactly
of the screen. And if one
GOOGLE SPREADSHEETS LETS you protect your spreadsheet by sending
the way you prefer.
your colleagues a simple form that automatically updates your data.
colleague fouls up your
You can configure
file, you can restore it to
Spreadsheets to e-mail
create a for m to send to
an earlier version by clicking
advantage of a new feature
you updates of new changes .
Click Filc•Sct Noi!ficarion
the Revisions tab and select
coworkers, requesting only
that lets you collect data by
ing your desi red version.
the data that you need.
Rules, and select your notifi
way of an e-mail form.
If yo u'd rather keep others
By default, Spreadsheets
After clicking Share, select
cation preferences by click
fro m wrecking your spread
the radio button marked to
uses only the co lu mn labels
ing the check boxes .
1
of
your
spreadfrom
row
sheets in t he fi rst place, take
Jill out afann. You can then
- Roger Hibbert
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ANSWER LINE

SEND QUESTIONS TO ANSWER @PCWORLD.COM

Why doesn't Vista's System Restore
actually restore the system?

At the Answer Line forum, community member Evildave recom
mended disabling and reenabling System Restore as a possible fix.
But do that only after you have successfully restored your system
Stepsxl2. Answer Line forum
or completely given up, as that action erases all of your existing
restore points. If you're ready to give it a try, here's how.
POOR DISASTER RECOVERY is one of Windows Vista's most vex
1. Click Start, type sysdm.cpl, and press <Enter>.
ing problems. Some uti li ties- usually big security sui tes that must
2. In the resulting System Properties dialog box, click the Sys
be on at all ti mes to protect you- interfe re with System Restore.
One workaround is to run
tem Protection tab.
-~ ~~~"' ."" "'<~~~' ~(:
Systrm Properties
3. You'll see the Available
System Restore in Safe Mode.
·--
~er Nsne Hard ware Advanced Syotem Protection Remote
Disks list. Uncheck all discs
Reboot your PC and press <FB>
before Windows starts loading
that are checked .
- You can use restore pans to ISldo lr1Wa11ed .-fl'lem change.. How
much d~ space tS ~d')
4. When you attempt to un
(you may need a few tries to get
check C:, a warning will come
the timing right). Select Safe
System Reot0<e ilelos you restore)..,.,.. COfTl)Ul.er'•
S)'51em Neo to an e.ne.- poirt in tsne
up asking if you really want to
/Vlode. Once Windows is up, try
turn off System Restore. Click
System Restore.
Turn System Restore Off.
Is a long-term solution avail
5. Back in System Pro perties,
able? Not really. Uninstalling
click Apply. Wait while Wi ndows
your security software might
processes that command.
help. But there's no guarantee,
6. Recheck the box next to C:.
and you'll need to replace that
and
then click Apply again.
software with something else.
7. Click Create to make a new
Tryi ng to uninstall it is pro bably
OK
I I c..noet I [ f.W'1
resto re point. You should be set
not worth the trouble unless
WHEN SYSTEM RESTORE in Windows Vista refuses to work, you may
for your next emergency.
the program is giving you a lot
-Lincobr Specror
get results by disabling the service, then reenabtlng It.
of other problems.
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Store Your Music
Online With MP3tunes
WE ' RE LIVING IN the Inter

an MP3tunes "locker." Next,

net Age-so what good is
a music collectio n that 's

down load LockerSync 3.0

tra pped inside your home
PC? Fortunately, liberating
your song library and then
streaming it over the Web is
easier t han yo u might think .
And it won ' t cos t you a cent.
MP 3tunes.com will store
up to 2SG B of yo ur music
fi les free of charge. Once you
h ave uplo aded yo ur song
collection , you can sign in to
yo ur account from any Web
co nn ected PC and stream
to your heart 's content; and
your liste n ing choices come
co m plete with p laylists and
autogenerated mixes.
Start by signing up for an
account, which gives you

~~ tO!~~ · ~ !Jm..t"Wo-.bf-LOC...,OJl.ollnec.11,._. ~!:!.!'!'!

Alb ums

PlrffiJts

from MP3tunes' Do wnloads
section. The utility keeps
your local mus ic li brary in
sync with your online music
locker; it's available for Win
dows, Mac, and Linux.
You can have LockerSync
scan your entire system for
mu sic or set it to monitor
and sync specific fo lders.
Then it's just a matter of
waiting while the software
co pies yo ur songs over to
MP3tunes' servers. Due
to the slow upload speeds o f
most ISPs , up loading a large
collection can take severa l
hours to more than a day .
After the ini t ial upload ,
however, your su bsequent
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THE MPJTUNES PLAYER lets you stream albums, artist libraries,
playllsts, or a random mix of tunes, In a variety of audio formats.

syncs should go much faster.
And you can start streaming
music from your locker even
while u ploads are under
way. The MP3tunes player
run s in a browser window
and offers familiar controls,
including shuffie and rep eat
modes and a p laylist builder.
You even have the o ptio n to
ed it a so ng's metad ata.

Despite the service's name,
MP3tunes doesn 't limit you
to MP3s: It can stream most
ORM-free audio formats ,
including MC, Ogg, and
WMA. MP3tunes also offers
a browser p lug-in that per
mits you to add music
straigh t to your locker fro m
any site t hat hosts MP3s.

-Rick Broida

• t

Are Pricey Premium Cables a Waste of Your Money?
WALK THE AISLES of your local electro nics store. and you'll see
cables priced at S300 or more. Can such expensive cables possi
bly justify their price tags through superior signal quali ty?

When it comes to consumer electronics
cables, you don't always get what you pay for.

L

The answer boils down to whethe r the cable is for digital or
I believe I can hear a difference in quality between a SS set of
analog technologies. Digital signals are just bits of data. and if all
hardware-store wires and $30 oxygen-free, gold -tipped cables.
of the bits get where they're going, your output will be as good as
Beyond that. it"s all the same to me. Avi Greengart, a consumer
the original so urce data. So, compared with a S30 cheapie, a
electronics analyst for Current Analys is. supports that view.
$300 HOM! cable from an upscale electron
Because s tand ard copper wiring oxid izes.
ics reta iler won"t give you a si ngle pixe l of
reducing the signal across the cable. says
improved picture quality on yo ur HDTV. The
Greengart. "I personally recommend buying
same goes for OVI, FireWire. and USS cables.
99.99 percent oxygen-free cables wi th gold
With analog cables. however. the differen ce
tipped connectors instead of regular copper
is more subjective. A not-so-scientific double
wiring." That kind of aud io-grade cable doesn "t
blind test performed by the Wall Street Jour
have to cost much, but some manufacturers
nal's Lee Gomes in January (find.pcworld.
make customers pay through the nose.
com/61 185) found that only a small majority
Greengart has these words for people who
(61 percent) of listeners preferred the sound
THINKING OF SHELLING out a hun
are willi ng to spend hundreds of dollars on
of a $2000 pair of Mons ter cables over cheap
dred bucks for this 3-foot HDMI
ca bles: ''They are certainly free to enjoy their
hardware-store spea ker wire.
cable? Don't waste your money.
excessive disposable income by wasting it."
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
ORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALLFORNIA
EDWlN WRIGHT. indi vidually and On Behalf )
of All Others Sim il arly Situated.
)
)
Plaintiff.

v
HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY
Defendant.

Case o. C06-04368 (HRL)

)
)
)

NOTICE To ALL PERSONS WHO P URCllASFJJ FOR THEIR OWN USE (AND 'OT FOR R ESALE) A
HP PAVILION HOM E PC CONFIGURED -To-ORDER COMPlffEK WHOSE WARRANTY PROMISED
TECHNICAL PHONE ASSISTANCE To DIAGNOSE POTENTIAL HARDWARE ISSUES FOR A s LONG As
Tim ORIGCNAL OWNER OWNED THE Pc

Thi s notice is lo inform you about a proposed senlemem of a class ac tion lawsuit e ntitled Wrighr
v. He111/eu-Packmrl Co111pm1.1; United Stales District Court for the Nonhem District of Ca li fornia
Case No. C06-04368 (HRL) (the "Litigati on" ). the Court 's cenification of a ettle ment class in the
Litigation , and of a hearing to consider the settlement.
In the Lit igation. plaimiff Edwin Wright ("Representati ve Plaintiff' or "Wright") alleged that
during the period July 12, 2002 to the present. defendant Hew lett-Packard Compan y (''HP") sold
configured-to-order HP Pavilion Home PCs 10 consumers by promi sing its c ustomers free ·•1echni
cal phone assistance to diagnose potential hardware issues ... as long as YOU (the origi nal owner)
own the PC," but that HP failed to provide consumers with the promised free technical suppo rt . HP
denies the claims made in thi s Litigati on. and denies that anyone ha been harmed or deserves
compensation in relation to the claim . The Court has not made a decision on the merit .
In accordance with the proposed senle menl. HP has agreed to: ( I) entry of an injunction ordering
HP to provide free technical phone assistance to the Settle ment Class to diagnose potential hard
ware issues for a! long as the Settlement Class Members continue to own their PCs: and (2) estab
lishment of a Settlement Fund con isting of $500,000 that will be di stributed to the Settlement Class
members in the following manner: (a) an award of $40 will be paid to all Settlement Class Mem
bers who were charged by HP for the provision of technical phone assistance to di agnose potential
hardware issues during the Class Period fo r each charge impo· ed upon them by HP; and (b) an
award of $20 per person will be paid to each Settlement Class Member who was denied technical
phone assistance 10 diagnose potential hardware issues during the Class Period, bllt who did not pay
HP to receive technical support . Any amount remaining in the Fund after paying awards 10 the
Settlement Class Mcmhcrs will reven back 10 HP.
All Settlement C lass Members are entitled to the relief provided by the entry of an injunction
orderi ng HP to provide free techni cal phone <1ss istance to the Settlement Class to diagnose potential
hardware issues for as long as the Settlement Class Members continue to own their PCs.
THOSE INDIVIDU ALS WHOM HP HAS IDENTIFIED FROM ITS RECORDS AS BEING
PART OF THE SElrLEMENT CLASS WILL RECEIVE A NOTICE DIRECTLY FROM HP TO
THE EXTENT THAT HP HAS VALID CONTACT 11','FORMATION FOR THOSE INDMDUALS.
IFYOU RECEIVE A NOTICE PACKAGE FROM HP YOU DO OT NEED TO FTLEACLAlM
TO RECEIVE THE BENEFITS DESCRIBED ABOVE: YOUR QUAUFI CATIO TO RECEIVE
THE BE EFIT A DTH EAMOUNTOFTHE BENEFITWlLL BE DETERMJJ ED FROM HP'S
CUSTOMER SERVICE RECORDS AND BENEFITS WILL BE PAID AUTOMATICALLY.
IF YOU DO OT REC EIVE A NOTICE FROM HP. THEN EITHER ( I) HP HAS 0 RECORD
OF YOU OW I G ONE OF THE COMPUTERS AT ISS UE: OR (2) HP DOES NOT HAYE
VALID CO TACT INFORM ATION FOR YOU . IF YOU BELLEYE YOU ARE A SETI'LE
MENTCLASS MEMBER AND WISH TO OBTAIN A CLAIM FORM OR INQUlRE REGARD
ING YOUR QUALIFICATION TO RECEIVE THE BENEFITS DESCRIBED ABOVE, PLEASE
CONTACT THE HP SETI'LEMENT ADMTNISTRATORAT: PO Box 1944, Faribault. MN 55021
7 199 or call 1-866-403- 183 1.
In exchange for these benefits. HP will obtain a release of liability on behalf of the Settle ment
Class Members.
If the Settlement is approved. the Representative Plaintiff wi ll apply for an incentive award and
Plai nti ff's Counsel will apply for an award of fees and expenses. Neither award will affect the relief
available to Settlement Class Members. ALI claims oflhe Settlement Cla s Members which were or
cou ld have been asserted in the Litigation. based upon the facts all eged in tl1e Litigation, will be
released.
Lf you wish to remain in the Settlement Class you need not do <mything. If you do not wish to
remain in tl1e Settle melll Class, you must exclude yourself by mailing an exclusion request to:
Miranda P. Kolbe. Schubert Jonckheer Kolbe & Kralowec LLP, Three Embarcadero Center. Suite
1650. San Francisco. CA 94111 and to Rohen A. Particelli , Morgan. Lewis & Bockius LLP. 170 I
Market Street. Philadelphia, PA 19103. If you exclude yourself, you may pursue an individual
claim, but you will not receive any of the benefits of the Class Settlc melll, and cannot object to the
Settlement. If you wish to object to the Settlemelll, you must file your objection with the Court and
serve it on the parties' counsel. To properly exclude yourself or object, you must follow all of the
detailed instructi on and fonnats set forth in the full notice and tl1e Settlemem Agreement on the
website and serve all partie . All objections and requests for exclusion must be postmarked by
September 18, 2008.The Court has scheduled a hearing to con ider the settle ment to be held on
October 24. 2008 at 9:00 a.111., before Judge Jeremy Fogel. Courtroom 3 of the United States Dis
trict Coun for the 1 onhem District of California, located at 350 McAllister Street, San Francisco.
CA94 102.
DO NOT CONTACT THE COURT OR HP CONCERNING THJS NOTICE OR THE LAW
SUIT. If you would like more information about this notice or this case, you may view this notice.
the complete Long Fann Notice, tl1e Settlement Agreement. and the Coun's Order Granting Pre
liminary Approval at www hpwarrantysett le ment.com. Tf you do no! have internet access, you may
rece ive printed copies by contacting Miranda P. Kolbe. Schuben Jonckhee r Kolbe & Kralowec
LLP. Three Embarcadero Center. Suite 1650, San Francisco. CA 94 111 .

Here's How
Ten Tools to Make Windows Shine

l

Hide files and fo lders. show the pesky <Insert>
key 's current mode. stop Kaspersky's annoying
alerts , and augment your spyware protection .
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your PC? I have two free utilities that can lock up and hide your

g

se nsitive folders and keep them from inquisitive eyes. For readers
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!!de Folder

ARE YOU WORRIED about Paul Pry and Nosey Parker snooping in
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tiide Folder
!,!nhide Folder
B.emove Item

Ctrl+Alt+R

who didn't like my tip in the July issue on disabling the <Insert> key,

ltjideAI~

H[de All Folder

Ctrl+AlttH

I offer a nifty program for watching your <Insert>, <Caps Lock>,

Remove~

Lio.hide All Folder

Ctrl+AlttU

and <Num Lock> keys . And I have a coot. free tool that gives you an

lb!ms

~th!f'tl& ...

extra layer of defense against spyware when you're Web surfing.
HANDY SNOOP SHIELD: Free Hide Folder creates obscurely named,

Hide and Encrypt Files and Folders

hidden folders t o help keep your private data away from prying eyes.

The Hassle: I hove files-documents and videos-on both of my

PCs that I'd like to keep private. Do you know of o sure way to do it?
The Fix: If you just want to tuck away one or a few folders, use
Free Hide Folder (find.pcworld.com/61187 ). Th is menu-driven and
password -protected toot creates obscurely named. hidden folders

vent the rest of the line from moving to the right. My gripe is with
Windows: It doesn 't indicate whether I'm in insert mode or over
write mode. So how about o tweak to show the status?
The Fix: Download DK: Keyboard Status (find.pcwortd.com/61192),

to hold your private data. But it isn't completely secure: Directory

and you'll see the status of the <Insert>, <Caps Lock>, and <Num

Opus (fin d.pcworld.com/611 89 ), an ordi nary file manager, displayed

Lock > keys in a system-tray balloon. Unzip the file and drag the

the hidden folder w hen I tried it. And if someone on your machine

app to the Startup group. If you'd rather keep tabs on your <Caps

searches for a file name in the folder (or even part of the file name.

Lock>. <Num Lock>, and <Scroll Lock > keys. use Vasilios's Num

such as '.jpg), they can find the files. If you want to keep your fold

CapsScrott Indicator (find .pcworld.com/61211 ). Both tools are free.

ers hidden and secure, use TrueCrypt (find .pcworld.com/61190). This
free, powerful tool creates an encrypted volume that you use as
you would any other drive- but only you can access the files. Note:

Disable Kaspersky's Squealing Alert
The Hassle: I use Kospersky Lob's antivirus program. but I hate

To avoid losing your data. it's essential that you read the tutorial.

the squealing-pig noise it makes whenever it finds a virus.

More <Insert>-Key Madness

change it by going to Settings·Appeoronce ·Advonced and clearing

The Fix: That oinking sound is both weird and annoying. You can
The Hassle: Bod news, Boss. I strongly disagree with your tip to

each item in the Sound col umn. A better idea is to change the

disable the <Insert> key [see find.pcworld.com/61191 for details]. I

sound file to something more appealing. (My alert simply says,

use <Insert> often when filling in text over a form in Word, to pre-

"Uh-oh! " You're welcome to use it. Download the sound file from
find.pcworld.com/ 61193 .) From Settings·Service. clear Enable self

TOOLS OF THE MONTH

defense , click Apply. and close Kaspersky. Next head for C:\Pro
grom Files\Kaspersky Lab\Kospersky Anti-Virus 7.0\Skin\sounds\.

Two Ways to Fight Bloat
I USE NERO, but that behemoth disc-burning application

delete the Infected .wav file t hat exists there, and copy your newly
downloaded file int o the resulting vacancy. Reload Kaspersky and
t hen put a check mark on Enable self defense.

seems to grow with each new release. At the other end of
the spectrum is ImgBurn (find.pcworld .com/61194). a lean
but still-powerful tool that, well, burns discs-CDs, DVDs,
and, if your optical drive supports it, Blu-ray. It runs on
every Windows platform, as welt as on Linux. One bloated
application I avoid is Photoshop; its complexity scares me.

Ramp Up Against Spyware
The Hassle: I run antivirus and antispywore software, but I still

worry about getting nailed by molware. Give me more protection!
The Fix: Even paranoids have enemies, right? I get an extra edge
with Javacoot's SpywareBtaster (find .pcworld.com/61196 ). a freebie

That's why I love Paint. Net (find.pcworld.com/61195), a free

that blocks nasty ActiveX controls. If you're still worried, use the

photo and imaging program that is packed with features

Try & Decide feature in Acronis True Image 11 (find .pcworld.com/

multiple-image support, layering, unlimited undo. and

61197 ) while browsing. It acts as a virtual machin e. writing disk

plenty of filters-but isn't overwhelming.

changes to a hidden recovery partition. If anything goes awry, you
can restore a pristine version of Windows. •
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"25 Products
We Can't Live Without"
March 2008

Is This Your
Password System?

Ours is Better!

Amazingly fast and easy to use, RoboForm
automatically:
_.-

----

../ Remembers your usernames and passwords.

RoboForm has earned prestigious recognition
including PC Magazine Editors' Choice, CNET's
Best Software of the Year, and PC World's
"25 Products We Can't Live Without."

../ Logs you into all your favorite websites .
../ Reduces your many passwords to just one.
../ Increases security and helps protect your identity.
../ Fills long forms and so much more!
We've been saving you time and making your
life easier since 1999. More than 26 million
downloads, and over 100 five star ratings
later we are by far the World's #1 Rated
Password Manager.

P.C World Readers
D0wnload RoboForm
for FREE!

---------

www.RoboEo ~m.com/PCW

CASH REGISTER EXPRESS ,.
More Profit! • More Sales! • More Customers!
Save Time, Reduce Theft, Speed Checkout, Increase Accuracy,
Reduce Costs, Make Better Business Decisions by Computerizing your Retail Store
The World's Fastest Cash Register
• RATED #1
• Single or Multi-User
• One Store or Multiple Store
• Credit Card Authorization in 2-3 Seconds
• Gift Cards & Loyalty Cards
• Track Your Inventory and Customers
• Detailed Sales Reports
• FAST and EASY Checkout
• Convenience Stores & Grocery Stores
•Gift Shops
• Apparel I Clothing
• Liquor &Tobacco Stores
• Cellular & Electonics
• Restaurants, Delis
• Any Store Requiring a
Cash Register

Bar Code Scanners ~
Metrologic, Symbol, HHP, PSC

Bar Code Printers '499
Cognitive Solutions, Fixed & Portable
Pole Displays
Logic Controls

~

Touch Screen Monitors $400
ELO Flat Panel, CRT

Credit & Debit Card Processing $349
PC Charge
Credit Card Readers, Pin Pads, Signature Pads $4.+9
Unitech, MagTek, Verifone,Topaz, HHP

Cash Register Express software for Windows $495

1%li:!IEillEI Replace your Cash Register with Cash Register Express in any type of retail store. With over 1,000 of the most desired
'"""'"-=;;...;;:;:;;:..;o=-~;..;.;:::.i

point of sale features, Cash Register Express will help you compete In adifficult retail environment by controlling your
costs, reducing errors, Increasing efficiency, increasing your profits and increasing your sales.

DEALERS WANTED!
.Jriin our dealer program. It's HlEE .
It's !he lastesl way lo make
rnrme/ .. MJD we make 11 EASY

For More Info Call Toll Free!
1-800-722-6374

FREE DEMO!!

.-

-

-.

-

.:

1-BOO-PC-AMERICA
WWW.PCAMERICA.COM
,.-

~ CALL TOLL FREE: 1-800-722-6374

•

•PH: 845-920-0800 • FX: 845-920-0880
PC AMERICA, 1 Blue Hill Plaza, Second Floor, Box 1546, Pearl River; NY 10965
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in Every Lock Cylinder
• Keys work during days
and times you specify
• Keys cannot be duplicated
• Each opening is recorded
• Locks cannot be picked

~c

up  Hot Swap Systems
Granllo Drlvo Shields protect any
2.6" or 3.5 " hard drive mecha ni s m.
S imply sllde the drive Into tho
S iiicon Rubber Shield and prote ct
tho drive from
static ele ctricity,
s hort circuits,
and lmpscta.

Drive Shields

The tool eve ry computer u ser must have . Copy, Backup.
D upllcato. Rocover. Repair. Reatoro. Archive. a nd Test any
SATA or IDE 2 .5 " or 3.6 " Hard Drive. Makes It easy t o upgrade
an Internal hard drive o r make a duplicate copy of critical
data without having to open up th e computer.

Kit Includes both
2 .6" & 3 .6 " shields .

Emergency Copy••• USB t o SATA/IDE Cable••• $24.95

Fast SATA RAID System
4 Terabytes of RAID or Backup Storage
using th e fastes t SATA techno logy providing
over 3 00 MB/s d ata transfer rate a. Combined
with Hot-Swap convlence and s upport these
RAID systems are the affordable way to
store largo amounts of data. D irect connect
SATA II moans lose to go wrong. reliable
operation. and low cost. N O PORT MULTIPLIER!

SATA 114 Bay Hot-Swap from.•• $578

SATA RACK RAID 8TB
A serious SATA II s torage syatem
that lite Into any rack and provldoa
up to 8 Torabytes of RAID or Backup
Storage . Unllmlled capacity Hot- Swap.
NO PORT MULTIPLI ER I

SATA II RACK RAID 5••• $5799
• granltedigltal.com •

Aluminum SATA Hot-Swap
Hot-Swap a ny S ATA Drive quickly
and alfordably. Remove the
drive and replace It whlle the
computer la running. Make
backups. duplicates , a nd copi es of
critical d a t a. Interna l models ol e o a v a ilable .

Backup 2Drive Hot-Swap
2 Drive SATA System provides
the f ast eot way to make backups,
copleo , or duplicate s of data .
Unllmlt~ atorage capabllltles
by simply addi ng a dditional
drive troys . Extra Tray s S19.96

Backup 2 Drive Hot-S

p SATA••• $1 59.95

• 888-819-2190 .
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Take Control
and declare your independence.

We come to you, because it is our duty
to speak, at this time, of independence.
Independence that results from the
courage and determination to fight
against the PDF status quo. Independence
that comes with adopting innovative and
easy-to-use PDF technology. We come to
you as Bluebeam Software. Like no oth r
softw Ae company before us, we stand f r
s implicity, for productivity, and f r
aff · rdability. We stand h re for yo

Pr tection

The iCover®
A well-styled cover that helps protect your flat
panel from dust, pets, fingerprints and more. It
features a non-scratch lining, vented rear, and
is available in lots of sizes to fit most displays.

Acme Made is Designed Protection™
www.acmemade.com or (888) 486-3191

128
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STUDENTS!

Answers found here!

TEACHERS· STAFF· FACULTY
Over 100,000 products available
at savings up to 85% OFF!
Quark Power Pack

.

!!

• QuarkXPress 8
· Painter X
• VisTablet 1Oxl2"
· Back Pack
• 2GB Flash Drive
·Quark QuickStart

f
1

Look for these titles and other Missing Manuals at your
favorite book store or onllne at www.mlsslngmanuats.com

r~~
Adobe

Visit our
Webstore
for LOW
Microsoft
&Adobe
pricing!

j

0
Written in a unique, witty style that helps you to learn quickly,
The Missing Manuals explain every feature clearly and thoroughly,
helping you use your tools to get things done.

Aficrosolt•

J

f

g
8

journey.~0~ (J

www.Journe Ed.com/PCW

1.800.874.9001

Back up today
or call us tomorrow

· ::. Download a free.
•

ful ly
functiona l eva lua ti on copy at

The grim reality is that sooner or later all digital
media-from hard drive to flash memory-will fail.
When it happens there are only two things you
can do:
1. Restore your data from your back-up system
2. Call DriveSavers 800.440.1904 (2417)
At DriveSavers, 'We can save it!" is not only
our slogan, it's our solemn pledge. And we have
the track record to prove it.
We've invested over 20 )ears and millions of
dollars developing proprietary techniques and an
advanced facility to save the
most valuable data in the world
-Yours!
You can find other alternatives,
but you won' t find a better one.
Take our virtual tour and see for
yourself. www.drivesavers.com

www.faronics.com/GoGreen
'

•

I ''

r

)'

'

t(

1-QQQ• 94J• G422

Take our Virtual Tour at drivesavers.com
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Is your business drowning in e-mail?
___ .. _

.•!•.Americas printer~com

·- -

The easiest way to pnnt today.

~ ~.;:-

·-·-
::,_ :_______ _

·· ~- -: ~ - -

::;=-

-:.:=:...

"::.--



·- --

·=-:---- 

· ~ --~

MailTank is your solution. Try it free.
Learn more at http://mailtank.com or cal l 877-622-8265

-·
- (wow!J
Qty3+
Qty 2: $7.99
Qty t $8.99

•

ufactured HP 51645a
• -

~:.:g) ink c~rt~~· _

·-·
1nkfarm.com
the
More great deals at...

•

1-800-JN<FARM

ink & toner supersite.™

• FREE Sample Kit!

.

.

• 2,000+ products in our Pnce Guide
• Great Pricing with Fast Turnaround

• 15,000+ Customers Nationwide
•
•

Full Coinmercinl Heidelberg Printshop
Print & Ship Anywhere in tho USA

we Accepl

Preferred Shipping Carriers

FecEx.
f\!dcra.l f!.-pr~

800.552.1303 1ollftee

714.521.1100 CA j 714 .521 .5650 fax

6910 Aragon Circle, Buena Park, CA 90620

www.AmericasPrinter.com
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Singing the New-PC Blues
IT'S SO PAINFUL to move your life from one Windows ma
chine to another that I tend to buy PCs only when I have to.
But as I mentioned last month, Microsoft's abandon
ment of Windows XP sent me scrambling to find
a replacement for my superannuated but still func
tioning subnotebook. I kept hoping that some
undiscovered Web magic might somehow make
the process easier this time. But, as my latest
go-round shows , once you're done shop~;t::~~
ping, the Web doesn't really help you much.
Web deals aren't always best: With so many
online scores refusing co publish telephone
contacts , I had dropped my old habit of pick
ing up the handset to get better deals. This time
was different . When I went to configure my new
Sony laptop online, I found a "Fresh Start" option that
would minimize cra pware and save me $25 , but t he only
mention of XP was a little display ad with a phone number.
When I called, the salesperson explained how to get the XP
"downgrade" discs: I would have to pay $100 to "upgrade" to
Vista Business ("upgrade to downgrade"-that's a concept
the late George Carl in would have savored) . Then the rep
started offering me better deals than I could find on Sony's
site. First was an offer of $100 off the machine's Web-posted
price . I took him up on a different deal that ended up saving
me $150 on the laptop \.Vith a three-year accidenta l damage
warranty, provided that I also bought two accessories,
including a spare battery I wanted anyway. So much for
thinking that Web prices are set in stone.
Web specs aren't always right: The other accessory I ordered
was a spare "compact" AC ada pter that the company's Web
site listed at 0.51 pounds. That's really its weight-if you
don't count the quarter-pounder AC cord. And Sony's site
listed my machine's built-in Webcam at 1.3 mega pixels. The
true count? One full megapLxel less, a measly 640 by 480
dots. I knew the correct spec beforehand from reviewing a
similar machine, but how are ordinary customers expected to
react when they encounter avoidable mistakes like these two?
Websupportisn'talwayssupportive: Before installing XP, I
made a DVD backup of the default setup in case something
went amiss or-horrors!-( might want to restore Vista
someday. Then I noticed that Sony recommended I create
~rn

G

( Setting up a new system is a major hassle

! and t he Web doesn't provide much help.
"recovery" dis cs via a different process. Web support was
silent about the difference, so I ended up babysitting the lap
top for several hours to make both . Which one might work
when I need it to? My voice-of-experience bet: Neither.
Web upgrades are always tiresome: After taking a cou pie more
hours to install XP, I wasted more t ime downloading and
installing the inevitable updates. Next I discovered that some
essential drivers were missing. Unfortunately, Sony's Web
site didn't offer them until I pretended I had a different (but
similar) model. Then came the finding, installation, and Web
upgrading of all my old software. And after all that, I still had
to fritter away more hours doping out why the new machine
couldn't see the other ones on my home network and vice
versa. The problem? An idiotically overprotective No rton
Internet Security default configuration.
In the business world, when you get a new PC, a paid expert
hand les all this stuff for you. In the Mac world, you can hook
two systems together and make the new one work almost
exactly as the old one did in maybe half an hour. In the world
of Windows "personal " computers, you get to be your own
expert and waste at least a day of your personal time.
How soon might your wonderful new machine pay that
back? The fourteenth of never. •
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